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Report One: Overview 
 
 Institutional Policy on Research 
 
Unlike those liberal arts colleges which focus on teaching only, Lingnan places 
great emphasis on both teaching and research, which it finds inform and enrich 
each other to the ultimate benefit of the students.  To this effect, and while 
pursuing a policy and practice of close staff-student relationship, the University 
has substantially enhanced its research strength in recent years.  One indication of 
this is its impressive results in the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE).  The 
results in the RAE confirmed our research strengths across all our academic areas, 
namely Arts, Business Studies and Social Sciences.  We pride ourselves on being 
a ‘liberal arts teaching and research university’ which excels in teaching and 
research at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels.  Lingnan will continue to 
strive for excellence in teaching and research, and will in particular concentrate 
research efforts in the continuing development of its nine designated ‘focused 
areas’.  Lingnan’s intimate campus setting provides an ideal environment for 
intellectual discussion and research. 
 
The University’s research policy is designed to optimize the use of research funds 
through focused development, quality enhancement and collaborative endeavour.  
Focused development is achieved through identifying priority areas of research 
and the recruitment of faculty to build up strength in these areas.  Quality 
enhancement is achieved through faculty appointment and continuing 
improvement of existing staff profile.  Collaborative endeavour is fostered 
through establishing research centres that provide research support and 
coordination. 
 
 Focused Development 
 
Lingnan is fully aware of the need to focus its research efforts on its areas of 
strength.  Nine research areas have been identified for focused support.  It is 
essential that we build on the strengths of the existing research areas, while at the 
same time exploring some emerging areas for development.  These include seven 
established ones (Aesthetics & the Arts, Cultural Research & Development, 
Modern Literature in Chinese, Conflict Management in Chinese Societies, 
Taxation, Public Policy & Governance, and Social Gerontology) and two 
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developing areas (Hong Kong Studies Through History and Financial Markets & 
Economic Performance).  These research areas are in line with our liberal arts 
mission, and are selected based on existing staff strength, proven track record and 
their connection to undergraduate teaching. 
 
 Quality Enhancement 
 
Academic staff profile and research achievements of staff have improved 
dramatically in recent years.  Based on a recent survey conducted by the Hong 
Kong Economic Journal Monthly in 2007, the PhD ratio of our staff ranks second 
among universities in Hong Kong. 
 
To ensure that faculty members will be given adequate opportunities to engage in 
research and development activities as well as a concentrated period for writing, a 
study leave scheme that awards a maximum time-off period from 6-12 months has 
been put in place.  This will allow academic staff, through re-arrangements of 
teaching schedule and utilization of the summer vacation, to be released from 
teaching and administrative duties to concentrate on research/study/writing full 
time.  Seven academic members from six departments were released from 
teaching in 2008-09, each for a six-month period.  The University is considering 
making more aggressive use of the study leave scheme and creating a more 
targeted and more flexible approach of supporting research; for instance, staff 
could apply for release from all teaching during one semester, for a ½-teaching 
load during a year, or for a ½-load during one semester.  The basic principles 
guiding the evaluation of teaching remission proposals include (i) specific research 
targets, not for general research purposes; (ii) strong research record; (iii) heavy 
teaching load; and (iv) prestigious fellowships abroad (e.g. Fulbright). 
 
In support of research work undertaken by young faculty members, an Initial 
Research Activities Fund for Newly Recruited Assistant Professors was introduced 
in 2008-09 to provide ancillary funding for research related activities without 
requiring the submission of a formal research proposal. 
 
In addition to their regular participation in academic seminars organized by local 
tertiary institutions, staff are administratively encouraged and financially supported 
by the University to attend scholarly activities overseas to keep abreast of the latest 
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developments in their respective fields of expertise.  During the year, a sum of 
HK$1.25 million was committed to conferences and other staff development 
activities, and a total of 95 academic papers were presented at international 
conferences, through which staff were (and will continue to be) able to share the 
results of their research with local or overseas specialists, and to receive the 
feedback required before making their research more generally available in a 
published form. 
 
 Collaborative Endeavour 
 
While at present inter-institutional collaboration exists mainly at the individual 
level, a system has been set up by Faculty-based Research Institutes/Centres to 
channel resources into special areas of research and to develop links with local, 
regional and overseas institutions for the purpose of academic exchange, 
conferences and other collaborative activities.  For instance, the Asia–Pacific 
Institute of Ageing Studies has close links with organizations such as UN ESCAP 
and the Help Age International, and renowned gerontologists such as Profs Alun 
Joseph, Gavin Andrews and Mark Rosenberg (Canada), Alan Walker and David 
Challis (UK), Helen Bartlett and Anna Howe (Australia) and Dr. Kevin Kinsella 
(US Census Bureau), to name but a few.  Together with HKIMR and Columbia 
University, Hong Kong APEC Study Centre organized an international conference 
on “The Global Financial Turmoil and the Evolving Financial Interdependence in 
Asia” in May 2009.  During the year, a number of leading scholars of finance and 
economics from Columbia, Princeton, Milken Institute, Pittsburg, Tilburg, Monash, 
UBC, UIUC and Texas A&M visited us for an in-depth exchange on topics of 
mutual interest. 
 
With the generous support of the Hong Kong Jockey Club, the Chinese 
Department has set up two visitorship programmes: “Distinguished Visiting 
Professorship” and “Writer-in-residence Programme”.  During the 2008-09 
academic year, Prof CHEN Shihe of Fudan University was invited as the inaugural 
professor.  The renowned writer Mr Chang Ta-chun visited Lingnan as 
writer-in-residence to give lectures to students and to conduct writing workshops 
and tutorials. 
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In addition, the University has set aside some funds every year to finance two-way 
academic-exchange activities between Lingnan and institutions of higher learning 
in the PRC and the less developed economies of Asia.  In 2008-09, a total of 3 
incoming and 3 outgoing visits were supported under this scheme.  Visiting 
institutions included the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Tsinghua University, 
Peking University, among others. 
 
 Organization of Research Funding 
 
The formulation of policies for the promotion, conduct, supervision and funding of 
research at the University is entrusted to the Research and Postgraduate Studies 
Committee (RPSC), a Senate committee that decides internal funding allocations 
and monitors progress of research projects funded by various grants.  Initial 
assessment of research grant applications is undertaken by three faculty-level 
research panels, which make funding recommendations to the RPSC.  Smaller 
grants are decided by the faculty research panels.  The Office of Research and 
Staff Development provides administrative assistance to the Committee and the 
panels in the management of allocated grants, ensuring that all funding and 
budgetary procedures are properly followed. 
 
A rigorous internal peer review process is adopted for all internal research grant 
applications.  Each application is evaluated on the basis of academic merit, 
feasibility within the indicated time frame, budgetary appropriateness, and the 
track record of the investigator(s). 
 
 Usage of Direct Allocation Grant 
 
The Direct Allocation (DA) is an excellent scheme for small-scale research 
projects and for many such projects undertaken at a humanities/social science and 
business university such as ours.  Indeed, our institutional support for research 
relies heavily on RGC’s DA.  We make allocations with due care.  PIs have to be 
highly competitive to win an award.  Our efficient use of the DA is clearly 
evident in the number of quality outputs our colleagues manage to produce.  This 
is confirmed in the 2006 RAE results.  
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The RPSC allocated a total of HK$2.5 million to support 43 research projects 
during the 2008-09 academic year.  The titles and grants for those projects funded 
from the University’s Block Grant and the RGC’s Direct Allocation Grant are set 
out in Reports 2A and 2B respectively.  Projects supported from private sources 
are listed in Report 2C. 
 
 Research Highlights 
 
As a teaching and learning liberal arts institution, we are committed to the 
synergistic pursuit of academic excellence and the advancement of knowledge.  
Building on our research strength and capitalising on our staff expertise, we aim at 
continuing to produce research of high international calibre in various disciplinary 
and interdisciplinary academic areas. 
 
The theoretical and practical value of research conducted at Lingnan is well 
exemplified by our first RGC-funded public policy research project awarded in 
June 2006, entitled “Fair Competition under Laissez-Faireism: Policy Options for 
Hong Kong”.  Through a systematic review of current competition policy 
framework in Hong Kong, the project will assess if there is a need for Hong Kong 
to establish a general competition law.  In December 2007, we obtained our 
second PPR grant for a project entitled “Hong Kong as an International Financial 
Centre for China and for the World”, which will examine in depth the locational 
structure of financial activity in Hong Kong and major competitors, with several 
major centres in the region vying for position in an industry probably due for 
further consolidation.  We obtained our third PPR grant awarded in June 2009, 
entitled “Audience Development as Cultural Policy in Hong Kong since 1997”.  
Guided by an inter-disciplinary cultural policy research framework, the project will 
present a full account of the major Audience Development (AD) work in Hong 
Kong since 1997, plus a critical analysis of the key issues and problems identified.  
Alongside a set of policy recommendations, the project will also provide practice 
guidelines and methodologies on AD in the form of a handbook for the parties 
concerned. 
 
We are happy to note that a research proposal jointly submitted by Lingnan 
University and University of Birmingham was selected for funding under the 
Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC)/Research Grants Council (RGC) 
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Joint Research Scheme.  The proposal, entitled “Innovative Management 
Practices and Firm Performance: A Quasi-natural Experiment within a Private 
Manufacturing Firm in China”, was supported with a budget of about HK$1.33 
million (HK$344,000 plus GBP78,466).  This Joint Research Scheme is highly 
competitive; only 4 out of 38 applications were funded in the latest allocation. 
 
We are also happy to note that the Croucher Foundation accepted our Computing 
& Decision Sciences Department’s nomination of Dr Huang Jian of the Jiangxi 
University of Finance and Economics to visit Lingnan for six months, and a grant 
of HK$144,000 was made towards this Visitorship.  In collaboration with a 
colleague in the CDS Department, Dr Huang will work on a project entitled 
“Effectiveness of Price Promotions: Trade Promotions vs Mail-in Rebate”. 
 
According to the 2009 survey conducted by Brigham Young University, our 
Accountancy Department ranks 23rd in taxation research among universities 
worldwide and is the leader in tax research in Hong Kong.  Notwithstanding its 
short history, our Department of Economics, as reported in the January 2005 issue 
of HKEJM, came third in a survey of the academic performance of the economics 
departments of seven Hong Kong universities, evaluation of which was based on 
the number of articles per capita published by the universities’ academic staff in 
quality international economics journals as well as the number of GRFs awarded 
by the RGC per full-time academic staff member.  Also, Lingnan was ranked fifth 
internationally in the publication of business and management empirical research 
on China in leading international journals according to “Business and Management 
in China: A Review of Empirical Research in Leading International Journals” 
published in the Asia Pacific Journal of Management (2007, 24: 359-368). 
 
The above survey results demonstrate convincingly that the University is staffed 
by well-qualified academics, and enjoys a growing reputation both at home and 
internationally.  Articles written by our staff had appeared in premier journals, 
and books have often been published by prestigious academic presses 
internationally. 
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 Concluding Remarks 
 
Lingnan has established itself as a unique liberal arts institution with Hong Kong 
characteristics which excels in both education and research.  In embracing the 
vast opportunities and challenges that lie ahead, the University will build on this 
niche by reinforcing the distinctive strengths of our liberal arts ethos and 
continuing our pursuit of the highest standards of scholarship. 
 
Our strategic objectives include: 
 
Research 
 
• To continue to foster excellence in research 
 
• To build on the University’s strong recent research performance by enhancing 
efforts on identified areas of strength and by identifying new areas of strength 
 
Faculty Development 
 
• To continue to foster excellence in teaching 
 
• To encourage academic staff to engage in continuous development, 
international exchange arrangements, and interaction with international 
organisations or institutions 
 
• To invite distinguished visiting scholars to the University for teaching and/or 
research collaboration 
 
Research Postgraduate Programmes 
 
• To continue to develop research postgraduate programmes which reflect, and 
will further enhance, the academic strengths of the University  
 
• To further guide, facilitate and foster the scholarly and academic development 
of research postgraduate students 
 
• To embark on further expansion of the research postgraduate student 
population in a manner commensurate with our staff expertise 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal  
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
 
    
1 * Taxation Research 
 
 
 CHAN Koon-hung 8,270 X 
2 * The Influence of Corporate Governance 
Structure on Executive Pay 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching Gladie 21,900 X 
3  An Investigation into the Effect of a Business 
Ethics Elective on the Attitudes toward 
Corporate Ethics and Social Responsibility 
of BBA Students at a Hong Kong University 
 
 
 SIMMONS Richard S 28,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
 
  
1  Secure Enterprise Mobility 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 
 
 
30,000 X 
2 * Peer-to-peer Systems with Phones and 
Computers 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 21,900 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
 
  
3  Comparative Statics of Changes in Risk on 
Kinked Payoff Functions 
 
 
 HAU Tak-ming Arthur 29,500 X 
4  Chebyshev’s Inequality and the Preservation 
of Risk Aversion under (Conditional) 
Expectation 
 
 
 HAU Tak-ming Arthur 30,000 X 
5 * Option-like Constraint on Compensation and 
the Agency Problem in Production and Risk 
Management 
 
 
 HAU Tak-ming Arthur 21,900 X 
6 * Finance in Asia 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 
 
8,270 X 
7 * Investigating the Information Content of the 
Model-free Volatility Expectation by Monte 
Carlo Methods 
 
 
ZHANG Yuanyuan 21,900 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37  
Department of Management 
 
    
8 * The Impacts of Leadership Style on the 
Effectiveness of Harmonious "Shequ" 
Development in China 
 
 
 CHEN Yifeng 21,900 X 
9 * Organisation Studies 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 8,270 X 
10 * Testing and Validating a Questionnaire to 
Measure Representational Predicaments 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 21,950 X 
11  Cooperation and Competition in Asia: 
Meta-analysis 
 
 
 TJOSVOLD Dean W 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
 
  
12 * China Business Studies 
 
 
 CHAN Tsang-sing 8,270 X 
13 * Estimating Technical Efficiencies of Airports 
in China: A Comparison of Stochastic Output 
Distance Function Method with Data 
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) Method 
 
 
 CHOW Kong-wing 
Clement 
 
21,900 X 
14  An Exploratory Study of Effect of Channel 
Governance on Channel Performance: The 
Mediating Role of Procedural Justice, 
Relationship Learning, and Voluntary 
Cooperation 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 29,800 X 
15  An Exploratory Study of Relationship of 
Individual Moral Values and Perceived 
Ethical Climate to Salepersons’ Job 
Satisfaction, Commitment and Turnover, and 
to Clients’ Purchase Intention and Loyalty 
with the Firm 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 30,000 X 
16  Interactivity to Cultivate Customer Satisfaction 
and Loyalty: A Communication Model for 
Internet Banking 
 
 
 LUI Hon-kwong 28,000 X 
17 * Minimizing Measurement Cost in Concept 
Tests with a Desirable Generalizability: A 
Trade Off Model 
 
 
 PENG Ling 21,900 X 
18  Predicting Tourism Market Potential of Hong 
Kong by the Year 2027 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
19 
 
* 
 
Image Congruence Effects on the Purchase 
Intentions of Genuine and Counterfeit 
Brands: The Role of Self-monitoring 
 
 
  
POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
 
22,150 
 
X 
20 * Marketing Management 
 
 
 ZHOU Lianxi 8,270 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
    
1  The Population Problem 
 
 
 FAN Cheng-ze Simon 12,000 X 
2  Economic Analysis of Competition Policy in 
China 
 
 
 LIN Ping 10,675 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
  
1  Implementation of a Money-follow-elderly 
Policy Model for Private Residential Homes 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
29,600 X 
2  An International Evaluation of Work-family 
Balance: Validation of the Work-family 
Balance Measure and Theoretical Model 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
    
1  ??????(Three Autums in a Day) cum
?????(Double Seventh River) 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
19,500 X 
2 * Salvation - A Theme of the Man and Spirit 
Relationship 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
16,800 X 
3  Cosmopolitan Public: English-Language 
Periodicals in Semi-Colonial Shanghai 
 
 SHEN Shuang 21,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
    
1 * Rewriting Menglong Poetry in the 
English-speaking World 
 
 
 CHONG Yau-yuk 30,000 X 
2  Interpreters as Consultants in Private 
historiography in 8th Century China: The 
Cases of Gai Yunjia and Jia Dan 
 
 
 LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 29,920 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre: 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
  
1  Sexuality, Public Discourse and Regulation: 
A Study of the Formation of “Obscenity” and 
“Indecency” in Hong Kong 
 
 
 IP Iam-chong 29,922 X 
2  Negotiating ‘Indecency’ as Practice: Cases 
Dealt with by OAT in 1999, 2003 and 2007 
 
 
 LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 29,100 X 
3 * Stephen Chow's Tactics of Survival in Hong 
Kong Comedies from the 1990s to the Present 
 
 
 YAU Ching 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre: 51 
Department of Philosophy 
 
  
4  Contemporary Collaborative Art Practices in 
Hong Kong and Macao 
 
 
 ARCHER Carol 29,500 X 
5  Art and Risk 
 
 
 HJORT Mette A 29,000 X 
6 * Archive of the Artistic Activities of Local 
Leftist Artists Between 1949 and 1969 
??????????? (1949-1969) 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
 
 
 
 
 
1  Earnings Management, Corporate 
Governance and Cross Listing: An Empirical 
Analysis of Transfer Pricing Behavior of 
Chinese-listed Companies 
 
 
 LO Wai-yee Agnes 101,500 X 
2  How Do Directors, Shareholders and 
Managers Affect the Disclosure of 
Related-party Transactions? 
 
 
 LO Wai-yee Agnes 30,000 X 
3  Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation for 
Participative Budgeting 
 
 
 LUI Man-ching 
Gladie 
25,050 X 
4  A Dream of the Red Chamber and Corporate 
Governance of Family-Owned Businesses 
 
 
 MO Lai-lan Phyllis 96,500 X 
5  Ethical Climate and Professionalism: A Study 
of Tax Professionals in the People’s Republic 
of China 
 
 
 SHAFER William E 89,400 X 
6  An Investigation into Citizens’ Attitudes 
towards the Tax System and Tax Reform in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 SIMMONS Richard S 45,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
 
  
1  Coordinating Decentralized Assembly Supply 
Chains with Buy-Back and Lost Sales 
Cost-Sharing Contracts 
 
 
 LENG Mingming 77,900 X 
2  Competition and Coordination in a 
Two-Echelon Supply Chain with Wholesale 
Pricing Schemes 
 
 
 LENG Mingming 91,340 X 
3 * Pricing, Free-Shipping and Stocking 
Decisions of an Online Retailer for a 
Holiday Shopping Season 
 
 
 LENG Mingming 94,000 X 
4  Common Framework for Mobile 
Application Development 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 30,000 X 
5  Internet Surfing for Children in Kindergarten 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 87,000 X 
6  Mobile Monitoring Systems 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 30,000 X 
7  Interactive Speech Analysis for Students 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 109,000 X 
8 * Computer-Assisted Memory Retention 
 
 
 LOO Wai-sing Alfred 113,500 X 
9  Applying Adaptive Grammar Based Genetic 
Programming in Evolving Parallel 
Evolutionary Algorithms on Graphics 
Processing Units 
 
 
 WONG Man-leung 82,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
 
  
10  Can Shareholders Prohibit Management to 
Manipulate Earnings? Evidence from the 
Related-party Transactions 
 
 
 FIRTH Michael A 114,000 X 
11  Impact of Bond Rating Changes on Bond 
Market Efficiency in the Post Regulation Fair 
Disclosure Period 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 119,350 X 
12 * Credit Ratings and Seasoned Equity 
Offerings in China 
 
 
 POON Pui-han Winnie 85,500 X 
13  The Emergence of Legal Protection for 
Investors in China 
 
 
 WONG Man-lai Sonia 30,000 X 
14  How Do State Shareholders Monitor Their 
CEOs? Evidence from China's Listed Firms 
 
 
 WONG Man-lai Sonia 25,050 X 
15  Individual Investors' Segmentation and 
Preference in China 
 
 
 YU Zi-you 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
 
  
16  Working with Foreign Team Members: 
Applying the Theory of Cooperation and 
Competition in Cross-cultural Interaction 
 
 
 CHEN Yifeng 30,000 X 
17  Issues in the Development of Collective 
Learning Relationships Between a China 
Based Japanese-Owned Manufacturer and Its 
Key Local Suppliers 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 45,400 X 
18  ‘It Takes All Sorts?’ Career Anchors and 
High Involvement in Corporate Social 
Responsibility Activities 
 
 
 SNELL Robin S 25,050 X 
19  Cooperative and Competitive Relationships 
among Competitive Organizations in China 
and Hong Kong 
 
 
 TJOSVOLD Dean W 93,000 X 
20 * The Workplace Identity and Experiences of 
Female Professionals in Hong Kong 
 
 
 WONG Mei-ling, May 95,500 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
 
  
21  Using Narratives to Discern Self Identity 
Goals and Motivations Associated with the 
Use of Luxury Products 
 
 
 CHAN Tsang-sing 30,000 X 
22  Consumption of the Sacred and the Profane: 
The Blurring of Boundaries between 
Museums and High Fashion Houses 
 
 
 CHAN Tsang-sing 111,000 X 
23  Measuring Technical Efficiencies of Chinese 
Airports using Input Distance Function 
Approach 
 
 
 CHOW Kong-wing 
Clement 
30,000 X 
24  A Cost-sensitive Learning Algorithm for 
Machine Learning: An Application for Direct 
Marketing Forecasting Models 
 
 
 CUI Geng 85,000 X 
25  Joint Modeling of Customer Purchase and 
Profitability in Direct Marketing: A Hybrid 
Approach 
 
 
 CUI Geng 25,050 X 
26  The Creation of Customer Value in 
International Trade Shows: A Marketing of 
Competences Approach 
 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 30,000 X 
27  Value Innovation in Established Companies: 
Its Competence-based Predictors and Value 
Innovation Outcomes 
 
 LI Ling-yee Esther 74,000 X 
28  Item Purification and DIF Assessment in 
New Product Concept Testing 
 
 
 PENG Ling 
 
30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
29 
  
Angel or Devil? The Adoption of Virtual 
Environment Techniques in New Product 
Evaluation Testing 
 
 
 
 
PENG Ling 
 
 
98,500 
 
X 
30  The Effects of Consumer Expectations on the 
Adoption of Continuous and Discontinuous 
Innovations 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
120,000 X 
31 * The Impact of Knowledge Competences in 
Marketing Processes on New Product 
Performance and Customer Satisfaction 
 
 
 POON Shing-chung 
Patrick 
86,400 X 
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26 
Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
 
   
 
1  Ownership and Innovation: A Case Study of 
the Large and Medium-size Enterprises in 
China 
 
 
 CHEUNG Kui-yin 29,400 X 
2 * FDI, Export and Innovation: A Case Study 
of the High Technology Industry in China 
 
 
 CHEUNG Kui-yin 21,650 X 
3  The Economics of Nanny: Theory and 
Evidence 
 
 
 FAN Cheng-ze Simon 107,000 X 
4  A New Macroeconomic Policy Analytical 
Framework: An Empirical Test Using US 
and HK Data 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 62,000 X 
5  Annual Happiness Survey and 
Determination of Happiness in Hong Kong: 
Implications for Public Policy 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 80,000 X 
6  Who Are the Polluters in China? 
Determinants of Pollution Levels in Chinese 
Manufacturing 
 
 
 LIN Ping 118,500 X 
7  Does Oil Shock Affect Small Open 
Economies? The Case of Hong Kong and 
Singapore 
 
 
 VOON Jan-piaw 
Thomas 
23,000 X 
8 * Socio-Economic Impacts of Global 
Financial Crisis on China: A Psychometric 
Model of Information Mediation, Fear 
Perception, and Decision Processing 
 
 
 VOON Jan-piaw 
Thomas 
97,500 X 
9  Housing Price and Household Consumption 
in China 
 
 
 WEI Xiangdong 117,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
10 
  
Productivity Growth and Productivity 
Convergence Across China’s Coastal and 
Interior Economies 
 
 
 
 
ZHANG Yifan 
 
89,320 
 
X 
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28 
Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
 
   
 
1  Sporting Politics of Divided Countries: The 
Korean Case 
 
 
 BRIDGES Brian 14,820 X 
2 * The Changing Political Culture among 
Contemporary Chinese University Students 
 
 
 CHAN Che-po 28,500 X 
3 * A Comparative Study of China-Japan and 
Taiwan-Japan Relations 
 
 
 CHUNG Chien-peng 66,000 X 
4  Climate Change, International Justice, and 
Cosmopolitan Theory 
 
 
 HARRIS Paul G 
 
30,000 X 
5  Ideology in Flux: From the “Theory of the 
Continued Revolution under the 
Dictatorship of the Proletariat” to the 
“Theory of Three Represents” 
 
 
 WONG Yiu-chung 11,100 X 
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29 
 
Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
  
 
6  Residents’ Health Profile in a Yi Tribe 
Village, China 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
96,200 X 
7 * Piloting an “Older Storyteller” Programme in 
a Tuen Mun Kindergarten 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
 
91,500 X 
8  Adolescent Sexualities in Hong Kong – An 
Exploratory Study 
 
 
 CHAN Hau-nung Annie 27,000 X 
9 * Adolescent Values on Sexuality in Hong 
Kong – an Exploratory Study 
 
 
 CHAN Hau-nung Annie 28,000 X 
10  Lay Concept of Environmental Perception: 
An Exploratory Study on Street Market in 
Central 
 
 
 CHENG Hing-cheung 
Kevin 
30,000 X 
11  Trait Dispositional Biases on Performance 
Appraisal Accuracy 
 
 
 CHENG Hing-cheung 
Kevin 
95,500 X 
12 * An Investigation of Individual and 
Organizational Factors in Influencing 
Psychological Health and Job Outcomes of 
Older Chinese Workers 
 
 
 CHEUNG Yue-lok 
Francis 
80,980 X 
13  Family Stress and Coping Strategies in 
Beijing Families: A Study of How Families 
Respond to the Impact of Social Change 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 119,975 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
14 
  
The Attitude and Behaviour of the "Post 80's 
Generation" in China on Marriage and the 
Family - A Comparative Study of the Young 
Adults from the One-child Families with the 
Non-one-child Families in Harbin City 
 
 
 
 
KWOK Hong-kin 
 
30,000 
 
X 
15  A Study of the New Generation under 
One-child Policy in China 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 113,000 X 
16 * The Impact of Global Financial Tsunami 
towards Middle Class Families in 
Guangzhou: Their Attitudes and Strategies 
in Response 
 
 
 KWOK Hong-kin 30,000 X 
17  An International Evaluation of Work-family 
Balance: Validation of the Work-family 
Balance Measure and Theoretical Model 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 106,000 X 
18 * An International Evaluation of Work-family 
Balance: Validation of the Work-family 
Balance Measure and Theoretical Model 
(Phases 2 & 3) 
 
 
 SIU Oi-ling 120,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
 
  
  
1  A Collection of Critical Essays on Poetry 
(詩歌論文集) 
 
 
 CHAN Tak-kam 3,800 X 
2 * A Study of Li Cuihua's (黎翠華) Prose 
 
 
 CHAN Tak-kam 18,800 X 
3  Rhythm in the Poetry of Shu Xiangcheng 
(Shu Hongshing)（舒巷城詩中的節奏） 
 
 
 CHAN Wai-ying 
 
33,120 X 
4  The Recasting of Cao Cao and Liu Bei in 
Three Kingdoms 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
 
30,000 X 
5 * 《淡影乾坤》(Soft Silhouettes of the World) 
cum 《莫愁湖畔》(By the Griefless Lake) 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
30,000 X 
6 * A Concordance to the Shi/Ci Poems of Zhu 
Shuzhen 朱淑真  (1078?-1138?) and Li 
Qingzhao 李 清 照  (1084-1155?), with 
Critical Introduction 
 
 
 KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
92,120 X 
7  Human-alien(species) Love Tales in 
Classical Chinese Fiction（中國古典小說中
的異類戀） 
 
 
 LAU Yin-ping Grace 
 
61,403 X 
8  Adapted Identities: A Study of Hong Kong 
Literature and Film in the 1950s and 1960s 
 
 
 LEUNG Ping-kwan 91,000 X 
9 * Hong Kong and Southeast Asia: Translocal 
Cultural Production in the 1950's and 60's 
 
 
 SHEN Shuang 20,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
10 
 
 
陳洪綬（Chen Hongshou）、孟稱舜（Meng 
Chengshun）、祁豸佳（Qi Zhijia）三家研
究 
 
  
SI TOU Sau-ieng 
 
61,500 
 
X 
11  Senior Citizens and Film Education 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
12 * Adapting English Novels into Hong Kong 
Screen: A Study of Film and Literature of 
the 1950s 
 
 
 WONG Shuk-han Mary 30,000 X 
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33 
Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
 
   
 
1  An English- Chinese Thesaurus of 
Metaphors 
 
 
 GOATLY Andrew P 104,000 X 
2 * Art Songs: Modern Poem Settings as 
Literary Adaptation 
 
 
 INGHAM Michael A 89,000 X 
3 * Patterns of Variation in Hong Kong English 
Phonology 
 
 
 SEWELL Andrew J 1,000 X 
4  A Comparison of Rhetorical Pattern 
Comprehension in Two Cultures 
 
 
 SHARP Alastair I 25,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
 
  
  
1  Derrida and Contemporary Chinese 
Discourse on Translation 
 
 
 CHONG Yau-yuk 30,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
 
  
  
1  Confucianism, Colonialism, and the Cold 
War: Chinese Cultural Education at Hong 
Kong’s New Asia College, 1949-76 
 
 
 CHOU Ai-ling Grace 8,000 X 
2  Global America, British Empire: The East 
Indies in the Transformation of 
Anglo-American Capitalism, 1773-1815 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 25,500 X 
3 * Living with Death in the Early Modern 
Atlantic: The Case of British St. Helena 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 70,701 X 
4 * Living with Death in the Early Modern 
Atlantic: Britons in the Bahamas before 
1783 
 
 
 FICHTER James R 74,940 X 
5  Hong Kong and Britishness in the 1960s 
 
 
 HAMPTON Mark A 
 
48,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
  
1 * A Critical Study of the Role of Educational 
Drama in the Teaching of Cultural Criticism 
 
 
 CHAN Ching-kiu 
Stephen 
95,000 X 
2 * Women’s Sustainable Development and 
Educational Work for Peace – A Study of 
the Nobel Peace Prize Nominees from Hong 
Kong, Mainland China, and Taiwan 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 113,000 X 
3  Race, Culture and Law: A Study of the 
Formation of Subjecthood among Ethnic 
Minorities in Hong Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 29,600 X 
4 * Reconstructing the Cultural Aspirations of 
Middle-classness among Young Adults: An 
Empirical Investigation 
 
 
 ERNI John N 30,000 X 
5 * Human Rights as Legal-cultural Struggles: 
Examining Three Landmark Cases and Issues 
in Post-1997 Hong Kong 
 
 
 ERNI John N 95,000 X 
6  The Construction of the ‘Heroine’ in Korean 
TV Dramas 
 
 
 LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 20,500 X 
7 * Radio Phone-in Culture in Hong Kong: The 
Case of RTHK's "The Millenium" and 
"Freeline Phone-In" / "Constructing" Public 
Opinion: The Challenges of RTHK (as 
Public Service Broadcasting) in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 30,000 X 
8 * Transformation of a Subsidized Performing 
Arts Group - A Preliminary Study of the 
Emergence of PIP Cultural Industries Ltd. as 
a Cultural Enterprise in Hong Kong 
 
 
 LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 97,500 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
 
9 
  
Representation of Power Relations in Li 
Han-hsiang’s Films 
 
 
  
YAU Ching 
 
30,000 
 
X 
10  Cultural Discourses of the Christian Right in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 YAU Ching 30,000 X 
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38 
 
Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Philosophy 
 
  
11  The Days of Shu Pu（書譜的年代） 
 
 
 LAW Suk-mun Sophia 30,000 X 
12  Racism: A Conceptual Analysis 
 
 
 SESARDIC Neven 12,000 X 
13 * Normativity, Intentionality, and Evolution 
 
 
 ZHENG Yujian 64,000 X 
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Serial 
No. 
  
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
 
  
14  Research on Hong Kong Chinese  
(港式中文研究) 
 
 
 TIN Siu-lam 86,500 X 
15  A Pilot Research on Further Development 
and Enhancement of Chinese Final Test – 
The Written Chinese Proficiency Test at 
Lingnan University 
 
 
 WANG Lingling 30,000 X 
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40 
Serial 
No. 
 
 
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
 
 Cost Centre : 40
 
Department of Economics
 
 
     
1  The World Currency Unit: A Study on 
the Operations and Applications of the 
Concept 
 
 
 HO Lok-sang 15,000 HK Other X 
2 * Hong Kong Economy 2009 
 
 HO Lok-sang 3,150 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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41 
Serial 
No. 
 
 
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
 
 Cost Centre : 43
 
Department of Political Science
 
 
     
1 * China and the Uighurs  CHUNG 
Chien-peng 
2,500 Non-HK 
Other 
 
 
X 
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42 
 
Serial 
No. 
 
 
Project Title 
 
 Principal  
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
 
   
2  The Effectiveness and Outcomes of 
the Youth Smoking Prevention 
Programmes 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
450,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
X
 
3  Study on Quality of Life of Aged 
Blind 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
100,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
 
X 
4  Skynet “Silver Pages” Project 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
60,000 HK 
Industries 
 
 
X 
5  Macao Ageing Index for Social 
Development Project 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
580,000 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
6 * Study on Optional Retirement in 
Hong Kong 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred 
82,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
 
X 
7 * Research on the Service for Hidden 
Elderly 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
53,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
 
X 
8 * Evaluation Study on the New Mode 
of Enhanced Home and Community 
Care Service 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
60,000 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
 
X 
9 * Focus Group Discussion on New 
Senior Residence Projects: Tanner 
Road & Tin Shiu Wai 
 
 
 CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
 
110,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
X 
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43 
Serial 
No. 
 
 
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 44
 
Department of Chinese 
 
     
1 * 《七雙河》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
 
X 
2 * 《淡影乾坤》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
 
X 
3 * 《莫愁湖畔》  KWONG Yim-tze 
Charles 
 
18,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
 
X 
4  《中國文學思想史》（先秦兩漢）  WANG 
Chun-hong 
 
 
31,050 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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44 
 
Serial 
No. 
 
 
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 50 
Department of History 
 
     
1  Annals of Hong Kong  
 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 335,580 
 
Non-HK 
Other 
X 
2 * Family History of Prof Hou Po Chang 
 
 
 LAU Chi-pang 100,000 HK Other X 
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45 
 
Serial 
No. 
 
 
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Cultural Studies 
 
 
    
1  Preliminary Networking and Exchange 
Activities on the Experiences of 
PeaceWomen’s Work on Environmental 
Protection, Sustainable Livelihood and 
the Rebuilding of Community Culture 
within China 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 134,800 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
X 
2 * An Action Research Proposal on 
Women, Environment, Livelihood, 
Culture, and Peace – A Documentary 
Film 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 33,000 HK Other X 
3 * Networking and Exchange Activities on 
the Experiences of Peace Women’s 
Work on Environmental Protection, 
Sustainable Livelihood and the 
Rebuilding of Community Culture 
within China (Second Phase) 
 
 
 CHAN Shun-hing 370,700 HK 
Charities/ 
Foundations 
 
X 
4  Changing Global Realities and the 
Future of Asian Peoples 
 
 
 LAU Kin-chi 700,000 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
5 * Fan Culture / Lover Icon: A Historical 
Reinterpretation of the Artistic Life of 
Cantonese Opera Icon Yam Kim Fai 
 
 
 LI Siu-leung 50,000 Gov’t 
Related 
Organizations 
 
X 
6 * Problems of Subject Formation in Hong 
Kong Queer Cinema 
 
 
 YAU Ching 121,300 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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Serial 
No. 
 
 
Project Title 
 
 Principal 
Investigator 
Net Amount of 
Grant Received 
($) 
Funding 
Source 
Role of 
Institution 
  Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
 
   
7  漢語詩律演變研究隋、初唐部分 
 
 
 LI Fei 76,600 Non-HK 
Other 
X 
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 47 
 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 35 
Department of Accountancy 
    
1 “Aggregate Quasi Rents and Auditor Independence: 
Evidence from Audit Firm Mergers in China”, 
Proceedings of 2008 American Accounting 
Association (AAA) Annual Meeting on “Building Our 
Accounting Community”, AAA (ed), Anaheim, USA, 
3-6 Aug 2008 (CD-Rom) 
CHAN Koon-hung and WU 
Donghui 
32 A 0.5 
2 “Taxation Research”, presented at a PhD seminar, 
Department of Accountancy, National Taiwan 
University, Taipei, Taiwan, 19-21 Nov 2008 
CHAN Koon-hung 33 B 1 
3 “Corporate Governance in the United Kingdom: 
Changes to the Regulatory Template and Company 
Practice”, Codes of Good Governance Around the 
World, Felix J Lopez Iturriaga (ed), Nova Science 
Publishers, 2009, pp 383-412 
RAYTON Bruce A and 
CHENG Lai-sheung Suwina 
12 B 0.5 
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 48 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
4 “Why Do Managers Voluntarily Disclose 
Related-Party Transactions in a Transitional 
Economy?”, Proceedings of 20th Asian-Pacific 
Conference on International Accounting Issues, 
organized by Asian-Pacific Conference on 
International Accounting Issues, Paris, France, 10-11 
Nov 2008, pp 144 [The Vernon Zimmerman Best 
Paper Award] 
LO Wai-yee Agnes and WONG 
M K Raymond 
32 A 0.5 
5 “Opinion Dispersion and Subsequent Stock Returns: 
Evidence from the China Capital Market”, 
Proceedings of American Society of Business and 
Behavioral Sciences (ASBBS) 11th International 
Conference, organized by ASBBS, Honolulu, USA, 
Sep 2008, pp 91-4 
LUI Man-ching Gladie and 
SHUM Connie 
32 A 0.5 
6 “Using an Outcome-based Education Approach to 
Facilitate Student Learning in Financial Accounting in 
Hong Kong”, presented at The 7th Annual Hawaii 
International Conference on Education, organized by 
Hawaii International Conferences, Honolulu, USA, 
4-7 Jan 2009 
LUI Man-ching Gladie and 
SHUM Connie 
33 A 0.5 
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 49 
Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
7 “Effect of Teaching Method and Learning Level on 
Knowledge Acquisition and Retention”, presented at 
American Accounting Association, 49th Annual 
Midwest Regional Meeting, St Louis, USA, 16-18 Apr 
2009 
LUI Man-ching Gladie, 
HWANG Richard and TONG 
Marian 
33 A 0.3334 
8 “The Impact of Fiscal Support on Earnings 
Management: Evidence from Equity Offerings in 
China”, presented at 20th Asian-Pacific Conference on 
International Accounting Issues, organized by 
Asian-Pacific Conference on International Accounting 
Issues, Paris, France, 10-11 Nov 2008 
HE Guanming and MO Lai-lan 
Phyllis 
33 A 0.5 
9 “Social Responsibility, Machiavellianism and Tax 
Avoidance: A Study of Hong Kong Tax Professionals”, 
Accounting, Auditing & Accountability Journal, 21(5), 
Sep 2008, pp 695-720 
SHAFER William E and 
SIMMONS Richard S 
21 A 1 
10 “Ethical Climate in Chinese CPA Firms”, Accounting, 
Organizations and Society, 33(7-8), Oct-Nov 2008, pp 
825-35 
SHAFER William E 21 A 1 
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Serial 
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Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
11 “Controlling-minority Shareholder Incentive Conflicts 
and Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Insurance: 
Evidence from China”, Journal of Banking and 
Finance, 32(12), Dec 2008, pp 2636-45 
ZOU Hong, WONG Man-lai 
Sonia, SHUM Chun-yau 
Clement, JUN Xiong and JUN 
Yan 
21 A 0.2 
12 “Democratic Reform and Tax Reform in Hong Kong: 
What Do the People Think?”, British Tax Review, 
Issue 6, Dec 2008, pp 667-90 
SIMMONS Richard S and 
CULLEN Richard 
22 A 0.5 
13 “Effects of Ethical Culture and Firm Type on the 
Ethical Judgments of Tax Professionals in the People’s 
Republic of China”, Proceedings of Australasian Tax 
Teachers Association (ATTA) 2009 Conference, 
organized by ATTA, Christchurch, New Zealand, 
19-21 Jan 2009, pp 1-27 
SIMMONS Richard S and 
SHAFER William E 
32 A 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
14 “Effects of a Business Ethics Elective on Hong Kong 
Undergraduates’ Attitudes Towards Corporate Ethics 
and Social Responsibility”, Proceedings of 2009 
Oxford Business and Economics Conference, 
organized by Oxford Journal and Association for 
Business & Economics Research, Oxford, UK, Jun 
2009 (CD-Rom) 
SIMMONS Richard S, SNELL 
Robin S and SHAFER William 
E 
32 A 0.6667 
15 “Firm Ownership, Institution Environment, and Audit 
Collusion: Empirical Evidence from a Transitional 
Economy”, Jul 2008 
WANG Rui# 63 B 1 
16 “The Effect of Remuneration Committee on Directors’ 
Remuneration in Hong Kong”, Jun 2009 
WONG Shuk-fong Ada# 63 B 1 
17 “Issues on Compliance and Ethics in Taxation: What 
Do We Know?”, Journal of Financial Crime, 15(4), 
Oct 2008, pp 369-82 
HO H K Daniel and WONG 
Yeuk-ha Brossa 
21 A 0.5 
    
Sub-total 11.2001 
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No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Computing and Decision Sciences 
    
1 “Allocation of Cost Savings in a Three-Level Supply 
Chain with Demand Information Sharing: A 
Cooperative-Game Approach”, Operations Research, 
57(1), Jan 2009, pp 200-13 
LENG Mingming and 
MAHMUT Parlar 
21 A 0.5 
2 “Lead-time Reduction in a Two-level Supply Chain: 
Non-cooperative Equilibria vs. Coordination with a 
Profit-sharing Contract”, International Journal of 
Production Economics, 118(2), Apr 2009, pp 521-44 
LENG Mingming and 
MAHMUT Parlar 
21 A 0.5 
3 “Side-Payment Contracts in Two-Person 
Nonzero-Sum Supply Chain Games: Review, 
Discussion and Applications”, European Journal of 
Operational Research, 196(2), 2009, pp 600-18 
LENG Mingming and ZHU An 21 A 0.5 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
4 “Coordinating Assembly Supply Chains with 
Buy-Back and Lost Sales Cost-Sharing Contracts”, 
presented at a seminar, organized by Jiangxi 
University of Finance and Economics, Nanchang, 
PRC, Dec 2008 
LENG Mingming 33 B 1 
5 “Coordinating Assembly Supply Chains with 
Buy-Back and Lost Sales Cost-Sharing Contracts”, 
presented at a seminar, organized by The University of 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Jan 2009 
LENG Mingming 33 B 1 
6 “An Online Retailer’s Optimal Decisions on Profit 
Margin, Free-shipping Threshold and Inventory for a 
Holiday Season: An Empirical Study with 
Simulation”, presented at a conference, organized by 
Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics, 
Nanchang, PRC, Jun 2009 
LENG Mingming 33 B 1 
7 “Technical Opinion: Security Threats of Smart Phones 
and Bluetooth”, Communications of the ACM, 52(3), 
Mar 2009, pp 150-2 
LOO Wai-sing Alfred 21 A 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
8 “Mining Bayesian Networks from Direct Marketing 
Databases with Missing Values”, Intelligent and 
Evolutionary Systems, Mitsuo Gen, David Green, 
Osamu Katai, Bob McKay, Akira Namatame, Ruhul A 
Sarker and Zhang Byoung-tak (eds), Springer, Mar 
2009, pp 13-35 
GUO Yuan-yuan and WONG 
Man-leung 
12 A 0.5 
9 “Implementation of Parallel Genetic Algoriths on 
Graphics Processing Units”, Intelligent and 
Evolutionary Systems, Mitsuo Gen, David Green, 
Osamu Katai, Bob McKay, Akira Namatame, Ruhul A 
Sarker and Zhang Byoung-tak (eds), Springer, Mar 
2009, pp 197-216 
WONG Man-leung and WONG 
Tien-tsin 
12 A 0.5 
10 “Bayesian Variable Selection for Binary 
Classification: An Application in Direct Marketing”, 
Proceedings of 2008 American Marketing Association 
(AMA) Summer Marketing Educators’ Conference on 
“Unleashing the Power of Marketing to Transform 
Consumers, Organizations, Markets, and Society”, 
organized by AMA, San Diego, USA, 8-11 Aug 2008 
(CD-Rom) 
CUI Geng and WONG 
Man-leung 
32 A 0.5 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
11 “A Formal Basis for Cross-Checking ebXML BPSS 
Choreography and Web Services Orchestration”, 
Proceedings of The 3rd Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Asia Pacific Services 
Computing Conference, Yilan, Taiwan, IEEE, 9-12 
Dec 2008, pp 524-9 
YEUNG Wing-lok 32 A 1 
12 “Global Electronic Commerce through ebXML and 
Service Oriented Architectures”, presented at 2008 
Academy of International Business (AIB) SouthEast 
Asia Regional Conference on “Globalization, 
Inovation and Leadership”, organized by Hong Kong 
Institute of Business Studies of Lingnan University, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 4-6 Dec 2008 
YEUNG Wing-lok 33 B 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Finance and Insurance 
    
13 “International Oligopoly and Stock Market Linkages: 
The Case of Global Airlines”, Transportation 
Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation 
Review, 44(4), Jul 2008, pp 621-36 
GONG X H Stephen, FIRTH 
Michael A and CULLINANE 
Kevin 
21 A 0.3334 
14 “Ownership, Governance Mechanisms, and Agency 
Costs in China’s Listed Firms”, Journal of Asset 
Management, 9(2), Jul 2008, pp 90-101 
FIRTH Michael A, FUNG M Y 
Peter and RUI M Oliver 
21 A 0.3334 
15 “Valuing IPOs using Price-Earnings Multiples 
Disclosed by IPO Firms in an Emerging Capital 
Market”, Review of Pacific Basin Financial Markets 
and Policies, 11(3), Sep 2008, pp 429-63 
FIRTH Michael A, LI Yue and 
WANG Shuye Steven 
21 A 0.3334 
16 “Leverage and Investment under a State-owned Bank 
Lending Environment: Evidence from China”, Journal 
of Corporate Finance, 14(5), Dec 2008, pp 642-53 
FIRTH Michael A, LIN Chen 
and WONG Man-lai Sonia 
21 A 0.6667 
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Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
17 “Feature Selection Using Localized Generalization 
Error for Supervised Classification Problems Using 
RBFNN”, Pattern Recognition, 41(12), Dec 2008, pp 
3706-19 
NG W Y Wing, YEUNG S 
Daniel, FIRTH Michael A, 
TSANG C C Eric and WANG 
Xi-Zhao 
21 A 0.2 
18 “Does the Type of Ownership Control Matter? 
Evidence from China’s Listed Companies”, Journal of 
Banking and Finance, 33(1), Jan 2009, pp 171-81 
CHEN Gongmeng, FIRTH 
Michael A and XU Liping 
21 A 0.3334 
19 “The Timeliness and Consequences of Disseminating 
Public Information by Regulators”, Journal of 
Accounting and Public Policy, 28(2), Mar-Apr 2009, 
pp 118-32 
FIRTH Michael A, RUI M 
Oliver and WU Xi 
21 A 0.3334 
20 “Inside the Black Box: Bank Credit Allocation in 
China’s Private Sector”, Journal of Banking and 
Finance, 33(6), Jun 2009, pp 1144-55 
FIRTH Michael A, LIN Chen, 
LIU Ping# and WONG Man-lai 
Sonia 
21 A 0.75 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
21 “Corporate Governance”, presented at the 
International Symposium on Chinese Accounting, 
Finance, and Management, Peking University, Beijing, 
PRC, Jun 2009 
FIRTH Michael A 33 A 1 
22 “Economic Foundation of Risk Management, Agency, 
and Financial Intermediation”, Journal of Risk 
Management, 19(2), Autumn 2008, pp 67-101 
HAU Tak-ming Arthur 21 A 1 
23 “Chebyshev’s Inequality and Preservation of More 
Risk Averse under (Conditional) Expectation”, 
presented at 12th Annual Conference of the 
Asia-Pacific Risk and Insurance Association (APRIA) 
on “A Learned Society for Risk & Insurance 
Education and Research”, organized by APRIA, 
Sydney, Australia, 6-9 Jul 2008 
HAU Tak-ming Arthur 33 A 1 
24 “The Customer is King: Mutual Fund Relationships 
and Analyst Recommendations”, Jun 2009 
LIU Ping# 63 B 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
25 “Do Solicitations Matter in Bank Credit Ratings? 
Results from a Study of 72 Countries”, presented at 
the 2008 Financial Management Association (FMA) 
Annual Meeting, organized by FMA, Grapevine 
(Dallas), USA, 8-11 Oct 2008; and Journal of Money, 
Credit and Banking, 41(2-3), Mar-Apr 2009, pp 
285-314 
POON Pui-han Winnie, LEE 
Junsoo and GUP Benton E 
21 A 0.3334 
26 “Impact of Bond Rating Changes on Bond Market 
Efficiency in the Post Regulation Fair Disclosure 
Period”, presented at The 18th Annual Meeting of the 
Association for Chinese Management Educators 
(ACME) on “Global Supply Chain Efficiency”, 
organized by ACME, Toronto, Canada, 24-26 Jul 2008 
POON Pui-han Winnie and 
EVANS Dorla A 
33 A 0.5 
27 “The Informational Impact of Bond Rating Changes 
on Bond Yield Premia due to Regulation Fair 
Disclosure”, presented at The INFINITI Conference 
on International Finance, organized by Trinity College, 
Dublin, Ireland, 8-9 Jun 2009 
POON Pui-han Winnie and 
EVANS Dorla A 
33 A 0.5 
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Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
28 “A Continuous Relation between Audit Firm Size and 
Audit Opinions: Evidence from China”, International 
Journal of Auditing, 12(2), Jul 2008, pp 111-28 
LI Chnutao, SONG M Frank 
and WONG Man-lai Sonia 
21 A 0.3334 
29 “Controlling-minority Shareholder Incentive Conflicts 
and Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Insurance: 
Evidence from China”, Journal of Banking and 
Finance, 32(12), Dec 2008, pp 2636-45 
ZOU Hong, WONG Man-lai 
Sonia, SHUM Chun-yau 
Clement, JUN Xiong and JUN 
Yan 
21 A 0.2 
30 “Empowering Individuals for Team Innovation in 
China: Conflict Management and Problem Solving”, 
Negotiation and Conflict Management Research, 2(2), 
May 2009, pp 185-205 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, YU 
Zi-you and WU Peiguan 
21 A 0.3333 
31 “Spectral Risk Modeling for Economic Capital”, 
presented at 12th Annual Conference of the 
Asia-Pacific Risk and Insurance Association (APRIA) 
on “A Learned Society for Risk & Insurance 
Education and Research”, organized by APRIA, 
Sydney, Australia, 6-9 Jul 2008 
WU Jianjun and YU Zi-you 33 A 0.5 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
32 “The Adaptive Characteristics of the Common Risk 
Model Applying in the Chinese Stock Market”, 
presented at 12th Annual Conference of the 
Asia-Pacific Risk and Insurance Association (APRIA) 
on “A Learned Society for Risk & Insurance 
Education and Research”, organized by APRIA, 
Sydney, Australia, 6-9 Jul 2008 
YU Zi-you, TAO Aiyuan and 
ZHAO Sihong 
33 A 0.3334 
33 “Cross-Sectional Analysis of Risk-Neutral Skewness”, 
The Journal of Derivatives, 16(4), Summer 2009, pp 
38-52 
TAYLOR Stephen J, YADAV 
Pradeep K and ZHANG 
Yuanyuan 
21 A 0.3334 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Management 
    
34 “The Role of Co-operation and Competition on 
Leader-member Exchange and Extra-role Performance 
in China”, Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, 
46(2), Aug 2008, pp 133-52 
HUI Chun, LAW Kenneth S, 
CHEN Yifeng and TJOSVOLD 
Dean W 
21 A 0.5 
35 “Effects of Relationship Values and Goal 
Interdependence on Guanxi between Foreign 
Managers and Chinese Employees”, Journal of 
Applied Social Psychology, 38(10), Oct 2008, pp 
2440-68 
CHEN Yifeng, TJOSVOLD 
Dean W and WU Peiguan 
21 A 0.6667 
36 “Anger - Expression Avoidance in Organizations in 
China: The Role of Social Face”, Jun 2009 
HAN Xu# 63 B 1 
37 “Relationship Conflict in Chinese State-Owned 
Enterprises: The Role of Goal Interdependence”, Jun 
2009 
LIAO Yi# 63 B 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
38 “Managing Ethically”, Management and 
Organization: A Critical Text (Second Edition), 
Stephen Linstead, Liz Fulop and Simon Lilley (eds), 
Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmilan, Jan 2009, pp 
357-407 
SNELL Robin S 12 A 1 
39 “Reconfiguring the University Curriculum Using an 
Outcome Based Approach: Experience at Lingnan 
University”, The First 3-3-4 Symposium: Partnering 
for Excellence in Education, organized by Heads of 
Universities Committee (HUCOM), Hong Kong, 6 
Dec 2008 
(http://www.ied.edu.hk/334symposia/abstract.php) 
SNELL Robin S 31 B 1 
40 “Core Curriculum: Outcome-based Approach to 
Teaching and Learning”, The 3rd 3-3-4 Symposium on 
“Core Curriculum”, organized by Heads of 
Universities Committee (HUCOM), Hong Kong, 12 
May 2009 (web version) 
SNELL Robin S 31 B 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
41 “Ethical Issues Concerning the Experience of 
Representational Predicaments at Work”, Proceedings 
of Second World Business Ethics Forum, organized by 
Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong, Dec 2008, 
pp 1-52 (CD-Rom) 
SNELL Robin S and WONG 
Mei-ling May 
32 A 1 
42 “Effects of a Business Ethics Elective on Hong Kong 
Undergraduates’ Attitudes Towards Corporate Ethics 
and Social Responsibility”, Proceedings of 2009 
Oxford Business and Economics Conference, 
organized by Oxford Journal and Association for 
Business & Economics Research, Oxford, UK, Jun 
2009 (CD-Rom) 
SIMMONS Richard S, SNELL 
Robin S and SHAFER William 
E 
32 A 0.3333 
43 “The Role of Power and Bridging Repositories in 
Knowledge Transfer Involving the Periphery of a 
MNC”, presented at 2008 Academy of Management 
(AOM) Annual Meeting on “The Questions We Ask”, 
organized by AOM, Anaheim, USA, 8-13 Aug 2008 
HONG Jacky, SNELL Robin S 
and EASTERBY-SMITH Mark
33 A 0.3334 
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No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
44 “Writing, Mapping and Assessing Learning 
Outcomes”, presented at a Symposium on “The 
Outcome-based Approach: Where are We Now and 
Where are We Going?”, organized by University 
Grants Committee, Hong Kong, 27 May 2009 
SNELL Robin S 33 B 1 
45 “Corporate Social Responsibility: Has Corporations 
Become Socially More Responsible?, Improving the 
Human Destiny”, presented at 2009 Conference on 
“Improving the Human Destiny”, organized by 
Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences, Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, 11-12 Jun 2009 
SNELL Robin S 33 B 1 
46 Associate Editor, Qualitative Research in 
Organizations and Management: An International 
Journal, Sep 2006-present 
SNELL Robin S 61 D 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
47 “Power in Cooperation and Competition: 
Understanding the Positive and Negative Faces of 
Power”, Power and Interdependence in Organizations, 
Dean W Tjosvold and Barbara Wisse (eds), 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, Mar 2009, 
pp 83-99 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and WU 
Peiguan 
12 B 0.5 
48 Editor (with introduction), Power and 
Interdependence in Organizations, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, Mar 2009, 377 pages 
TJOSVOLD Dean W and 
WISSE Barbara 
14 A 0.5 
49 “Is the Way You Resolve Conflicts Related to Your 
Psychological Health? An Empirical Investigation”, 
Peace and Conflict: Journal of Peace Psychology, 
14(4), Oct 2008, pp 395-428 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, HUANG 
Yanxue, JOHNSON David W 
and JOHNSON Roger T 
21 A 0.25 
50 “Conflict Management Between and Within Teams for 
Trusting Relationships and Performance in China”, 
Journal of Organizational Behavior, 30(1), Jan 2009, 
pp 41-65 
HEMPEL Paul S, ZHANG 
Zhi-xue and TJOSVOLD Dean 
W 
21 A 0.3334 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
51 “Empowering Individuals for Team Innovation in 
China: Conflict Management and Problem Solving”, 
Negotiation and Conflict Management Research, 2(2), 
May 2009, pp 185-205 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, YU 
Zi-you and WU Peiguan 
21 A 0.3334 
52 “Social Face and Avoiding Conflict by Chinese 
Employees with Western and Chinese Managers”, 
presented at 2008 Academy of Management (AOM) 
Annual Meeting on “The Questions We Ask”, 
organized by AOM, Anaheim, USA, 8-13 Aug 2008 
PENG Chunyan and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
33 A 0.5 
53 “Team Training in China: Testing and Applying the 
Theory of Cooperation and Competition”, presented at 
2008 Academy of Management (AOM) Annual 
Meeting on “The Questions We Ask”, organized by 
AOM, Anaheim, USA, 8-13 Aug 2008 
LU Jiafang, TJOSVOLD Dean 
W, SHI Kan and CHEN Yifeng
33 A 0.5 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
54 “Linking Transformational Leadership and Team 
Performance: A Conflict Management Approach”, 
presented at 24th Annual Meeting of Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP), 
organized by SIOP, New Orleans, USA, 2-4 Apr 2009 
ZHANG Xinan, CAO Qing and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
33 A 0.3334 
55 “Social Interdependence’s Influence on Job Analysis 
Ratings and Role Perceptions”, poster presentation at 
24th Annual Meeting of Society for Industrial and 
Organizational Psychology (SIOP), organized by 
SIOP, New Orleans, USA, 2-4 Apr 2009 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, LI 
Wendong, LU Jiafang and SHI 
Kan 
33 A 0.25 
56 Asian Editor, Journal of World Business, 2004-present TJOSVOLD Dean W 61 D 1 
57 Associate Editor, Journal of Organizational Behavior, 
2008-present, 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 61 D 1 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
58 “Supervisor-Subordinate Guanxi and Employee Work 
Outcomes: The Mediating Role of Job Satisfaction”, 
Journal of Business Ethics Special Issue on “Business 
Ethics in Greater China”, 88 (Supplement 1), Apr 
2009, pp 77-88 
CHEUNG F Y Millissa, WU 
Wei-ping and CHAN K K Allan 
and WONG Mei-ling May 
21 A 0.25 
59 “Managing Outsourcing to Develop Business: Goal 
Interdependence for Sharing Effective Business 
Practices in China”, presented at 2008 Academy of 
International Business (AIB) SouthEast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Globalization, Inovation and 
Leadership”, organized by Hong Kong Institute of 
Business Studies of Lingnan University, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia, 4-6 Dec 2008 
WONG Shiu-ho Alfred and 
TJOSVOLD Dean W 
33 A 1 
60 “Codes of Conduct for Open-Minded Discussion and 
Resolution of Ethical Issues in China”, presented at 
2008 Academy of Management (AOM) Annual 
Meeting on “The Questions We Ask”, organized by 
AOM, Anaheim, USA, 8-13 Aug 2008 
WU Lanjun#, PENG Chunyan, 
SNELL Robin S and CHEN 
Yifeng 
33 A 0.75 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
61 “The Views of Intrinsic Motivation and Resource 
Utilization: An Examination of the Relationship 
between Empowerment and Service Quality”, 
presented at the 7th APacCHRIE 2009 Conference, 
Singapore, 28-31 May 2009 
CHUANG Chungming and WU 
Xinru# 
33 B 0.5 
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Serial 
No 
Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
 Cost Centre : 37 
Department of Marketing and International Business 
    
62 “Battling for the Mind Share of Consumers: Foreign 
vs. Domestic Brands in China”, Proceedings of 2008 
Academy of International Business (AIB) SouthEast 
Asia Regional Conference on “Globalization, 
Innovation and Leadership”, organized by Hong Kong 
Institute of Business Studies of Lingnan University, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 4-6 Dec 2008 (CD-Rom) 
CHAN Tsang-sing, CUI Geng 
and ZHOU Nan 
32 A 0.6667 
63 “Contextual Resources, Firm-Specific Capabilities, 
and International Performance of Entrepreneurial 
Firms from Emerging Economies”, Proceedings of 
2009 Academy of International Business (AIB) 
Annual Meeting, organized by AIB, San Diego, USA, 
27-30 Jun 2009, pp 151-2 
CHAN Tsang-sing, ZHOU 
Lianxi and LU Yuan 
32 A 0.6667 
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Serial 
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Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
Category 
Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
64 “Management and Society”, The 3rd 3-3-4 
Symposium on “Core Curriculum”, organized by 
Heads of Universities Committee (HUCOM), Hong 
Kong, 12 May 2009 (web version) 
CHOW Kong-wing Clement 31 B 1 
65 “Consumers’ Adoption of New Technology Products: 
The Role of Coping Strategies”, Journal of Consumer 
Marketing, 26(2), 2009, pp 110-20 
CUI Geng, BAO Wenjing and 
CHAN Tsang-sing 
21 A 0.6667 
66 “Understanding the Rising Chinese Consumer: An 
Introduction”, Journal of Consumer Behavior, 7(6), 
Dec 2008, pp 421-3 
WANG Chenglu and CUI Geng 22 B 0.5 
67 “Bayesian Variable Selection for Binary 
Classification: An Application in Direct Marketing”, 
Proceedings of 2008 American Marketing Association 
(AMA) Summer Marketing Educators’ Conference on 
“Unleashing the Power of Marketing to Transform 
Consumers, Organizations, Markets, and Society”, 
organized by AMA, San Diego, USA, 8-11 Aug 2008 
(CD-Rom) 
CUI Geng and WONG 
Man-leung 
32 A 0.5 
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Title / Brief Description Author Research 
Output 
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Type of 
Output 
Weighting 
68 “The Effect of Online Consumer Reviews on New 
Product Sales: A Study of Amazon.com”, Aug 2008 
GUO Xiaoning# 63 B 1 
69 “The Contribution of Brand Meaning to Brand Equity 
of Services: An Information Processing Perspective”, 
Proceedings of 2008 American Marketing Association 
(AMA) Summer Marketing Educators’ Conference on 
“Unleashing the Power of Marketing to Transform 
Consumers, Organizations, Markets, and Society”, 
James R Brown and Rajiv P Dant (eds), AMA, San 
Diego, USA, 8-11 Aug 2008, pp 1-11 (CD-Rom) 
LEUNG Lai-cheung Leo 32 A 1 
70 “The Effects of Brand Relationship on Consideration 
Set Formation and Brand Equity for Services”, 
Proceedings of Australian & New Zealand Marketing 
Academy Conference 2008 on “Marketing: Shifting 
the Focus from Mainstream to Offbeat”, Daniela 
Spanjaard, Sara Denize and Neeru Sharma (eds), 
School of Marketing, College of Business, University 
of Western Sydney, Sydney, Australia, 1-3 Dec 2008 
(CD-Rom) 
LEUNG Lai-cheung Leo and 
BOUGOURE Ursula-Sigrid 
32 A 0.5 
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71 “An Empirical Study of Manufacturing Flexibility of 
Exporting Firms Located in China: How Do Strategic 
and Organizational Contexts Matter?”, Industrial 
Marketing Management, 37(6), Aug 2008, pp 738-51 
LI Ling-yee Esther and 
OGUNMOGUN Gabriel O 
21 A 0.5 
72 “Rigid Product Adaptation Decisions”, Proceedings of 
2008 Academy of International Business (AIB) 
SouthEast Asia Regional Conference on 
“Globalization, Innovation and Leadership”, organized 
by Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies of 
Lingnan University, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 4-6 Dec 
2008, pp 120 (CD-Rom) 
LI Ling-yee Esther 32 A 1 
73 “The Use of Marketing Metrics in Customer 
Relationship Management: Antecedent, Outcome, and 
Contingency”, Proceedings of The 2008 Global 
Marketing Conference, KAMP (ed), Shanghai, PRC, 
20-23 Mar 2009 (CD-Rom) 
LI Ling-yee Esther 32 A 1 
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74 “Concept Testing: The State of Contemporary 
Practice”, Marketing Intelligence & Planning, 26(6), 
2008, pp 649-74 
PENG Ling and FINN Adam 21 A 0.5 
75 “New Product Development: The State of 
Contemporary Practice”, Proceedings of Academy of 
International Business Southeast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Taking Up the New Challenges of 
Global Business”, Hangzhou, PRC, Dec 2008, pp 
100-7 (CD-Rom) 
PENG Ling and FINN Adam 32 A 0.5 
76 “Social Entrepreneurship in a Transtional Economy: A 
Critical Assessment of Rual Chinese Entrepeneurial 
Firms”, Journal of Management Development, 28(2), 
2009, pp 94-108 
POON Shing-chung Patrick, 
ZHOU Lianxi and CHAN 
Tsang-sing  
21 A 1 
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77 “Susceptibility to Global Consumer Culture: A 
Comparison between Hong Kong and Shanghai 
Consumers”, Proceedings of the 2008 The 
International Conference on “Industrial Globalization 
and Technology Innovation”, organized by 
International Technology Innovation Association, 
Nanjing, PRC, 6-8 Aug 2008, pp 58 (CD-Rom) 
POON Shing-chung Patrick, 
ZHOU Lianxi and HUO Yue 
32 A 0.6667 
78 “Enhancing Survey Response Rates: Lessons From A 
Field Experiment”, Proceedings of Australian & New 
Zealand Marketing Academy Conference (ANZMAC) 
2008, organized by ANZMAC and Monash University, 
Sydney, Australia, Dec 2008, pp 99 (CD-Rom) 
EVANGELISTA Felicitas, 
POON Shing-chung Patrick and 
ALBAUM Gerald 
32 A 0.3334 
79 “Blood Donation Behaviour: A Segmentation 
Analysis”, Proceedings of 2008 Academy of 
International Business (AIB) SouthEast Asia Regional 
Conference on “Globalization, Innovation and 
Leadership”, organized by Hong Kong Institute of 
Business Studies of Lingnan University, Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia, 4-6 Dec 2008, pp 99 (CD-Rom) 
ZHOU Yanfeng and POON 
Shing-chung Patrick 
32 A 0.5 
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80 “Crowdsourcing and Its Application in Marketing 
Activities”, Contemporary Management Research, 
5(1), 2009, pp 15-28 
WHITLA Paul A 21 A 1 
81 “Globalization, Fit and Performance: A Comparison of 
Three Service Industries”, Proceedings of 2008 
Academy of International Business (AIB) SouthEast 
Asia Regional Conference on “Globalization, 
Innovation and Leadership”, organized by Hong Kong 
Institute of Business Studies of Lingnan University, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 4-6 Dec 2008, pp 1 
(CD-Rom) 
WHITLA Paul A, DAVIES 
Howard and WALTERS Peter 
32 A 0.3334 
82 “Creation of Principle - Agency Relationship Value: 
Social Capital and Dynamic Learning Capability 
Perspectives”, Aug 2008 
XIE Yanbin# 63 B 1 
83 “Improving the Profitability of Direct Marketing: A 
Quantile Regression Approach”, 7 May 2009 
ZHANG Xi# 63 B 1 
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84 “Asymmetric Effects of Brand Origin Confusion: 
Evidence from the Emerging Market of China”, 
International Marketing Review, 25(4), 2008, pp 
441-57 
ZHUANG Guijun, WANG 
Xuehua, ZHOU Lianxi and 
ZHOU Nan 
21 A 0.25 
85 “Exploring the Influence of Product Conspicuousness 
and Social Compliance on Purchasing Motives of 
Young Chinese Consumers for Foreign Brands”, 
Journal of Consumer Behavior, 7(6), Dec 2008, pp 
470-83 
ZHOU Lianxi and WONG Amy 21 A 0.5 
86 “Toward a Capability View in the Internationalization 
of Entrepreneurial Firms in China”, Proceedings of 
2008 Academy of International Business (AIB) 
SouthEast Asia Regional Conference on 
“Globalization, Innovation and Leadership”, organized 
by Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies of 
Lingnan University, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 4-6 Dec 
2008 (CD-Rom) 
ZHOU Lianxi, CHAN 
Tsang-sing and LU Yuan 
32 A 0.6667 
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87 “The Initiating Effect of Ganqing, Renqing and Xinren 
on Anglo-Chinese Business Relationships”, 
Proceedings of 2008 Academy of International 
Business (AIB) SouthEast Asia Regional Conference 
on “Globalization, Innovation and Leadership”, 
organized by Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies 
of Lingnan University, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 4-6 
Dec 2008 (CD-Rom) 
YEN Aiwan Dorothy, BARNES 
Bradley R and ZHOU Lianxi 
32 A 0.3334 
    Sub-total 56.0679 
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 Cost Centre : 40 
Department of Economics 
    
1 “FDI and Export Performance: Evidence from China’s 
High-tech Products Export”, Global Business and 
Economics Anthology 2008, Volume 1, Dec 2008, pp 
9-17 
CHEUNG Kui-yin 21 A 1 
2 “FDI and Export Performance: Evidence from China’s 
High-tech Products Export”, presented at Business & 
Economics Society International (B&ESI) 2008 
Conference, organized by B&ESI, Lugano, 
Switzerland, 15-19 Jul 2008 
CHEUNG Kui-yin 33 A 1 
3 “FDI, Export and Innovation Performance of China’s 
High-tech Product Industry”, presented at International 
Academy of Business and Economics (IABE)-2009 
Greece- Summer Conference on “Research / Teaching 
Excellence in Business and Economics”, Thessaloniki, 
Greece, 5-7 Jun 2009 
CHEUNG Kui-yin 33 A 1 
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4 “Looking at the ‘Population Problem’ through the 
Prism of Heterogeneity: Welfare and Policy Analyses”, 
International Economic Review, 49(3), Aug 2008, pp 
799-835 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon and 
STARK Oded 
21 A 0.5 
5 “Rural-to-Urban Migration, Human Capital, and 
Agglomeration”, Journal of Economic Behavior and 
Organization, 68(1), Oct 2008, pp 234-47 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon and 
STARK Oded 
21 A 0.5 
6 “Political Decentralization and Corruption: Evidence 
from Around the World”, Journal of Public 
Economics, 93(1-2), Feb 2009, pp 14-34 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon, LIN 
Chen and TRIESMAN Daniel 
21 A 0.3334 
7 「FDI 對國內企業技術創新影響的理論和實證研
究」，宣讀於由香港中文大學主辦之「中國改革開放
30 年暨孫冶方誕辰百年紀念經濟理論研討會」，香
港，2008 年 10 月 23-24 日 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon, HU 
Yifan and ZHENG Hongliang 
33 B 0.3334 
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8 “How Wide are the Provisional Borders in China?”, 
presented at The 5th Biennial Conference of Hong 
Kong Economic Association (HKEA) on 
“Globalization and Economic Stability”, organized by 
HKEA and Southwestern University of Finance and 
Economics (SWUFE), Chengdu, PRC, 15-16 Dec 
2008 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon, WEI 
Xiangdong and XU Shu 
33 B 0.6667 
9 “The Prospect of International Migration and the 
Allocation of Talent: Theory, and Evidence from 
China”, presented at The 5th Biennial Conference of 
Hong Kong Economic Association (HKEA) on 
“Globalization and Economic Stability”, organized by 
HKEA and Southwestern University of Finance and 
Economics (SWUFE), Chengdu, PRC, 15-16 Dec 
2008 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon, STARK 
Oded and WEI Xiangdong 
33 B 0.6667 
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10 “Hong Kong - Heterogeneous Human Capital, 
Allocation Efficiency, and Migration: Theory, and 
Evidence from China”, presented at Allied Social 
Science Associations (ASSA) / Chinese Economic 
Association in North America Joint Session at the 
ASSA Meetings, organized by American Economic 
Association, San Francisco, USA, 3-5 Jan 2009 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon 33 B 1 
11 “International Migration and the Incentive to Acquire 
Heterogeneous Human Capital: Theory and Evidence 
from China”, presented at The Chinese Economists 
Society (CES) Sessions at the 2009 Allied Social 
Science Association (ASSA) Meetings, organized by 
CES & ASSA, San Francisco, USA, 3-5 Jan 2009 
FAN Cheng-ze Simon, STARK 
Oded and WEI Xiangdong 
33 B 0.6667 
12 “Hong Kong Economy 2008”, The Far East and 
Australasia 2009, 40th edition, Daniel Lynn (ed), 
Europa World Taylor and Francis / Routledge 
Publisher, Nov 2008, pp 279-86 
HO Lok-sang 12 B 1 
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13 “Domino Effects within a Housing Market: The 
Response of House Prices Across Quality Tiers”, 
Journal of Real Estate Economics and Finance, 37(4), 
Nov 2008, pp 299-316 
HO Lok-sang, MA Yue and 
HAURIN Donald R 
21 A 0.6667 
14 “Guarding against Housing Price Bubbles: Lessons 
from the Subprime Debacle”, Strategic Innovators, 
2(1), Jan 2009, pp 44-8 
HO Lok-sang 21 A 1 
15 “The First Step on the Housing Ladder: A Natural 
Experiment in Hong Kong”, Journal of Housing 
Economics, 18(1), Mar 2009, pp 59-67 
HO Lok-sang and WONG 
Wai-chung Gary 
21 A 1 
16 “Letter: The Bailout and What Next”, The Economists’ 
Voice, 5(5), Article 6, Sep 2008, pp 1-2 
HO Lok-sang 22 A 1 
17 “Letter: Comment on Glaeser and Gyourko”, 
Economists’ Voice, 6(3), Article 7, Feb 2009, pp 1-2 
HO Lok-sang 22 A 1 
18 “Global Capitalism Certainly Needs Governance”, 
Business and Economy, Oct 2008, pp 70 
HO Lok-sang 22 B 1 
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19 “A Proposal to Stop the Fear-Fear Spiral”, India 
Economy Review, Volume 5, Dec 2008, pp 156-9 
HO Lok-sang 22 B 1 
20 “The World Currency Unit: Implications for Financial 
Markets, Commodity Markets, and Research”, 
presented at Allied Social Science Associations 
(ASSA) / Chinese Economic Association in North 
America Joint Session at the ASSA Meetings, 
organized by American Economic Association, San 
Francisco, USA, 3-5 Jan 2009 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
21 “The World Currency Unit: Implications for Financial 
Markets, Commodity Markets, and Research”, 
presented at Shanghai Forum 2009, organized by 
Fudan University, Shanghai, PRC, 12 May 2009 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
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22 “Designing a Public Policy Program in Institutions of 
Higher Learning”, presented at International 
Comparative Policy Analysis-Forum 6th Workshop: 
Developments in Public Policy Programs in Higher 
Education in Asia, organized by Journal of 
Comparative Policy Analysis, Taipei, Taiwan, 4-7 Jun 
2009 
HO Lok-sang 33 A 1 
23 「善用世界貨幣單位有利金融市場穩定」，宣讀於由
南開大學主辦之「第五屆虛擬經濟研討會」，中國天
津，2008 年 9 月 26-30 日 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
24 “Happiness Studies in Hong Kong”，宣讀於由上海財
經大學主辦之「滬港兩地市民生活幸福指數暨生活
滿意度」專題研討，中國上海，2008 年 9 月 30 日
-10 月 1 日 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
25 “Future of RMB”，宣讀於由上海財經大學及上海社
會科學院主辦之港滬學術交流專題研討，中國上
海，2008 年 9 月 30 日-10 月 1 日 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
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26 「無我，及順乎自然的管理哲學：佛家與道家的觀
點」，宣讀於由香港亞洲研究學會、康樂及文化事
務署及香港公共圖書館聯合主辦之「亞洲研究專題
講座系列 2008」，並擔任主禮嘉賓，香港，2008
年 11 月 21 日 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
27 “The Housing Ladder and Hong Kong Housing 
Market’s Boon and Bust Cycle”, presented at The 5th 
Biennial Conference of Hong Kong Economic 
Association (HKEA) on “Globalization and Economic 
Stability”, organized by HKEA and Southwestern 
University of Finance and Economics (SWUFE), 
Chengdu, PRC, 15-16 Dec 2008 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
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28 “The World Currency Unit: Implications for Financial 
Markets, Commodity Markets, and Research”, 
presented at The 5th Biennial Conference of Hong 
Kong Economic Association (HKEA) on 
“Globalization and Economic Stability”, organized by 
HKEA and Southwestern University of Finance and 
Economics (SWUFE), Chengdu, PRC, 15-16 Dec 
2008 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
29 “The Need for Trans-Culture Spirituality Education”, 
presented at 2009 Conference on “Improving the 
Human Destiny”, organized by Institute of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 
11-12 Jun 2009 
HO Lok-sang 33 B 1 
30 “Leverage and Investment under a State-owned Bank 
Lending Environment: Evidence from China”, Journal 
of Corporate Finance, 14(5), Dec 2008, pp 642-53 
FIRTH Michael A, LIN Chen 
and WONG Man-lai Sonia 
21 A 0.3333 
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31 “Corruption in Bank Lending to Firms: 
Micro-Evidence of the Beneficial Roles of 
Competition and Information Sharing”, Journal of 
Financial Economics, 91(3), Mar 2009, pp 361-88 
BARTH James R, LIN Chen, 
LIN Ping and SONG M Frank 
21 A 0.25 
32 “Competition Policy Development in China”, 
presented at the Conference on “Comparative 
Experience in Competition Policy Reform: Australia, 
Japan and East Asia”, organized by The Australian 
National University, Canberra, Australia, 22-23 Sep 
2008 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
33 “Concentration Control under China’s Anti-Monopoly 
Law: What are the ‘Relevant Factors’?”, presented at 
the Conference on “Unleashing the Tiger? 
Competition Law in China and Hong Kong”, 
organized by University of Melbourne, Melbourne, 
Australia, 4 Oct 2008 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
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34 “Event Study and Merger Control”, presented at the 
International Workshop on Economic Analysis in 
Merger and Acquisition Review (a training workshop 
for the Ministry of Commerce of the PRC in 
preparation for enforcement of China’s Antimonopoly 
Law), organized by the MOFCOM, OECD and Asian 
Development Bank, 13-15 Oct 2008 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
35 “National Security Review: Concepts, International 
Experiences and China’s Anti-Monopoly Law”, 
presented at the 4th Annual Asian Competition Law 
Conference 2008, organized by ACF, Hong Kong, 9 
Dec 2008 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
36 「橫向兼併的單邊效應和協調效應」 (“Unilateral 
Effects and Coordination Effects of Horizontal 
Mergers”)，宣讀於由中國商務部主辦之「併購競爭
評估指南相關問題研討會」，中國北京，2009 年 4
月 22 日 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
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37 「市場進入」 (“Market Entry”)，宣讀於由中國商務
部主辦之「併購競爭評估指南相關問題研討會」，中
國北京，2009 年 4 月 22 日 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
38 “Effects of Foreign Acquisition of Domestic Firms: An 
Economic Analysis”, presented at the Asian 
Competition Forum (ACF) on “Effects of 
Anti-competitive Activities in Small and Developing 
Economies”, organized by ACF, Hanoi, Vietnam, 26 
May 2009 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
39 “Balancing Competition Policy and Industrial Policy 
in AML Enforcement”, presented at Summer 
Workshop in Industrial Organization and Management 
Strategy 2009, organized by Tsinghua University, 
Beijing, PRC, 16-17 Jun 2009 
LIN Ping 33 B 1 
40 Editor, Review of Industrial Economics, China LIN Ping 61 D 1 
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41 “Wages, Hours and Human Capital Over the 
Lifecycle”, Jahrbücher für Nationalökonomie und 
Statistik (Journal of Economics and Statistics), 228(5), 
Dec 2008, pp 446-64 
MA Yue and HART R A 21 A 0.5 
42 “External Shocks, Balance Sheet Contagion, and 
Speculative Attack on the Pegged Exchange Rate 
System”, Review of Development Economics, 13(1), 
Feb 2009, pp 87-98 
MA Yue 21 A 1 
43 “Corporate Governance and Firm Efficiency: 
Evidence from China’s Publicly Listed Firms”, 
Managerical and Decision Economics, 30(3), Apr 
2009, pp 193-209 
LIN Chen, MA Yue and SU D 21 A 0.3333 
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44 “A Fire Sale without Fire: An Explanation of Labor- 
Intensive FDI in China”, presented at International 
Trade Workshop, organized by Hong Kong Baptist 
University, Hong Kong, 28 Feb 2009; and presented at 
a Economic seminar, organized by Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, 9 Mar 2009; and also 
presented at a Finance seminar, organized by Center 
for Institutions and Governance and Centre of 
Economics and Finance, Faculty of Business 
Administration, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong, 30 Mar 2009 
MA Yue, HUANG Yasheng, 
YANG Zhi and ZHANG Yifan 
33 B 0.5 
45 “The Role of Bank Regulation, Supervision and 
Monitoring in Bank Efficiency”, presented at the 
Conference on the Global Financial Turmoil and the 
Evolving Financial Interdependence in Asia, organized 
by the Hong Kong Institute for Monetary Research, 
Lingnan University, and Columbia University, Hong 
Kong, 11-12 May 2009 
BARTH James R, LIN Chen, 
MA Yue, SEADE Jesús and 
SONG M Frank 
33 B 0.4 
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46 “Chinese Pricing to Markets in Europe”, presented at 
Business & Economic Society International (B&ESI) 
2008 Conference, organized by B&ESI, Lugano, 
Switzerland, 15-19 Jul 2008 
RAN Qiming Jimmy 33 A 1 
47 “How Does FDI Affect Chinese Banking Industry?”, 
presented at The 5th Biennial Conference of Hong 
Kong Economic Association (HKEA) on 
“Globalization and Economic Stability”, organized by 
HKEA and Southwestern University of Finance and 
Economics (SWUFE), Chengdu, PRC, 15-16 Dec 
2008 
RAN Qiming Jimmy 33 A 1 
48 “Part I: Overview and Policy Recommendations, 
Chapter 1: Competition among Financial Centres in 
Asia Pacific - Prospects, Benefits, Risks and Policy 
Challenges”, Competition among Financial Centres in 
Asia Pacific - Prospects, Benefits, Risks and Policy 
Challenges, Soogil Young, Dosoung Choi, Jesús Seade 
and Sayuri Shirai (eds), Singapore: Institute of 
Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS) Publishing, May 
2009, pp 1-57 
CHOI Dosoung, SEADE Jesús, 
SHIRAI Sayuri and YOUNG 
Soogil 
12 A 0.25 
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49 “Part II: Case Studies, Chapter 2: Hong Kong and East 
Asia’s Financial Centres and Global Competition”, 
Competition among Financial Centres in Asia Pacific 
- Prospects, Benefits, Risks and Policy Challenges, 
Soogil Young, Dosoung Choi, Jesús Seade and Sayuri 
Shirai (eds), Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian 
Studies (ISEAS) Publishing, May 2009, pp 61-98 
SEADE Jesús 12 A 1 
50 Editor, Competition among Financial Centres in Asia 
Pacific - Prospects, Benefits, Risks and Policy 
Challenges, Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian 
Studies (ISEAS) Publishing, May 2009, 399 pages 
YOUNG Soogil, CHOI 
Dosoung, SEADE Jesús and 
SHIRAI Sayuri 
14 B 0.25 
51 “APEC and Regional Economic Cooperation, 
Opportunities and Challenges”, gave a speech at the 
Seminar on “The Youth Learning Project on Pacific 
Economic Cooperation 2008/09”, organized by The 
Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups and the Hong 
Kong Committee for Pacific Economic Cooperation, 
Hong Kong, 17 Jan 2009 
SEADE Jesús 33 B 1 
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52 “Optional Taxation and Tax Design”, presented at the 
Continuing Professional Development Programme’s 
Seminar, organized by the Hong Kong Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants, Hong Kong, 5 Sep 2008 
SEADE Jesús 33 B 1 
53 “Tax Evasion: Competition of Industry and Other 
Determinants”, presented at The 5th Biennial 
Conference of Hong Kong Economic Association 
(HKEA) on “Globalization and Economic Stability”, 
organized by HKEA and Southwestern University of 
Finance and Economics (SWUFE), Chengdu, PRC, 
15-16 Dec 2008 
WANG Yiqun Lisa# 33 B 1 
54 “Teamwork, Monitoring, Absence and Productivity”, 
Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, 
68(3-4), Dec 2008, pp 676-90 
WEI Xiangdong, HEYWOOD 
John and JIRJAHN Uwe 
21 A 0.3334 
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55 “ ‘Soft’ Skills, ‘Hard’ Skills and the Black/White 
Earnings Gap”, presented at The 5th Biennial 
Conference of Hong Kong Economic Association 
(HKEA) on “Globalization and Economic Stability”, 
organized by HKEA and Southwestern University of 
Finance and Economics (SWUFE), Chengdu, PRC, 
15-16 Dec 2008 
WEI Xiangdong 33 B 1 
56 “Job Satisfaction in China”, presented at 2009 
Conference on “Improving the Human Destiny”, 
organized by Institute of Humanities and Social 
Sciences, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 11-12 Jun 
2009 
WEI Xiangdong 33 B 1 
    Sub-total 46.4836 
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 Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Political Science 
    
1 “The Seoul Olympics: Economic Miracle Meets the 
World”, The International Journal of the History of 
Sport, 25(14), Dec 2008, pp 1939-52 
BRIDGES Brian 21 A 1 
2 “Looking North: Taiwan’s Relations with Japan under 
Chen Shui-bian”, Pacific Affairs, 81(4), Winter 
2008-2009, pp 577-96 
BRIDGES Brian and CHAN 
Che-po 
21 A 1 
3 “Football, Nationalism, and Fan Violence in China”, 
China Aktuell, Feb 2008, pp 60-82 
BRIDGES Brian 21 A 1 
4 “Sport, Humanity and the Olympic Movement”, 
presented at 2009 Conference on “Improving the 
Human Destiny”, organized by Institute of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 
11-12 Jun 2009 
BRIDGES Brian 33 B 1 
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5 “The Shanghai Administrative Reform in the Last 
Decade: More Rationalisation and Marketisation?”, 
China Report, 44(3), 2008, pp 233-49 
CHAN Che-po and REN Xiao 21 A 0.5 
6 “Aspects of Mainland Chinese Local Administrative 
Measures for Building Up the ‘Headquarter 
Economy’ ”, presented at The 2009 Annual 
Conference of Taiwan Association for Schools of 
Public Administration and Affairs (TASPAA), 
organized by TASPAA, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 23-24 
May 2009 
CHAN Che-po and POON 
Wai-kit 
33 A 0.5 
7 “Change of Political Culture among Chinese Educated 
Youths in the Last Thirty Years”, presented at 
International Conference on “China’s Reform and 
Opening for Thirty Years”, organized by Mainland 
China Studies Association, Taipei, Taiwan, Nov 2008 
CHAN Che-po 33 B 1 
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8 “China’s Roles in the SCO and the ARF: Implications 
for the Asia-Pacific Region”, Rise of China: Beijing’s 
Strategies and Implications for the Asia-Pacific, Hsiao 
Hsin-huang Michael and Lin Cheng-yi (eds), London 
and New York: RoutledgeCurzon, Dec 2008, pp 
168-88 
CHUNG Chien-peng 12 A 1 
9 “China and the Institutionalization of Regional 
Multilateralism”, Journal of Contemporary China, 
17(57), 2008, pp 747-64 
CHUNG Chien-peng 21 A 1 
10 “The ‘Good Neighbor Policy’ in the Context of 
China’s Foreign Relations”, China: An International 
Journal, 7(1), Mar 2009, pp 107-23 
CHUNG Chien-peng 21 A 1 
11 “Rising Contestation between China and Japan over 
the Pacific Islands”, presented at Australasian Political 
Science Association 2008 Conference, organized by 
School of Political Science and International Studies, 
The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia, 
6-9 Jul 2008 
CHUNG Chien-peng 33 A 1 
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12 “Incipient Rivalry between China and Japan over the 
Pacific Islands”, presented at International Conference 
on “Greater China in an Era of Globalization”, 
organized by Hong Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific 
Studies, Chinese University of Hong Kong; 
Association of Chinese Political Studies; and Hong 
Kong International Relations Research Association, 
Roundtable Community, Hong Kong, 14-15 Jul 2008 
CHUNG Chien-peng 33 A 1 
13 “International Environmental Cooperation and Climate 
Change: Prospects for US Leadership”, Greening 
Economic Growth: Towards a Global Strategy for 
Europe, Elvire Fabre and Damien Tresallent (eds), 
Paris: Fondation pour L’Innovation Politique, Dec 
2008 (also published in French) 
HARRIS Paul G 12 A 1 
14 “Climate Change in Environmental Foreign Policy: 
Science, Diplomacy, and Politics”, Climate Change 
and Foreign Policy: Case Studies from East to West, 
Paul G Harris (ed), Routledge, Jun 2009, pp 1-17 
HARRIS Paul G 12 A 1 
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15 “Climate Change in Chinese Foreign Policy: Internal 
and External Responses”, Climate Change and 
Foreign Policy: Case Studies from East to West, Paul 
G Harris (ed), Routledge, Jun 2009, pp 53-67 
HARRIS Paul G and YU 
Hongyuan 
12 A 0.5 
16 “Environmental Foreign Policy in Theory and 
Practice”, Environmental Change and Foreign Policy: 
Theory and Practice, Paul G Harris (ed), Routledge, 
Jun 2009, pp 1-16 
HARRIS Paul G 12 A 1 
17 “Theories of Environmental Foreign Policy: Power, 
Interests, and Ideas”, Environmental Change and 
Foreign Policy: Theory and Practice, Paul G Harris 
(ed), Routledge, Jun 2009, pp 19-40 
BARKDULL John and 
HARRIS Paul G 
12 A 0.5 
18 “Coping with Climate Change in East Asia: 
Vulnerabilities and Responsibilities”, Coping with 
Global Environmental Change, Disasters and 
Security: Threats, Challenges, Vulnerabilities and 
Risks, Hans Günter Brauch et al., Berlin: 
Springer-Verlag, 2009 
HARRIS Paul G 12 A 1 
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19 Editor (with Introduction), Environmental Change and 
Foreign Policy: Theory and Practice, Routledge, Jun 
2009, 256 pages 
HARRIS Paul G 14 A 1 
20 Editor, Climate Change and Foreign Policy: Case 
Studies from East to West, Paul G Harris (ed), 
Routledge, Jun 2009, 208 pages 
HARRIS Paul G 14 A 1 
21 “Green or Brown? Environmental Attitudes and 
Governance in Greater China”, Nature and Culture, 
3(2), Autumn 2008, pp 151-82 
HARRIS Paul G 21 A 1 
22 “Implementing Climate Justice”, Journal of Global 
Ethics, 4(2), Aug 2008, pp 121-40 
HARRIS Paul G 21 A 1 
23 “Climate Change and Global Citizenship”, Law and 
Policy, 30(4), Oct 2008, pp 481-501 
HARRIS Paul G 21 A 1 
24 “The Glacial Politics of Climate Change”, Cambridge 
Review of International Affairs, 21(4), Dec 2008, pp 
455-64 
HARRIS Paul G 21 A 1 
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25 “Constructing the Climate Regime”, Cambridge 
Review of International Affairs, 21(4), Dec 2008, pp 
671-2 
HARRIS Paul G 21 A 1 
26 “Bringing the In-Between Back In: Foreign Policy in 
Global Environmental Politics”, Politics & Policy, 
36(6), Dec 2008, pp 914-43 
HARRIS Paul G 21 A 1 
27 “China’s Road to Destruction: Following the West on 
Global Warming”, Global Asia, 3(4), Winter 2008, pp 
88-95 
HARRIS Paul G 21 A 1 
28 “Beyond Bush: Environmental Politics and Prospects 
for U.S. Climate Policy”, Energy Policy, 37(3), Mar 
2009, pp 966-71 
HARRIS Paul G 21 A 1 
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29 “Responding to Climate Disaster: The Doctrine of 
International Justice and the Cosmopolitan Corollary”, 
presented at the International Conference on “Greater 
China in an Era of Globalization”, organized by The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 14-15 
Jul 2008 
HARRIS Paul G 33 B 1 
30 Book Review of The Environmental Dimensions of 
Asian Security: Conflict and Cooperation Over 
Energy, Resources, and Pollution (in Hyun In-taek and 
Miranda A Schreurs (eds), Washington, DC: United 
States Institute of Peace, 2007, 362 pages), in 
Environmental Change and Security Program Report 
13, 2008-2009, pp 95-7 
HARRIS Paul G 62 D 1 
31 “Policing the Transnational Protests in Oriental 
Context: The WTO Sixth Ministerial Conference in 
Hong Kong, 2005”, presented at the 10th Annual 
Conference of Asian Association of Police Studies, 
Taipei, Taiwan, 1-5 Jun 2009 
HO Ka-ki Lawrence and CHU 
Yiu-kong 
33 B 0.5 
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32 「中國民主化的理論與實踐」 (“The Theory and 
Practice of China’s Democratization”)，載於《政治學
新探：中華經驗與西方學理》，羅金義、鄭宇碩〈編〉，
香港：中文大學出版社，2009 年，頁 201-16 
WONG Yiu-chung 12 B 1 
33 「政治改革」 (“Political Reform in the Reform and 
Open Era-Thirtieth Anniversaries”)，載於《中國改革
開放 30 年――變與常》，羅金義、鄭宇碩〈編〉，香
港：香港城市大學出版社，2009 年 3 月，頁 119-28 
WONG Yiu-chung 12 B 1 
34 “The Invasion of Iraq and the Clashes of Civilization” 
(in Chinese)，載於《文明時代的暴力反思》，霍韜晦
〈編〉，香港：法住出版社，2009 年 3 月，頁 46-67 
WONG Yiu-chung 12 B 1 
35 “Understanding Democracy”，載於《未來民主路》，
袁尚華〈編〉，香港：法住出版社，2009 年，頁 33-63 
WONG Yiu-chung 12 B 1 
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36 “Policy Changes and Impact of the Education Reform 
in Hong Kong”, Journal of National Taiwan Normal 
University, 53(3), Dec 2008, pp 47-65 
WONG Yiu-chung and POON 
Y K Anita 
21 A 0.5 
37 “Party Controls in the National Central University and 
Nanjing University before and after 1949”, Aug 2008 
XU Zhendong# 63 B 1 
38 「政治改革」 (“China’s Democratic Transition”)，載
於《中國改革開放 30 年――變與常》，羅金義、鄭
宇碩〈編〉，香港：香港城市大學出版社，2009 年 3
月，頁 109-18 
ZHANG Baohui 12 B 1 
39 “Taiwan’s Balancing Act”, Global Asia, 3(2), Jul 
2008, pp 82-9 
ZHANG Baohui 21 A 1 
40 “Political Paralysis of the Basic Law Regime and 
Politics of Institutional Reform in Hong Kong”, Asian 
Survey, 49(2), Apr 2009, pp 312-32 
ZHANG Baohui 21 A 1 
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41 “Chinese Foreign Policy in Transition: Trends and 
Consequences”, presented at 2008 American Political 
Science Association (APSA) Annual Meeting on 
“Categories and the Politics of global Inequalities”, 
organized by APSA, Boston, USA, 28-31 Aug 2008 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
42 “The Iraq War and Polarity Change”, presented at The 
9th International Millennium Conference of the 
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies Section, 
organized by International Studies Association, 
Potsdam, Germany, 13-15 Jun 2009 
ZHANG Baohui 33 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 43 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy 
    
43 Caesarism, Charisma and Fate: Historical Sources 
and Modern Resonances in the Work of Max Weber, 
New Brunswick: NJ Transaction, Dec 2008, 243 pages 
BAEHR Peter W 11 A 1 
44 “City under Siege: Authoritarian Toleration, Mask 
Culture, and the SARS Crisis in Hong Kong”, 
Networked Disease: Emerging Infections in the Global 
City, S Harris Ali and Roger Keil (eds), Oxford: 
Wiley-Blackwell, Oct 2008, pp 138-51 
BAEHR Peter W 12 A 1 
45 “What are the ‘Knowledge Conditions’ of Sociology?: 
A Response to Gary Wickham and Harry Freemantle”, 
Current Sociology, 56(6), Nov 2008, pp 940-8 
BAEHR Peter W 21 A 1 
46 “An American University in Afghanistan: An 
Interview with Athanasios Moulakis”, Society, 46(1), 
Jan 2009, pp 9-11 
BAEHR Peter W 21 B 1 
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47 “The Fabrication of Man: Steven Fuller, The New 
Sociological Imagination”, History of the Human 
Sciences, 22(2), Apr 2009, pp 121-7 
BAEHR Peter W 21 B 1 
48 “What is ‘Secular Religion’? The Dispute between 
Hannah Arendt and Jules Monnerot”, presented at a 
Departmental Seminar, organized by Department of 
Philosophy, Lingnan Univesity, Hong Kong, 29 Sep 
2008 
BAEHR Peter W 33 B 1 
49 “The New Constellation of Terror”, presented at 2009 
Annual Meeting of Western Political Science 
Association (WPSA), organized by WPSA, 
Vancouver, Canada, 19-21 Mar 2009 
BAEHR Peter W 33 B 1 
50 Book Review of The Proto-Totalitarian State: 
Punishment and Control in Absolutist Regimes (by 
Dmitry Shlapentokh, Transaction, 2006), International 
History Review, 30(3), Sep 2008, pp 603-4 
BAEHR Peter W 62 D 1 
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51 Book Review of Understanding Weber (by Sam 
Whimster, New York: Routledge, 2007, 312 pages), 
Canadian Journal of Sociology, 33(3), 2008, pp 701-3 
BAEHR Peter W 62 D 1 
52 “Older People’s Realisation of Generativity in a 
Changing Society: the Case of Hong Kong”, Ageing & 
Society, 28(5), Jul 2008, pp 609-27 
CHENG Sheung-tak, CHAN 
Wai and CHAN Cheung-ming 
Alfred  
21 A 0.3334 
53 “Promoting Intergenerational Relationships and 
Reading Cultures through Service-learning: Strategies, 
Effectiveness and Lessons Learned”, Proceedings of 
the 2nd Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on 
Service-Learning, organized by Office of 
Service-Learning of Lingnan University, Lingnan 
Foundation and The United Board, Hong Kong, Jun 
2009, pp 1 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
MA Hok-ka Carol, CHAN 
Sin-yui Sharon and YEUNG 
Shan-shan Sandy 
31 B 0.75 
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54 “Preparing for Aged Care in Asia Pacific: Pilots for the 
Training and Recognition of Caregivers in Hong 
Kong”, presented at the Asia Forum on Ageing 2009 
(Extending the Frontiers of Ageing in Place - Options 
and Possibilities in Housing and Community Care), 
organized by Tsao Foundation, Singapore, 12-14 Jan 
2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
55 “Health and Social Care”, presented at the 2nd 
Anglo/China Workshop on Ageing in London, Ageing 
in China and the UK - A Policy and Research 
Exchange, jointly organized by the Economic and 
Social Research Council and the Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences, London, UK, 18-19 May 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 A 1 
56 “Social Securities and Retirement Around the World” 
(「環球概覽――世界各地的社會保障及退休制度」), 
presented at the Conference on “Retirement Planning 
Conference 2008 - Another Inconvenient Truth: Are 
Consumers Prepared for Their Retirement”, organized 
by Institute of Financial Planners of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, 18 Jul 2008 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
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57 「老年社會照顧」 (“Social Care for the Elderly”)，
宣讀於由中國社科院及英國經濟和社會研究理事會
主辦之「老齡化的經濟社會挑戰」，中國北京，2008
年 10 月 22-23 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
58 「香港安老政策概論」，宣讀於由廣東省老齡工作
委員會、中共廣東省委老幹部局及廣東省社會科學
聯合會合辦之「人口老齡化與當代社會發展高端論
壇」，中國廣州，2008 年 11 月 6-9 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
59 “Ageing in the Asia Pacific: Trends and Priorities with 
Special Reference to Chinese Communities”, 
presented at the 10th Hong Kong Sociological 
Association Annual Meeting on “Sociology in the 21st 
Century: Prospects and Challenges”, organized by 
Department of Sociology and Social Policy, Lingnan 
University and Hong Kong Sociological Association, 
Hong Kong, 6 Dec 2008 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
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60 「香港人口老齡化帶來的商機」，宣讀於由中國老齡
事業發展基金會主辦之《中國養老產業高峰論壇》，
中國上海，2009 年 5 月 28 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
61 “Strengthening Family Functions and Building a 
Neighborhood Network”, presented at 2009 
Conference on “Improving the Human Destiny”, 
organized by Institute of Humanities and Social 
Sciences, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 11-12 Jun 
2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 33 B 1 
62 “Are Impacts of Modernization on Family in Structure 
and Function Universal? - A Study among Beijing, 
Hong Kong and Yunnan Families” (「現代化中家庭結
構和功能的改變――對北京、香港和雲南家庭的研
究」), presented at 2009 Conference on “Improving the 
Human Destiny”, organized by Institute of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 
11-12 Jun 2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
LEE Keng-mun William and 
CAO Ting# 
33 B 1 
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63 “Legislative Research on Supporting Parents’ Living 
in Hong Kong - Immersion of Filial Piety into Welfare 
Policy for the Elderly” (「香港子女贍養父母立法研
究――讓孝文化融入老人福利政策」), presented at 
2009 Conference on “Improving the Human Destiny”, 
organized by Institute of Humanities and Social 
Sciences, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 11-12 Jun 
2009 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
LEE Keng-mun William and 
TANG King-yung Anna# 
33 B 1 
64 「 簡 短 綜 合 評 估 及 治 療 安 排 檢 討 測 量 表 」 
(“Comprehensive Assessment and Referral 
Evaluation”) ， 載 於 《 長 者 身 心 健 康 測 量 手 冊 》 
(Handbook of Measures for the Chinese Elderly)，樓瑋
群及梅錦榮〈編〉，香港：香港大學秀圃老年研究
中心出版，2008 年，頁 204-33 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred, 
YU Chi-shing, FUNG 
Meng-soi Florence, 黃彩文, 
KWOK Man-yuk, LUK 
Kit-ling and 蔡碧霞 
64 D 0.1429 
65 「$1,000 生果金背後的長者貧窮」，宣讀於由香港
耆康老人福利會主辦之「『長者中央議會』第三屆
交職禮暨 2008 年度『長者高峰會』」，香港，2008
年 11 月 11 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 64 D 1 
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66 「『長者學苑』成立理念及對義務工作的看法」，宣
讀於由中華基督教會基元中學主辦之「長者學苑開
幕典禮」，2008 年 12 月 11 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 64 D 1 
67 「退休生活的準備」，載於香港基督教服務處《基督
教服務通訊》，第 306 期，2009 年 2 月，頁 4 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and LAU Wing-no Helen 
64 D 0.5 
68 「前線同工對長者應有的服務態度及反思」，宣讀於
由香港西區婦女福利會主辦之「老人服務同工退修
日暨職員訓練日營」，香港，2009 年 3 月 14 日 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 64 D 1 
69 「為長者創造一個『積極晚年』的生活」，載於仁濟
醫院長者中心服務 2008-2009 年度《躍動積極耀耆
年》，2009 年 3 月，頁 8 
CHAN Cheung-ming Alfred 
and LAU Wing-no Helen 
64 D 0.5 
70 “Talking about ‘Good-sex’ - Hong Kong Women in 
the 21st century”, East Asian Sexualities: Modernity, 
Gender and New Sexual Cultures, Stevi Jackson, Liu 
Jieyu and Woo Juhyun (eds), London: Zed Books, 
Nov 2008, pp 11 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 12 A 1 
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71 「二十一世紀之港式師奶」 (“Hong Kong Style 
Si Lai in the 21st Century”)，載於《香港文化政治》，
馬傑偉、呂大樂、吳俊雄〈編〉，香港：香港大學出
版社，2009 年 5 月，頁 182-215 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 12 A 1 
72 “The Dynamics of Motherhood Performance: Hong 
Kong’s Middle Class Working Mothers On- and 
off-line”, Sociological Research Online, 13(4), Jul 
2008 (http://www.soresonline.org.uk/13/4/4.html) 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 21 A 1 
73 「 香 港 女 人 是 甚 麼 」  (“What ‘IS’ Hong Kong 
Women? A Bird’s Eye View of Gender Culture in 
Hong Kong”)，載於「性別求索•我們的回歸十年研
討會」全紀錄，香港：新婦女協進會，2008 年 9 月，
頁 25-31 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 31 B 1 
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74 “Si Lais Online: Space, Community and Identity”, 
presented at Women Writing New Scripts: A 
Symposium on Asian Sexualities, organized by the 
Department of Social Work and Social Administration, 
Hong Kong, 15 May 2009 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 33 B 1 
75 “Outcomes-Based Learning in an Inter-disciplinary 
Social Science Programme - Challenges and 
Strategies”, presented at a Symposium on “The 
Outcome-based Approach: Where are We Now and 
Where are We Going?”, organized by University 
Grants Committee, Hong Kong, 27 May 2009 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 33 B 1 
76 “The Evolving Relationship between the Genders”, 
presented at a Conference on “Improving the Human 
Destiny”, organized by Institute of Humanities and 
Social Sciences of Lingnan University, Hong Kong 
11-12 Jun 2009 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 33 B 1 
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77 Book Review of Remaking Citizenship in Hong Kong: 
Community, Nation and the Global City (Agnes Ku 
and Pun Ngai (eds), Routledge, London, 2006), Asian 
Affairs, 39(2), 2008, pp 325-7 
CHAN Hau-nung Annie 62 D 1 
78 “Fear of Crime Among Older Persons: An Exploratory 
Qualitative Study in Different Environments in Hong 
Kong”, Aug 2008 
CHAN On-fung# 63 B 1 
79 “Information Technology Usage and Quality of Life 
Among Older Persons: A Qualitative Study in Hong 
Kong”, Aug 2008 
CHAN Wing-fung# 63 B 1 
80 “Social Exclusion in Social Gerontology: A Critique 
on Current Issues in Asia Pacific”, Proceedings of the 
19th International Association of Gerontology and 
Geriatrics (IAGG), organized by World Congress of 
Gerontology and Geriatrics, Paris, France: IAGG, 
Summer 2009, pp 1-10 
CHENG Hing-cheung Kevin 
and PHILLIPS David R 
31 B 1 
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81 “All Things Come in Two: A Sequential Analytical 
Perspective of the Dynamic Role of Personality”, 
presented at Third International Conference on 
Interdisciplinary Social Sciences, organized by The 
International Journal of Interdisciplinary Social 
Sciences, Prato, Italy, 22-25 Jul 2008 
CHENG Hing-cheung Kevin 33 A 1 
82 “Risk Culture of Late Modernity? Mass Tutoring 
enrolment of Hong Kong’s Senior Secondary 
Students”, Apr 2009 
CHEUNG Cheuk-wai Jeffery# 63 B 1 
83 “The Influence of Emotional Intelligence and 
Affectivity on Emotional Labor Strategies at Work”, 
Journal of Individual Differences, 30(2), 2009, pp 
75-86 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
TANG So-kum Catherine 
21 A 0.5 
84 “Emotional Dissonance on Work Family Conflict 
among Chinese Service Employees”, presented at 8th 
Conference of the European Academy of Occupational 
Health Psychology (EA-OHP), organized by EA-OHP, 
Valencia, Spain, 12-14 Nov 2008 
CHEUNG Yue-lok Francis and 
TANG So-kum Catherine 
33 A 0.5 
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85 “30 Years of Families in Hong Kong” (in Chinese), A 
Silent Changes under the Roofs: 30 Years of Families 
in China, Chou C L and Cheng C (eds), Guangzhou: 
Guangdong Higher Education Press, Dec 2008, pp 
299-310 
KWOK Hong-kin 12 B 1 
86 “The New Generation under One-child Policy in 
China - How Geographical Mobility Affects Their 
Family Relations with Family Members?”, presented 
at The 7th International Conference on New Directions 
in the Humanities, organized by Common Ground, 
Beijing, PRC, 2-5 Jun 2009 
KWOK Hong-kin 33 B 1 
87 “Attitudes towards Social Problems, 1997-2006”, 
Indicators of Social Development: Hong Kong 2006, 
Leung Sai-wing, Wan Po-san and Wong Siu-lun (eds), 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific 
Studies, The Chinese University Press, Dec 2008 
WAN Po-san, LAW Wing-kin 
Kenneth and WONG Ka-ying 
Timothy 
12 A 0.3334 
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88 “Welfare Attitudes”, Indicators of Social 
Development: Hong Kong 2006, Leung Sai-wing, Wan 
Po-san and Wong Siu-lun (eds), Hong Kong: Hong 
Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, The Chinese 
University Press, Dec 2008, pp 133-56 
WONG Ka-ying Timothy, 
WAN Po-san and LAW 
Wing-kin Kenneth 
12 A 0.3334 
89 “Retirement Planning”, Indicators of Social 
Development: Hong Kong 2006, Leung Sai-wing, Wan 
Po-san and Wong Siu-lun (eds), Hong Kong: Hong 
Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, The Chinese 
University Press, Dec 2008, pp 157-86 
LAW Wing-kin Kenneth, WAN 
Po-san and WONG Ka-ying 
Timothy  
12 A 0.3334 
90 “Subjective Well-being, 1997-2006”, Indicators of 
Social Development: Hong Kong 2006, Leung 
Sai-wing, Wan Po-san and Wong Siu-lun (eds), Hong 
Kong: Hong Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, 
The Chinese University Press, Dec 2008, pp 200-44 
WAN Po-san, LAW Wing-kin 
Kenneth and WONG Ka-ying 
Timothy  
12 A 0.3334 
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91 “Welfare Attitudes and Social Class: The Case of 
Hong Kong in Comparative Perspective”, 
International Journal of Social Welfare, 18(2), 2009, 
pp 142-52 
WONG Ka-ying Timothy, 
WAN Po-san and LAW 
Wing-kin Kenneth 
21 A 0.3334 
92 “The National Pride of Hong Kong Youth: Situations, 
Causes and Implications”, Journal of Youth Studies, 
12 (1), 2009, pp 28-38 
WONG Ka-ying Timothy, 
WAN Po-san and LAW 
Wing-kin Kenneth 
22 A 0.3334 
93 “The Attitudes of Hong Kong Middle Class towards 
Social Welfare”, Proceedings of Social Inequality and 
Social Mobility, Hong Kong: Chinese Sociological 
Association, China, Jul 2008, pp 90-101 
LAW Wing-kin Kenneth, 
WONG Ka-ying Timothy and 
WAN Po-san 
32 A 0.3334 
94 “Reality and Expectations: The Social Mobility of the 
Macau Middle Class”, Proceedings of Social 
Inequality and Social Mobility, Hong Kong: Chinese 
Sociological Association, China, Jul 2008, pp 112-27 
LAW Wing-kin Kenneth, 
WONG Ka-ying Timothy and 
WAN Po-san 
32 A 0.3334 
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95 “Carving Out a Role for a Public Liberal Arts College 
in a Technologically-Oriented Business Economy: The 
Case of Lingnan University in Hong Kong”, presented 
at The AAC&U’s 2009 Annual Meeting, organized by 
Association of American Colleges and Universities, 
Seattle, Washington, USA, 21-24 Jan 2009 
LEE Keng-mun William 33 B 1 
96 “Antecedents and Outcomes of a Four-fold Taxonomy 
of Work-Family Balance in Employed Parents”, 
Journal of Occupational Health Psychology, 14(2), 
Apr 2009, pp 182-92 
LU Jiafang, SIU Oi-ling, 
SPECTOR Paul E and SHI Kan
21 A 0.5 
97 “Social Interdependence’s Influence on Job Analysis 
Ratings and Role Perceptions”, poster presentation at 
24th Annual Meeting of Society for Industrial and 
Organizational Psychology (SIOP), organized by 
SIOP, New Orleans, USA, 2-4 Apr 2009 
TJOSVOLD Dean W, LI 
Wendong, LU Jiafang and SHI 
Kan 
33 A 0.25 
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98 “Antecedents and Outcomes of a Four-Fold Taxonomy 
of Work-Family Balance in Chinese Employed 
Parents”, presented at 2008 Academy of Management 
(AOM) Annual Meeting on “The Questions We Ask”, 
organized by AOM, Anaheim, USA, 8-13 Aug 2008 
LU Jiafang, SIU Oi-ling and 
SPECTOR Paul E 
33 A 0.6667 
99 “Team Training in China: Testing and Applying the 
Theory of Cooperation and Competition”, presented at 
2008 Academy of Management (AOM) Annual 
Meeting on “The Questions We Ask”, organized by 
AOM, Anaheim, USA, 8-13 Aug 2008 
LU Jiafang, TJOSVOLD Dean 
W, SHI Kan and CHEN Yifeng
33 A 0.25 
100 “Mothers on the Verge - The Early Childrearing 
Experience of Dual-earner Couples in Urban China”, 
presented at The Gender and Family in East Asia 
International Conference 2008, organized by Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Dec 2008 
LU Jiafang 33 B 1 
101 “Labor Market Segregation and the Wage Differential 
Between Resident and Migrant Workers in China”, Jul 
2008 
LU Ruosi# 63 B 1 
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102 “Ageing Trends in Asia and the Pacific”, Regional 
Dimensions of the Ageing Situation, Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs (ed), New York: United 
Nations, 2008, pp 35-69 
PHILLIPS David R, CHENG 
Sheung-tak and CHAN 
Cheung-ming Alfred 
12 A 0.6667 
103 “Ageing in Malaysia: progress and prospects”, Ageing 
in East Asia: Challenges and Policies for the 
Twenty-first Century, Fu Tsung-hsi and Rhidian 
Hughes (eds), London: Routledge, Feb 2009, pp 
138-60 
ONG Fon-sim, PHILLIPS 
David R and HAMID Tengku 
Aizan 
12 A 0.3334 
104 “The Correlates of Cognitive Ageing and Adoption of 
Defensive Ageing Strategies among Older Adults”, 
Asia-Pacific Journal of Marketing and Logistics, 
21(2), 2009, pp 294-305 
ONG Fon-sim, LU Yap-ying, 
ABESSI Masoud and 
PHILLIPS David R 
21 A 0.25 
105 “Conducting Ethnography in China”, Proceedings of 
Hong Kong Sociological Association Annual Meeting, 
organized by Hong Kong Sociological Association and 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong, Dec 2008, pp 27 
SIU Leung-sea Lucia 31 B 1 
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106 “The Floor in Red: Shifting Gender and Occupational 
Identities in a Chinese Futures Exchange”, 
Proceedings of 2008 Annual Meeting of American 
Anthropological Association (AAA), organized by 
AAA, San Francisco, USA, 19-23 Nov 2008, pp 71-2 
SIU Leung-sea Lucia 32 A 1 
107 “Coping Strategies as Moderators in the Relationship 
Between Role Overload and Burnout”, Construction 
Management and Economics, 26(8), 2008, pp 871-82 
YIP Brenda, ROWLINSON 
Steven and SIU Oi-ling 
21 A 0.3334 
108 “Creativity and Innovation”, The 3rd 3-3-4 
Symposium on “Core Curriculum”, organized by 
Heads of Universities Committee (HUCOM), Hong 
Kong, 12 May 2009 (web version) 
SIU Oi-ling 31 B 1 
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109 “A Measure of Psychological Capital (PsyCap) and Its 
Relationship with Work Performance, Work 
Well-being, and Social Well-being”, presented at 
XXIX International Congress of Psychology, 
organized by International Association of Applied 
Psychology-German Federation of Psychological 
Associations, Berlin, Germany, 20-25 Jul 2008 
SIU Oi-ling 33 A 1 
110 “Transformational Leadership and Employee 
Well-being: An Examination of the Mediating Role of 
Self-Efficacy and Trust in the Leader”, presented at 
XXIX International Congress of Psychology, 
organized by International Association of Applied 
Psychology-German Federation of Psychological 
Associations, Berlin, Germany, 20-25 Jul 2008 
LIU Jiayan, SIU Oi-ling and 
SHI Kan 
33 A 0.3334 
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111 “Challenge and Hindrance Job Demands, Job 
Resource, and Their Relationships with Vigor and 
Exhaustion: A Two-wave Study”, presented at XXIX 
International Congress of Psychology, organized by 
International Association of Applied 
Psychology-German Federation of Psychological 
Associations, Berlin, Germany, 20-25 Jul 2008 
LIN Lin, SIU Oi-ling, SHI Kan 
and BAI Xinwen 
33 A 0.25 
112 “Work-family Interface: Enhancing Family Control 
and Work Engagement, Retaining Health Care 
Workers”, presented at 8th Industrial and 
Organisational Psychology Conference, organized by 
Australian Psychological Society, Sydney, Australia, 
25-28 Jun 2009 
SIU Oi-ling, O’DRISCOLL 
Michael P, BROUGH Paula and 
KALLIATH Thomas 
33 A 0.25 
113 “Work-family Balance: An International Study of the 
Construct and Its Correlates”, presented at 8th 
Industrial and Organisational Psychology Conference, 
organized by Australian Psychological Society, 
Sydney, Australia, 25-28 Jun 2009 
SIU Oi-ling, O’DRISCOLL 
Michael P, BROUGH Paula and 
KALLIATH Thomas 
33 A 0.25 
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114 “Engaging Employees, Achieving Work-Family 
Balance and Wellness”, presented at the Seminar on 
“Balancing Work and Family Responsibilities: A 
Comparative Perspective”, organized by Central 
Policy Unit, HKSAR Government, Hong Kong, 17 Jul 
2008 
SIU Oi-ling 33 B 1 
    
Sub-total 94.2271 
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 Cost Centre : 44 
Department of Chinese 
    
1 《 情 之 理 ， 意 之 象 》  (Reason and Imagery in 
Poetry)，香港：匯智，2008 年 11 月，136 頁 
CHAN Tak-kam 11 A 1 
2 「香港當代『大散文』淺論」，載於《騰飛歲月：
1949 年以來的香港文學》 (Years of Flying High: 
Hong Kong Literature since 1949)，楊玉峰〈編〉，
香港：香港大學，2008 年 12 月，頁 101-18 
CHAN Tak-kam 12 A 1 
3 「網絡時代的香港散文研究」 (“The Study of Hong 
Kong Prose Writing in the Web Age”)，宣讀於由香港
城市大學主辦之「第四屆文學與信息技術國際研討
會」，香港，2008 年 11 月 11-13 日；並載於《香
港文學》，第 290 期，2009 年 2 月，頁 74-9 
CHAN Tak-kam 22 B 1 
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4 「當警報再來時」 (A poem translated into Korean by 
金尚浩)，載於《亞細亞文藝》 (Asiamunye)，第 10
期，2008 年 9 月，頁 152-3 
CHAN Tak-kam 41 D 1 
5 「浮到水面的臉孔」（小說），載於《香港文學》，
第 286 期，2008 年 10 月，頁 63-5 
CHAN Tak-kam 41 D 1 
6 「炎涼」（詩），載於《創世記詩雜誌》 (The Epoch 
Poetry)，158 期，春季號，2009 年 3 月，頁 177 
CHAN Tak-kam 41 D 1 
7 「迴轉的色調」，展於「旦：當代詩書展暨慈善義
賣 」  （ Dawn: Contemporary Poetry & Painting 
Exhibition and Charity Sale），2008 年 10 月 
CHAN Tak-kam 44 D 1 
8 「雨水掠去世界的色調」，展於「旦：當代詩書展
暨慈善義賣」  （Dawn: Contemporary Poetry & 
Painting Exhibition and Charity Sale），2008 年 10
月 
CHAN Tak-kam 44 D 1 
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9 《抒情的愉悅》，香港：中華書局，2008 年 9 月，
152 頁 
CHAN Wai-ying 11 A 1 
10 “Tied Together by Fate”, To Pierce the Material 
Screen: An Anthology of 20th- Century Hong Kong 
Literature (Volume 1), Eva Hung (ed), Hong Kong: 
Research Centre for Translation, The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, 2008, pp 94-6 
CHAN Wai-ying 12 A 1 
11 「試論舒巷城的文學語言」，載於《騰飛歲月：1949
年以來的香港文學》 (Years of Flying High: Hong 
Kong Literature since 1949)，楊玉峰〈編〉，香港：
香港大學，2008 年 12 月，頁 200-14 
CHAN Wai-ying 12 A 1 
12 「生活意象 自然節奏——舒巷城的都市詩歌」，
載於《城市文藝》，第 39 期，2009 年 4 月，頁 23-8 
CHAN Wai-ying 22 B 1 
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13 「公關文書研究——新聞稿的寫作策略」，宣讀於
由澳門大學社會科學及人文學院主辦之「國際漢語
應用寫作學術研討會暨中國應用寫作第十三屆年
會」，澳門，2008 年 7 月 28-29 日 
CHAN Wai-ying 33 A 1 
14 「關夢南的城市田園」，載於《城市文藝》，第 30
期，2008 年 7 月，頁 65-6 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
15 「記得――悼 5.12」、「鄉音」（詩），載於《香
港文學》，第 283 期，2008 年 7 月，頁 62 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
16 《字•遊：寫作的觀察與想像》，香港：中華書局，
2008 年 9 月，103 頁 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
17 「戀之為物」，載於《香港文學》，第 286 期，2008
年 10 月，頁 47 
CHAN Wai-ying 41 D 1 
18 「三蘇小說研究 (1950 年代)」 (“A Study of San 
Su’s Fiction of the 1950s”), May 2009 
CHEUNG Ka-chun# 63 B 1 
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19 「中國白蛇系列小說 (唐~清) 蛇女變形研究」 (“A 
Study of Metamorphosis of White Snake Tales in 
Classical Chinese Fiction (Tang~Qing)”), Jul 2008 
FUNG Pui-yi# 63 B 1 
20 「香港南來作家研究：思路與方法」，載於《文藝理
論與批評》，2009 年 1 期，2009 年 1 月，頁 99-104 
HOU Guixin# 22 B 1 
21 「廢名對新詩審美標準的追求」，載於《海南師範大
學學報》，2009 年 1 期，2009 年 1 月，頁 85-90、
105 
HOU Guixin# 22 B 1 
22 「無法長成的抒情詩人——賈寶玉與雅羅米爾形象
比較論」，載於《紅樓夢學刊》，2009 年 2 期，2009
年 3 月，頁 167-85 
HOU Guixin# 22 B 1 
23 「論王小波小說的智性書寫」，載於《綿陽師範學院
學報》，2009 年 3 期，2009 年 3 月，頁 71-6、84 
HOU Guixin# 22 B 1 
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24 「《大眾文藝叢刊》與中國現代文學的轉折」，載於
《中國現代文學研究叢刊》，2009 年 3 期，2009 年
5 月，頁 120-31 
HOU Guixin# 22 B 1 
25 「『十七年』時期的文學批評眼光與批評風尚——以
《林海雪原》的早期批評為例」，載於《雲夢學刊》，
2009 年 3 期，2009 年 5 月，頁 114-6、120 
HOU Guixin# 22 B 1 
26 「南來與本土：《文藝青年》研究」，宣讀於由嶺南
大學人文學科研究中心及中文系、台灣中興大學合
辦之「第二屆國際青年學者中文文學學術會議」，香
港，2009 年 2 月 27-28 日 
HOU Guixin# 33 B 1 
27 「從《現代漢語詞典》與香港書面語的差異看漢語
詞匯規範問題」 (“Standardization of Hong Kong 
Chinese Lexicons in the Light of the Modern Chinese 
Dictionary”)，載於《海峽兩岸現代漢語研究》，李
雄溪、田小琳、許子濱〈編〉，香港：文化教育出
版社，2009 年 5 月，頁 154-65 
HSU Tzu-pin 12 B 1 
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28 「《左傳》『鄭伯男也』解」，載於《華學》 （「學藝
雙修．漢學大師――饒宗頤教授九十大壽國際學術
研討會」論文集），第九、十輯（合刊），饒宗頤〈編〉，
上海：上海古籍出版社，2008 年 8 月，頁 235-46 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
29 「先秦待放禮說考辨」 (“A Critical Study of the 
Pre-Qin Etiquette of Daifang”)，載於《東方文化》，
第 41 卷第 2 期，2008 年 8 月，頁 57-69 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
30 「劉景堂以詞入詩論」，載於《香港舊體文學論集》，
香港：香港中國語文學會，2008 年 10 月，頁 5-16 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
31 「《左傳》『歌鐘二肆』解」 (“The Explanation of 
Gezhong ErSi of Zuozhuan”)，載於《學海書樓八十
五年》，2008 年 11 月，頁 99-109 
HSU Tzu-pin 21 A 1 
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32 「陳漢章〈《周禮》行於春秋時證〉析論」，宣讀於
由中央研究院中國文哲研究所經學研究室主辦之
「變動時代的經學和經學家（1912-1949）」第三次
學術研討會，台灣台北，2008 年 7 月 17-18 日 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 A 1 
33 「論杜預《春秋經傳集解》中的『既葬除喪』說」，
宣讀於由中央研究院中國文哲研究所經學研究室主
辦之「魏晉南北朝經學國際研討會」，台北，2008
年 11 月 26-28 日 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 A 1 
34 「《左傳》所記齊莊公葬禮考釋」，宣讀於由香港中
文大學主辦之「古道照顏色――先秦兩漢古籍國際
學術研討會」，香港，2009 年 1 月 16-18 日 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 A 1 
35 「《左傳》『晏嬰麤縗斬』楊伯峻注商榷」，宣讀於由
嶺南大學與中央研究院中國文哲研究所經學研究室
合辦之「經學國際學術研討會」，香港，2009 年 5
月 29-30 日 
HSU Tzu-pin 33 A 1 
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36 「主題的遞變：中國當代『重述孟姜女』小說研究」 
(“Change of Theme: The Research of Chinese 
Contemporary ‘Rewriting of Meng Jiang Nu’ 
Novels”），宣讀於由嶺南大學人文學科研究中心及
中文系、台灣中興大學合辦之「第二屆國際青年學
者中文文學學術會議」，香港，2009 年 2 月 27-28
日 
KONG Man-chun# 33 B 1 
37 「空間的墾拓――從舒巷城〈十行〉到鍾國強〈華
田〉」，載於《秋螢詩刊》，第 65 期，2008 年 11
月，頁 50-4 
KWAN Tin-lam 22 B 1 
38 「時間的電影――金炳興〈橫〉〈量〉閱讀筆記」，
載於《月台》，第 17 期，2009 年 3 月，頁 60-2 
KWAN Tin-lam 22 B 1 
39 「最後一天」，載於《秋螢詩刊》，第 61 期，2008
年 7 月 
KWAN Tin-lam 41 D 1 
40 「初夏」，載於《城市文藝》，2008 年 8 月 KWAN Tin-lam 41 D 1 
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41 「泥沼的臉色」，載於《秋螢詩刊》，第 65 期，2008
年 11 月 
KWAN Tin-lam 41 D 1 
42 「交織」，載於《秋螢詩刊》，第 67 期，2009 年 1
月 
KWAN Tin-lam 41 D 1 
43 「海浪」，載於《秋螢詩刊》，第 69 期，2009 年 3
月 
KWAN Tin-lam 41 D 1 
44 「我好像只是另一個容器」，載於《字花》，第 19
期，2009 年 5 月 
KWAN Tin-lam 41 D 1 
45 「從《詩經》及唐前歌謠看民間的自然意識」 
(“Nature Consciousness in Shijing and Pre-Tang Folk 
Songs and Ballads”)，載於《自然與人為互動：環境
史研究的視角》，劉翠溶〈編〉，台北：中央研究院、
聯經出版，2008 年秋，頁 107-30 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 12 A 1 
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46 “Nature in Chinese Philosophical Poetry”, presented at 
The XVIIth Biennial Conference of the European 
Association for Chinese Studies (EACS) on “China 
Centre Stage”, organized by EACS and Lund 
University, Lund, Sweden, 6-10 Aug 2008 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 B 1 
47 「由『無我之境』到『詩中有畫』：抒情主體之道」，
宣讀於由南京大學文學院、南京大學古典文獻研究
所主辦之「第二屆清詞學術研討會」，中國南京，
2008 年 10 月 24-26 日 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 33 B 1 
48 「讀莫礪教授《浮生瑣憶》六首」，載於《溯蘭》，
第 5 期，2008 年 7 月，頁 23 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
49 《一日三秋》 (Three Seasons in a Da)，香港：匯智，
2008 年 9 月，123 頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
50 《七雙河》 (Double Seventh River)，香港：匯智，
2008 年 9 月，123 頁 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
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51 「雷丁舊跡」，載於《城市文藝》，第 3 卷第 12 期，
總第 36 期，2009 年 1 月，頁 39-42 [3rd prize, 2008
年 度 中 文 文 學 創 作 獎 （ 散 文 組 ） , HK Arts 
Development Council/HK Public Libraries] 
KWONG Yim-tze Charles 41 D 1 
52 “One and Several Deleuzes - A Horizontal Mode of 
Thought Construction and a Way of Narrating Nature 
or Life”, presented at The First International Deleuze 
Studies Conference on “One or Several Deleuzes?”, 
organized by Cardiff University, Wales, UK, 11-13 
Aug 2008 
LAM Pui-wah June 33 B 1 
53 「淫祠、偏財神與淫神――論夷堅志中的五通」 
(“Unorthodox Worship, Wealth and Lust A Study of 
God Wutong in Yijian Ji”)，載於《淡江人文社會學
刊》，第 35 期，2008 年 9 月，頁 25-54 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 21 A 1 
54 “Two Salvation Stories: ‘Xi Wangmu’ and ‘Yunhua 
Furen’ in The Extensive Records of The Extensive 
Records of the Taiping Period”, Asian Cultural 
Studies, Vol 35, 2009, pp 15-36 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 21 A 1 
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55 「淫神、吊詭心理與『抗神』――論《聊齋誌異》
〈五通〉及〈五通．又〉」 (“Love Tales of Wutong in 
Liaozhai Zhiyi”)，載於《重讀經典中國傳統小說戲
曲的多重透視》，香港中文大學中國語言及文學系、
周建渝、張洪年、張雙慶〈編〉，香港：牛津大學出
版社（中國），2009 年，頁 355-92 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 21 A 1 
56 「 香 港 地 區 唐 代 文 學 研 究 概 況 (2006-2007) 」 
(“Research of Tang Literature in Hong Kong 
[2006-2007]”)，載於《唐代文學研究年鑑》，桂林：
廣西師範大學，2008 年，頁 264-8 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 22 B 1 
57 「唐滌生戲曲文學的藝術特色――論九天玄女的改
編」 (“Tong Dik Sung’s Adaptation of Goddess of the 
Empyrean”)，載於《文學評論》，第 3 期，2009 年 6
月，頁 46-59 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 22 B 1 
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58 「遺憾、補償與惡勢力――論《剪燈新話》中的人
鬼戀」 (“Regret, Compensation and Fatal Calamity - 
Human-Ghost Love of Jiandeng Xinhua”)，宣讀於由
武漢大學中國傳統文化研究中心、中國明代文學學
會（籌）、武漢大學文學院主辦之「明代文學與科
舉文化國際學術研討會」，中國武漢，2008 年 11
月 11-13 日 
LAU Yin-ping Grace 33 B 1 
59 「《現代》雜誌研究――翻譯與創作」，2008 年 8 月 LEE Hoi-lam# 63 B 1 
60 「 關 於 《 文 心 雕 龍 》 辭 典 的 編 纂 」  (“On the 
Compilation of Dictionary of Wenxin Diaolong”)，載
於《中國文學與文化的傳統及變革》，周憲，徐興
無〈編〉，中國：南京大學出版社，2008 年 11 月，
頁 127-32 
LEE Hung-kai 12 A 1 
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61 「編纂《現代漢語詞源詞典》的一些想法」 (“Views 
on the Compilation of ‘Etymological Dictionary of 
Modern Chinese Language’ ”)，載於《海峽兩岸現代
漢語研究》，李雄溪、田小琳、許子濱〈編〉，香
港：文化教育出版社，2009 年 5 月，頁 77-88 
LEE Hung-kai 12 B 1 
62 〈編〉，「頻繁交流 相通相融」（序），《海峽
兩岸現代漢語研究》  (Study of Modern Chinese 
Language in Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong 
and Macau)，香港：文化教育出版社，2009 年 5 月，
i-iii 及 402 頁 
LEE Hung-kai, TIN Siu-lam 
and HSU Tzu-pin 
14 B 0.6667 
63 「《孔子詩論》『讒人之害』眾說評議」 (“Study on the 
‘Chanren Zhihai’ of the views of Confucius on the 
Shijing”)，載於《華學》 （「學藝雙修．漢學大師
――饒宗頤教授九十大壽國際學術研討會」論文
集），第九、十輯（合刊），饒宗頤〈編〉，上海：上
海古籍出版社，2008 年 8 月，頁 193-7 
LEE Hung-kai 21 A 1 
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64 「讀劉師培《毛詩詞例舉要》小識」 (“Study on the 
Maoshi Cili Juyao of Liushipei”)，載於「變動時代的
經學和經學家 (1912-1949)：第三次學術研討會論文
集」，台灣台北：中央研究院中國文哲研究所經學
研究室，2008 年 7 月 17-18 日，頁 1-11 
LEE Hung-kai 31 B 1 
65 「古文素養與銘文的寫作」 (“The Relation between 
Knowledge of Classical Chinese and the Writing of 
Inscription”)，宣讀於由澳門大學社會科學及人文學
院主辦之「國際漢語應用寫作學術研討會暨中國應
用寫作第十三屆年會」，澳門，2008 年 7 月 28-29
日 
LEE Hung-kai 33 B 1 
66 「《詩經》辭典述評――兼論古籍辭典的編纂」 
(“Commentary on the Dictionaries of the Shijing and 
Discussion on the compilation of Chinese Classics 
Dictationaries”)，宣讀於由香港中文大學主辦之「先
秦兩漢古籍國際學術研討會」，香港，2009 年 1 月
16-18 日 
LEE Hung-kai 33 B 1 
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67 「『六月棲棲』諸訓平議」  (“Discussion on the 
Different Explanation of ‘Liuyue Qiqi’ ”)，宣讀於由
嶺南大學中文系與中央研究院中國文哲研究所合辦
之「經學國際學術研討會」，香港，2009 年 5 月 29-30
日 
LEE Hung-kai 33 B 1 
68 「再論殖民地色彩詞語的廢存――從太平紳士說
起」 (“Review of The Development of Colonial Words 
Used in Hong Kong”)，宣讀於由台灣師範大學資訊
教育研究所及華語文教學研究所主辦之「2009 年第
四屆海峽兩岸現代漢語問題學術研討會：兩岸四地
語言與生活」，台灣台北，2009 年 6 月 12-14 日 
LEE Hung-kai 33 B 1 
69 「全人發展－－具香港特色的博雅教育」，宣讀於
由香港高校聯合舉辦、中聯辦教育科技部協辦的「第
二屆高校管理研討會」，香港，2008 年 12 月 2 日 
LEE Hung-kai 33 D 1 
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70 《 往 復 書 簡 い つ も 香 港 を 見 つ め て 》 
(Correspondences on Urban Culture: Focused on 
Hong Kong)，東京：岩波書店，2008 年，264 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan and 四方
田犬彥 
11 B 0.5 
71 “Poetry Writing and Translation”, Belief, History and 
the Individual in Modern Chinese Literary Culture, 
Arthur K Wardega (ed), S.J. New Castle: Cambridge 
Scholars Publishing, 2009, pp 129-38 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
72 “Urban Imagination in the Films of Nellie Chin Yu and 
MP & GI”, The Cathy Story, Ailing Wong (ed), Hong 
Kong: Hong Kong Film Archive, 2009, pp 158-71 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 12 A 1 
73 〈編〉，《創意寫作系列：新聞寫作．從心出發》，香
港：香港教育圖書有限公司，2008 年 7 月，160 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 14 B 1 
74 〈編〉，《創意寫作系列：跟白先勇一起創作――嶺
大文學創作坊筆記》，香港：香港教育圖書有限公
司，2008 年 7 月，256 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan, LAM 
Pui-wah and CHEUNG 
Chun-yin 
14 B 0.3334 
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75 〈編〉，《胡金銓電影傳奇》，香港：明報出版社，
2008 年，268 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan and WU 
Wai-yiu 
14 B 0.5 
76 「 一 九 五 ０ 年 代 香 港 文 化 的 意 義 」  (“The 
Significances of Hong Kong Culture of the 1950s”)，
載於《香港文學》，第 24 卷第 12 期，2008 年 12 月，
頁 1 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 21 A 1 
77 「導言」，載於《現代中文文學學報――香港文學
的定位、論題及發展》，第 8 卷 2 期及 9 卷 1 期，
2008 年 12 月，頁 7-11  
LEUNG Ping-kwan 21 A 1 
78 「我的旅行與寫作」 (“Travel and Literature”)，載於
《情思滿江山 天地入沉吟：第一屆世界華文旅遊文
學國際學術研討會文集》，張雙慶、危令敦〈主編〉，
香港：明報出版社，2008 年，頁 400-3 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 31 A 1 
79 「百木小說中的香港」，宣讀於由南洋理工大學主辦
之「第七屆東亞學者現代中文文學國際學術研討
會」，新加坡，2008 年 11 月 22 日 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 33 A 1 
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80 「1957 年的香港文學」，宣讀於由嶺南大學、哈佛
大學及復旦大學合辦之「當代文學六十年」國際學
術研討會，香港，2009 年 3 月 20-21 日 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 33 A 1 
81 “The Second Writing Career of Eileen Chang”, 
presented at International Symposium on “Eileen 
Chang: Romancing Two Cultures”, organized by 
Faculty of Arts of The University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong, 9-10 Apr 2009 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 33 A 1 
82 “Postcolonial Affairs of Food and the Heart”, 
presented at an International Conference on “Asian 
Foodprints: China & Hong Kong”, organized by Asian 
Institute of the University of Toronto, Hong Kong, 1 
May 2009 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 33 B 1 
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83 “Von Politik und den Fruchten des Feldes” (Vegetable 
Politics), presented at a Conference on “China in the 
Mind, China in Literature, Aspects of Modern Chinese 
Literature”, organized by The Committee in Promotion 
of African, Asian and Latin American Literatures, 
Frankfurt Book Fair, Frankfurt, Germany, 9 May 2009 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 33 B 1 
84 《後殖民食物與愛情》，香港：牛津大學出版社，2009
年 1 月，278 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
85 Shifting Borders (Selected Poems translated by Kit 
Kelen and the author), Macao: Association of Stories 
in Macao, May 2009, 198 pages 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 41 D 1 
86 〈編〉，《現代中文文學學報――香港文學的定位、
論題及發展》，第 8 卷 2 期及 9 卷 1 期，2008 年 12
月，439 頁 
LEUNG Ping-kwan 61 D 1 
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87 「 論 清 代 戲 曲 選 本 中 的 《 長 生 殿 》」 
(“Changshengdian in the Qing dynasty’s Traditional 
Opera Anthology”)，載於《文學論衡》，第 13 期，
2008 年 10 月，頁 29-42 
MA Sai-ho# 22 A 1 
88 「論寺山修司電影的文學改編和敘事轉化」 (“The 
transformation of the Film Narrative and Literature 
Rewrite of Terayama Shuji”)，載於《字花》，第 16
期，2008 年 10-11 月，頁 116-9 
MA Sai-ho# 22 B 1 
89 「馬博良在上海的文學活動——以《文潮》月刊為
討論中心」 (“The Literature activities in Shanghai of 
Mǎ bó liáng”)，載於「第二屆國際青年學者中文文
學學術會議」論文集，香港：由嶺南大學人文學科
研究中心及中文系、台灣中興大學，2009 年 2 月，
頁 1-15 
MA Sai-ho# 32 A 1 
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90 「詩與翻譯的一個案例：論宇文所安、奚密和周蕾
對北島詩作評價的論爭」 (“A Case Study of Poetry 
and Translation: A Discussion of Stephen Owen, 
Michelle Yeh and Rey Chow Criticism about Poems 
by Bei Dao”)，宣讀於由浙江大學外國語言文化與國
際交流學院英語文學研究所、哥本哈根大學跨文化
和區域研究所、愛丁堡大學歷史學、古典學和考古
學學院合辦之「2008 年杭州海外漢學與中西文化交
流國際研討會」，中國浙江，2008 年 10 月 24-27 日 
MA Sai-ho# 33 B 1 
91 「董橋專欄文章的語言風格研究」，2008 年 7 月 NG Ka-wai# 63 B 1 
92 Cosmopolitan Public: Anglophone Print Culture in 
Semi-Colonial Shanghai, Rutgers University Press, 
Apr 2009, 200 pages 
SHEN Shuang 11 A 1 
93 “Dispatch from Hong Kong”, PMLA (Publication of 
Modern Language Association), 123(5), Oct 2008, pp 
1757-60 
SHEN Shuang 21 A 1 
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94 「張愛玲晚期英文小說」 (“English-language Novels 
of Eileen Chang”)，宣讀於由嶺南大學、哈佛大學及
復旦大學合辦之「當代文學六十年」國際學術研討
會，香港，2009 年 3 月 20-21 日 
SHEN Shuang 33 A 1 
95 “The Self-Translation and Self-Writing of Eileen 
Chang”, presented at International Symposium on 
“Eileen Chang: Romancing Two Cultures”, organized 
by Faculty of Arts of The University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong, 9-10 Apr 2009 
SHEN Shuang 33 B 1 
96 “The Time and Place of an English-language 
Periodical in the Republican Era: The Case of T’ien 
Hsia”, presented at Conference on Republican Era 
Newspapers, organized by Center for Chinese Studies, 
University of California, Berkeley, USA, 17-18 Apr 
2009 
SHEN Shuang 33 B 1 
97 《戲曲論題探究》（國家戲曲研究叢書 36），台北：
國家出版社，2008 年 10 月，489 頁 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 11 A 1 
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99 《明代教化劇群觀》，上海：上海古籍出版社，2009
年 3 月，316 頁 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 11 A 1 
100 「孟稱舜嬌紅記之再生緣」，載於《華學》 （「學藝
雙修．漢學大師――饒宗頤教授九十大壽國際學術
研討會」論文集），第九、十輯（合刊），饒宗頤〈編〉，
上海：上海古籍出版社，2008 年 8 月，頁 2023-40 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 21 A 1 
101 「《琵琶記》的性情與教化」，載於《琵琶記研究會
論文集》，上海：上海古籍出版社，2008 年 12 月，
頁 155-63 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 32 A 1 
98 「『古典』與『轉化』：談崑曲藝術的文化特徵」，載
於「中國崑曲論壇 2008」論文集，中國蘇州：古吳
軒出版社，2009 年 6 月，頁 9-17 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 32 A 1 
102 《舊時月色――古典詩詞漫步》（繁體字增訂版），
香港：天地圖書公司，2009 年 3 月，276 頁 
SI TOU Sau-ieng 41 D 1 
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103 「食在光影中――試論五、六十年代倫理片中的矛
盾」 (“A Feast Under the Spotlight”)，宣讀於由嶺南
大學人文學科研究中心及中文系、台灣中興大學合
辦之「第二屆國際青年學者中文文學學術會議」，香
港，2009 年 2 月 27-28 日 
SIU Yan-ho# 33 B 1 
104 「小議太史公『筆法』――以《史記．外戚世家》
為例」，載於《古代文學理論研究（第 26 輯）．中國
文論的史與用》，徐中玉〈編〉，2008 年 8 月，頁 223-8 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
105 「關於《漢書．蘇武傳》成篇問題之研究」，載於《文
學遺產》，2009 年，第 1 期，頁 1-13 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
106 「論劉向、劉歆和《漢書》之關係」，載於《古籍整
理研究學刊》，2009 年第 3 期，頁 1-25 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
107 「從黃老到老庄――漢代『老子』學論略」，載於
《諸子學刊》第二輯，方勇、陳致〈編〉，上海：
上海古籍出版社，第 2 期，2009 年，頁 78-98 
WANG Chunhong 21 A 1 
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108 「關於《漢書．蘇武傳》成篇問題之研究」，宣讀
於由中國《文心雕龍》學會主辦，首都師範大學文
學院中國古代文學及文藝學重點學科、中國社科院
文學所《文學評論》編輯部承辦之「北京 2008’《文
心雕龍》與 21 世紀文論研究國際學術研討會」，中
國北京，2008 年 10 月 18-19 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
109 「從黃老到老庄――漢代『老子』學論略」，宣讀
於由華東師範大學思勉人文高等研究院先秦諸子研
究中心、明道道教文化研究所主辦之「莊子國際學
術研討會」，中國上海，2008 年 11 月 7-10 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
110 「論劉向、劉歆與署名班固撰寫《漢書》之關係」，
宣讀於由山東大學文史哲研究院、山東大學中國古
典文獻學學科合辦之「古籍整理研究與中國古典文
獻學學科建設國際學術研討會」，中國濟南，2009
年 3 月 30-31 日 
WANG Chunhong 33 A 1 
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111 「專題報道」，載於《創意寫作系列：新聞寫作．
從心出發》，香港：香港教育圖書有限公司，2008
年 7 月，頁 128-50 
WONG Shuk-han Mary  12 B 1 
112 「啟悟的時刻：譚家明的成長故事」 (“Moment of 
Enlightenment: Patrick Tam’s Stories of Growth”)，載
於《譚家明的電視影片》 (E-Wave: The TV Films of 
Patrick Tam)，羅卡〈編〉，香港：香港電影資料館，
2008 年，頁 7-13 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 B 1 
113 「跨越地域的女性：電懋的現代方案」 (“Women 
who Cross Borders: MP & GI’s Modernity 
Programme”)，載於《國泰故事》（增訂本），黃愛玲
〈編〉，香港：香港電影資料館，2009 年，頁 118-27；
另英文版光碟，2009 年，頁 85-93 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 12 B 1 
114 「八十年代的日與夜」 (“Nights and Days of the 
1980s”)，載於《香港文學》，第 289 期，2009 年 1
月，頁 76-80 
WONG Shuk-han Mary 41 D 1 
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115 「學術的組織和紀律」 (“Organization and Disaipline 
in Acaemia”)，載於《現代中國》，第 11 期，2008
年 8 月，頁 178-83 
XU Zidong 21 A 1 
116 「香港短篇小說中的『北方記憶』與『革命想像』」，
載於《現代中文文學學報――香港文學的定位、論
題及發展》，第 8 卷 2 期及 9 卷 1 期，2008 年 12
月，頁 132-40 
XU Zidong 21 A 1 
117 「五四小說中的『男女關係』——在復旦大學『文
史講堂』的演講」 (“Relationship between ‘Man and 
Women’ in the Fiction of the May Fourth Period”)，載
於《書城》，上海：《書城》出版社，2008 年 8 月號，
頁 30-6 
XU Zidong 22 A 1 
118 「 四 部 當 代 文 學 史 」  (“A Study on Four 
Contemporary Chinese Histories”)，宣讀於由嶺南大
學、哈佛大學及復旦大學合辦之「當代文學六十年」
國際學術研討會，香港，2009 年 3 月 20-21 日 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
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119 「寫作時間與文學史現場」  (“Scene of Literary 
History and Writing Times”)，宣讀於由北京大學中文
系主辦之「五四與中國現當代文學」國際學術研討
會，中國北京，2009 年 4 月 23-25 日 
XU Zidong 33 A 1 
120 「香港的中國現代文學研究與教學」，宣讀於由中國
現代文學研究會與河北大學人文學院聯合主辦之
「中國現代文學研究會第十屆理事會第二次會
議」，中國保定，2008 年 10 月 14-15 日 
XU Zidong 33 B 1 
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 Cost Centre : 45 
Department of English 
    
1 “Assumed Language, Consuming Culture: Naipaul, 
Rushdie and Mukherjee”, Cultures of Translation, 
Klaus Stierstorfer and Monika Gommile (eds), 
Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars 
Publishing, Sep 2008, pp 33-52 
ASKER Barry D 12 A 1 
2 “Fighting for What’s Fundamental: The Literature of 
Fundamentalism - Salman Rushdie, V.S. Naipaul, Leo 
Tolstoy, Nadine Gordimer and John Updike”, 
Literature and Fundamentalism, Klaus Stierstorfer 
(ed), Heidelberg: Universitaetsverlag C Winter, Nov 
2008, pp 17-29 
ASKER Barry D 12 A 1 
3 “EFL Majors’ Knowledge of Metalinguistic 
Terminorlogy: A Comparative Study”, Language 
Awareness, 18(2), May 2009, pp 129-46 
BERRY Roger 21 A 1 
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4 “Grammar Myths”, presented at 15th World Congress 
of Applied Linguistics, organized by The German 
Association of Applied Linguistics and University 
Duisburg-Essen and Congress Centre Essen, Essen, 
Germany, 24-29 Aug 2008 
BERRY Roger 33 A 1 
5 “What is Meta- for?”, Foreign Language and 
Literature, 97(3), 2008, pp 145-52 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
6 “Metaphor and Culture”, Asian Social Science, 5(1), 
2009, pp 47-69 
DING Ersu 21 A 1 
7 “Once Tortured, Forever Tortured: Testimony and 
Autobiography in Jacob Rosenberg’s East of Time and 
Sunrise West”, Partial Answers, 7(2), Jun 2009, pp 
279-97 
FREADMAN Richard B 21 A 1 
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8 “Liberal Arts Education in Hong Kong: Lingnan 
University”, presented at Presentations at Victoria 
University: “Liberal Arts Education in Hong Kong: 
Lingnan University”, and “Shadow of Doubt: Writing 
My Father’s Life”, Melbourne, Australia, 20 May-14 
Jun 2009 
FREADMAN Richard B 33 A 1 
9 “Shadow of Doubt: Writing My Father’s Life”, 
presented at Presentations at Victoria University: 
“Liberal Arts Education in Hong Kong: Lingnan 
University”, and “Shadow of Doubt: Writing My 
Father’s Life”, Melbourne, Australia, 20 May-14 Jun 
2009 
FREADMAN Richard B 33 A 1 
10 “Keep it Strange”, Review of Alex Skovron, 
Autographs, Australian Review of Books, Vol 307, Jan 
2009, 1 page 
FREADMAN Richard B 62 D 1 
11 Explorations in Stylistics, London: Equinox, Sep 2008, 
224 pages 
GOATLY Andrew P 11 A 1 
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12 “Process and Grammatical Metaphor in Wordsworth’s 
The Prelude and Niitsi’powahsin (Blackfoot) 
Grammar”, presented at 35th International Systemic 
Functional Congress on “Voices Around the World”, 
organized by Macquarie University, Sydney, 
Australia, 21-25 Jul 2008 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 A 1 
13 “Metaphor and Hidden Ideology”, presented at 
European Society for the Study of English, organized 
by European Society for the Study of English, Aarhus, 
Denmark, Aug 2008 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 B 1 
14 “Impoliteness and Conventional Metaphor”, presented 
at The 2009 International Conference of the Linguistic 
Politeness Research Group on “Linguistic 
Impoliteness and Rudeness II”, organized by 
University of Lancaster, Lancaster, UK, 30 Jun-2 Jul 
2009 
GOATLY Andrew P 33 B 1 
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15 Book Review of Language in Literature: Style and 
Foregrounding (by Geoffrey Leech), Journal of 
Literary Semantics, 38(1), Jan 2009, pp 93-6 
GOATLY Andrew P 62 D 1 
16 “And the Ass Saw the Angel: A Novel of Fragment 
and Excess”, Cultural Seeds: Essays on the Work of 
Nick Cave, Karen Wellberry and Tanya Dalziell (eds), 
London: Ashgate Press: London, Jun 2009, pp 97-108 
HART Carol A 12 A 1 
17 “ICQ English: Sociolinguistic and Pedagogical 
Perspectives”, Asian Journal of English Language 
Teaching, Vol 18, Oct 2008, pp 105-22 
HO Woon-yee Judy 21 A 1 
18 “Code Choice in Hong Kong: From Bilingualism to 
Trilingualism”, Australian Review of Applied 
Linguistics, 31(2), Nov 2008, pp 18.1-18.17 
HO Woon-yee Judy 21 A 1 
19 Johnnie To Kei-fung’s PTU, Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, Feb 2009, 164 pages 
INGHAM Michael A 11 A 1 
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20 “From Xu Xi to the Chief Executive: Hong Kong in the 
Dock”, Words and Images in Modern Hong Kong 
Culture, Kam Louie (ed), Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2009 
INGHAM Michael A 12 A 1 
21 “The Reception of Samuel Beckett in Hong Kong and 
China”, The International Reception of Samuel Beckett, 
M Nixon and M Feldman (eds), London: Continuum 
Books International, 2009, pp 129-46 
INGHAM Michael A and LIE 
Jianxi 
12 A 0.5 
22 “Englishization or Sinicization? English in the Hong 
Kong Cultural Scene”, Englishization in Asia, Tam 
Kwong-kin (ed), Hong Kong: Open University Press, 
2009, pp 162-82 
INGHAM Michael A 12 A 1 
23 “History in the Making: Allegory, History, Fiction and 
Chow Yun-fat in the 1980s Hong Kong Films ‘Hong 
Kong 1941’ (Dir. Po Chieh-leong) and ‘Love in a Fallen 
City’ (Dir. Ann Hui)”, Screening the Past, Issue 24, 
Latrobe University, 2009 (e-article) 
INGHAM Michael A 21 A 1 
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24 “Reducing Shakespeare; Theatre Babel’s Macbeth”, C 
for Culture, Issue 009, Jan 2009, pp 26-7 
INGHAM Michael A 22 B 1 
25 “Romantic Excess or Fine Balance?”, C for Culture, 
Issue 011, Mar 2009, pp 42-3 
INGHAM Michael A 22 B 1 
26 “Ibsen - Staging the Epic Self: Brand and Peer Gynt”, 
presented at Hong Kong Ibsen Conference, organized 
by Centre for Ibsen Studies, Oslo and Open University 
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Nov 2008 
INGHAM Michael A 33 A 1 
27 “History in the Making: Allegory, History, Fiction and 
Chow Yun-fat in the 1980s Hong Kong Films-Hong 
Kong 1941 (Dir. Po Chieh-leong) and Love in a Fallen 
City (Dir. Ann Hui)”, presented at XIV Biennial 
Conference of the Film and History Association of 
Australia and New Zealand (FHAANZ), organized by 
FHAANZ, Dunedin, New Zealand, 27-30 Nov 2008 
INGHAM Michael A 33 A 1 
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28 “World Englishes, English as a Lingua Franca, and 
The Case of Hong Kong English”, English Today, 
Issue 97, Mar 2009, pp 37-43 
SEWELL Andrew J 22 B 1 
29 “A Reading Assessment with Cross-cultural 
Implications: Preliminary Explorations”, Journal of 
Language and Communication, 2(1), 2008, pp 2-12 
SHARP Alastair I 21 A 1 
30 “Personality and Second Language Learning”, Asian 
Social Science, 4(11), 2008, pp 17-26 
SHARP Alastair I 21 A 1 
31 “Intercultural Rhetoric and Language Processing: A 
Hong Kong Case Study”, presented at Fourth 
International Conference on “Promoting Partnership: 
Responding to the Needs of the East Asian Learner in 
Higher Education”, organized by University of 
Portsmouth, Portsmouth, UK, 12-13 Jul 2008 
SHARP Alastair I 33 A 1 
32 “ ‘Besides’: Use and Misuse in Hong Kong Chinese 
Learners’ Writing”, System, 37(2), 2009, pp 330-42 
YEUNG Ngor-to Lorrita 21 A 1 
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 Cost Centre : 48 
Department of Translation 
    
1 “Lily Briscoe’s (Chinese Eyes): The Reading of 
Difference in Translated Fiction”, Quaderns: revista 
de traduccio, 15, 2008, pp 197-209 (reprint) 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 22 B 1 
2 “Global, Regional, Local? The Murakami 
Phenomenon and Reader Reaction to Translated 
Fiction”，載於「全球化與文化轉化／譯，文化身份、
國際研討會」論文集，台灣礁溪：佛光大學，2008
年 12 月，頁 1-23 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 31 B 1 
3 “The Translated Novel as Text”, presented at the 
Conference on “The Novel and Its Borders”, organized 
by The Centre for The Novel, AHRC Institute for Irish 
and Scottish Studies, Scotland, 8-10 Jul 2008 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 A 1 
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4 “Translating for the Leisure Industry: Multimodal 
Translation and Chinese-English Bilingual 
Magazines”, presented at International Conference on 
Translation in the Era of Information, organized by 
Universidad de Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain, 22-24 Oct 
2008 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 A 1 
5 “Hybridity and Translated Fiction: Examining the 
Chinese Translations of D.H. Lawrence’s Novels”, 
presented at the Humanities Summer Conference on 
“Storytelling, Memories and Identity Constructions”, 
organized by Enkidu Magazine, Mexico City, Mexico, 
3-7 Jul 2008 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
6 “From Ulysses to Harry Potter in Translation: The 
Ascendancy of the ‘Ordinary’ Reader”, presented at 
the International Conference on “Translation Studies 
and Translation between Chinese and English”, 
organized by Chinese University of Hong Kong and 
the University of Warwick, Hong Kong, 11-12 Dec 
2008 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
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7 “The Medium of Instruction Controversy: Bilingual 
Education and the University in Hong Kong”, 
Proceedings of 2008 ASAIHL International 
Conference on Borderless Education, Bangkok: 
Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University, 2009, pp 
169-74 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
8 “Hybridity and Heteroglossia in Translated Fiction” 
(「翻譯小說的糅雜與多語性」), presented at the 
Fourth Annual Conference of the Asian Studies 
Association of Hong Kong (ASAHK), organized by 
ASAHK and Open University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, 9-10 Jan 2009 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
9 “Global and Cosmopolitan Readings: American and 
Chinese Reader Reactions to Haruki Murakami’s 
Novels in Translation”, presented at the 2009 Joint 
Conference on “Migration, Border and the 
Nation-State”, organized by Texas Technical 
University, Lubbock, USA, 9-11 Apr 2009 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
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10 「翻譯是甚麼？」 (“What is Translation?”），宣讀於
由香港公共圖書館與香港翻譯學會合辦、大中華文
化全球協會協辦之「2009 實用翻譯系列 1 講座」，
香港，2009 年 5 月 9 日 
CHAN Tak-hung Leo 33 B 1 
11 Editor, Translation Quarterly, No 48, Summer 2008 CHAN Tak-hung Leo 61 D 1 
12 “La teoria dei polisistemi: un possibile modello per la 
ricerca in traduzione” (“Polysystem Theory: Its 
Prospect As a Framework for Translation Research”), 
Oltre l'Occidente. Traduzione e Alterità Culturale, 
RM Bollettieri and E Di Giovanni (eds), Milano: 
Bompiani, Feb 2009, pp 185-212 (Translated into 
Italian by Simona Sangiorgi. The original paper was 
published in Target 13(2), 2001, pp 317-32) 
CHANG Nam-fung 12 A 1 
13 「多元系統論中的規範概念」 (“The Concept of 
Norms in Polysystem Theory”)，載於《外國語》，第
31 卷第 5 期，2008 年 9 月，頁 64-71 
CHANG Nam-fung 21 A 1 
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14 「從多元系統論的角度看傅雷的翻譯家名聲」 
(“The Fame of Fu Lei as a Translator: A Polysystemic 
Perspective”)，載於《翻譯學報》，第 11 卷第 1 期，
2009 年 9 月，頁 89-103 
CHANG Nam-fung 21 A 1 
15 “Why the Fuss about Eurocentrism? On the Resistance 
to Westernization in Chinese Translation Studies”, 
presented at The Third Asian Translation Traditions 
Conference on “(Ex)Change and Continuity in 
Translation Traditions”, organized by Department of 
Translation and Interpreting Studies, Boğaziçi 
University, Istanbul, Turkey, 22-24 Oct 2008 
CHANG Nam-fung 33 A 1 
16 「對翻譯研究中的民族主義與後殖民主義思潮的一
些回應」 (“Repertoire Transfer and Resistance: The 
Westernization of Chinese Translation Studies”)，宣讀
於由中國翻譯協會翻譯理論與翻譯教學委員會主
辦，南京大學翻譯研究所與中北大學人文社科學院
承辦之「2008 全國翻譯理論研究高層論壇」，中國
太原，2008 年 10 月 11-15 日 
CHANG Nam-fung 33 B 1 
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17 “ ‘Adequacy’ and ‘Acceptability’ Revisited”, 
presented at the International Conference on 
“Translation Studies and Translation between Chinese 
and English”, organized by Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and the University of Warwick, Hong 
Kong, 11-12 Dec 2008 
CHANG Nam-fung 33 B 1 
18 「翻譯研究、學術規範與文化傳統」 (“Translation 
Studies, Academic Norms and Cultural Traditions”)，
宣讀於由中國海洋大學外國語學院和青島市翻譯協
會共同舉辦之「翻譯學學科理論系統構建高層論
壇」，中國青島，2009 年 4 月 11-12 日 
CHANG Nam-fung 33 B 1 
19 《多元的解構――從結構到後結構的翻譯研究》 
(Polysystem Theory to Deconstruction: From 
Structuralist to Post-structuralist Translation 
Studies)，台北：學生書局，2008 年 10 月，330 頁 
CHONG Yau-yuk 11 A 1 
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20 “Teaching Literary Translation through Popular 
Cultural Texts”, presented at the 1st International 
Conference on Popular Culture and Education in Asia 
- Exploring New Frontiers in Curriculum and 
Pedagogies, organized by The Hong Kong Institute of 
Education, Hong Kong, 11-13 Dec 2008 
CHONG Yau-yuk 33 A 1 
21 《走沙滌塵－－微言．小小說》 (Moments of Purity, 
collection of short short stories)，香港：匯智，2008
年 12 月，208 頁 
CHONG Yau-yuk 41 D 1 
22 《不瘦人》 (Never Slim Man)，香港：天苑文化，
2009 年 1 月，216 頁 
CHONG Yau-yuk 41 D 1 
23 Jonson’s Bastards: Volpone and the Comic Tradition, 
Feb 2009, 248 pages 
HUI Ting-yan Isaac 63 B 1 
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24 「烏者凶兆？――淺論先秦兩漢文學中『烏』意象
的嬗變」 (“The Transformation of the Crow’s Literary 
Imagery in Pre-Qin and Han Dynasties”), 載於《文學
評論叢刊》，第 11 卷第 2 期，2009 年 6 月，頁 89-91 
LI Donghui 21 A 1 
25 「辭彙、意象、與文化歷史的互動」，宣讀於由澳
門社會進步協會、九鼎月刊社、澳門語言學會合辦
之「兩岸四地語言學論壇」，澳門，2008 年 12 月
6-7 日 
LI Donghui 33 A 1 
26 「第二語言習得與翻譯」 (“Translation and Second 
Language Acquisition”)，宣讀於由世界漢語教學學
會主辦之「第九屆國際漢語教學討論會：多元化世
界漢語教學」，中國北京，2008 年 12 月 15-17 日 
LI Donghui 33 A 1 
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27 「傳統戲曲文化課在香港嶺南大學通識教育課程設
置 中 的 意 義 與 可 行 性 」  (“The Feasibility of 
Introducing a New Putonghua Course on Traditional 
Chinese Art Forms as Part of Lingnan University’s 
Core Curriculum”)，宣讀於由第四屆全國高校京劇
選修課教學研討會組委會主辦之「第四屆全國高校
京劇選修課教學研討會」，中國南昌，2009 年 5 月
2-3 日 
LI Donghui 33 B 1 
28 “Translation Officials of the Tang Central Government 
in Medieval China”, Interpreting: International 
Journal of Research and Practice in Interpreting, 
10(2), Sep 2008, pp 175-96 [Stephen C Soong 
Translation Studies Memorial Award 2009] 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 21 A 1 
29 “Was It Translated:Turkish Diplomatic 
Correspondence to China in Medieval Times”, TTR: 
Traduction, Terminologie, Redaction, 21(2), Apr 2009, 
pp 163-90 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 21 A 1 
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30 “Interpreters and the Writing of Histories in China”, 
META: Translators’ Journal, 54(2), Jun 2009, pp 
201-17 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 21 A 1 
31 “Bridging Language Barriers in Medieval Central 
Asia”, presented at the Second HCLS Conference on 
Translation, Language Contact, and Multilingual 
Communication, organized by The Halliday Centre for 
Intelligent Applications of Language Studies, City 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 13-15 Aug 
2008 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 A 1 
32 “Türkish Diplomatic Correspondence to China in 
Medieval Times: Was It Translated?”, presented at 
The Third Asian Translation Traditions Conference on 
“(Ex)Change and Continuity in Translation 
Traditions”, organized by Department of Translation 
and Interpreting Studies, Boğaziçi University, 
Istanbul, Turkey, 22-24 Oct 2008 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 A 1 
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33 “Sodgian Translators in Tang China: An Issue of 
Loyalty”, presented at 5th Annual International 
Conference on Multiculturalism and Social Justice - 
“Justice Without Borders: Multiculturalism and Global 
Justice”, organized by Ritsumeikan University’s 
Graduate School of Core Ethics and Frontier Sciences, 
Kyoto, Japan, 22-23 Mar 2009 
LUNG Wai-chu Rachel 33 B 1 
34 “ ‘Authenticity’ and Foreignizing Translation”, 
Translating China, Luo Xuanmin and He Yuanjian 
(eds), Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 2009, pp 
153-67 
SUN Yi-feng 12 A 1 
35 「翻譯與多元之美」 (“Translation and the Beauty of 
Diversity”)，載於《中國翻譯》，第 29 卷第 4 期，2008
年 7 月，頁 10-19 
SUN Yi-feng 21 A 1 
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36 “Cultural Translatability and National Identity”, 
presented at XVIII World Congress of the 
International Federation of Translators (FIT), 
organized by The Translators Association of China, 
Shanghai, PRC, 4-7 Aug 2008 
SUN Yi-feng 33 A 1 
37 “Translation: Tension and Conflicts”，宣讀於由中國
比較文學學會及北京語言大學合辦之「中國比較文
學學會第九屆年會暨國際學術討論會：多元文化互
動中的文學對話」，中國北京，2008 年 10 月 12-14
日 
SUN Yi-feng 33 A 1 
38 「翻譯學的何去何從」，宣讀於由中國海洋大學外國
語學院主辦之「翻譯學學科理論系統構建高層論
壇」，中國青島，2009 年 4 月 10-13 日 
SUN Yi-feng 33 B 1 
39 《韋婭中英文童詩集之〈頑皮的風〉》，香港：和平
圖書，2008 年 7 月，100 頁 
TONG Man Jasmine 45 D 1 
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40 《歌門鬼城》三步曲之首步曲《泰忒斯誕生》 
(Chinese Translation of the Titus Groan (Gormenghast 
Trilogy) by Mervyn Peake)，台北：聯經出版社，2008
年 8 月，568 頁 
TONG Man Jasmine and 陳韻
琴 
45 D 0.5 
41 “The ‘Cooking Stove’ Vs the ‘Chinese Takeaway’: 
The Intercultural Representation of Shakespeare on the 
Hong Kong Stage”, Shakespeare’s World/World 
Shakespeares: Proceedings of the VIII World 
Shakespeare Congress, Richard Fotheringham, Christa 
Jansohn and RS White (eds), Delaware: University of 
Delaware Press, 2008, pp 292-302 
WONG Wai-yi Dorothy 32 A 1 
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Department of History 
    
1 “The Scouts Movement and the Construction of New 
Citizenship in Republican China (1912-1937)”, Aug 
2008 
CHOI Sze-hang# 63 B 1 
2 “Imperial University (Taixue) in the Pre-Song Times - 
The Relationships between Politics and Government 
Education in Early Imperial China”, presented at 
Spring History Symposium, organized by Department 
of History, School of Humanities, The University of 
Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 7 May 2009 
CHU Ming-kin# 33 B 1 
3 “The Reigns of Kuang-tsung (1189-1194) and 
Ning-tsung (1194-1224)”, The Cambridge History of 
China, Volume 5: The Sung Dynasty and its 
Precursors, 907-1279 (Part 1), Denis C Twitchett and 
Paul J Smith (eds), Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, Apr 2009, pp 756-838 
DAVIS Richard L 12 A 1 
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4 “The Reign of Li-tsung (1224-1264)”, The Cambridge 
History of China, Volume 5: The Sung Dynasty and its 
Precursors, 907-1279 (Part 1), Denis C Twitchett and 
Paul J Smith (eds), Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, Apr 2009, pp 839-912 
DAVIS Richard L 12 A 1 
5 “The Reign of Tu-tsung (1264-1274) and His 
Successors to 1279”, The Cambridge History of 
China, Volume 5: The Sung Dynasty and its 
Precursors, 907-1279 (Part 1), Denis C Twitchett and 
Paul J Smith (eds), Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, Apr 2009, pp 913-62 
DAVIS Richard L 12 A 1 
6 “A Medley of Liberal Arts Models: A Teacher’s 
View”, presented at Lingnan University Liberal Arts 
Conference 2009 on “The Coming-of-Age for Liberal 
Arts Education in 21st Century Asia-Pacific”, Hong 
Kong, 19 May 2009 
DAVIS Richard L 33 B 1 
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7 “The British Empire and the American Atlantic on 
Tristan da Cunha, 1811–16”, The Journal of Imperial 
and Commonwealth History, 36(4), Dec 2008, pp 
567-89 
FICHTER James R 21 A 1 
8 “Cape Town, Mauritius, Batavia, and Manila in the 
Indo-Pacific World, 1793-1815: Toward a 
Trans-imperial History”, presented at 123rd Annual 
Meeting of American Historical Association (AHA) 
on “Globalizing Historiography”, organized by AHA, 
New York, USA, 2-5 Jan 2009 
FICHTER James R 33 A 1 
9 “Renewing the Liberal Tradition: The Press and Public 
Discussion in Twentieth Century Britain”, Narrating 
Media History, Michael Bailey (ed), London and New 
York: Routledge, Aug 2008, pp 26-35 
HAMPTON Mark A 12 A 1 
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10 “Representing the Public Sphere: the New Journalism 
and its Historians”, Transatlantic Print Culture, 
1880-1940: Emerging Media, Emerging Modernisms, 
Ann L Ardis and Patrick C Collier (eds), Bringstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, Dec 2008, pp 15-29 
HAMPTON Mark A 12 A 1 
11 “The ‘Objectivity’ Ideal and Its Limitations in 
20th-Century British Journalism”, Journalism Studies, 
9(4), Aug 2008, pp 477-93 
HAMPTON Mark A 21 A 1 
12 “Inventing David Low: Journalist, Artist, Intellectual”, 
presented at Historicising the Middlebrow Conference, 
organized by The University of Sheffield, Sheffield, 
UK, 4 Jul 2008 
HAMPTON Mark A 33 A 1 
13 Book Reviews of British Propaganda and News 
Media in the Cold War (by John Jenks, Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh University Press, 2006, 168 pages), 
European Journal of Communication, 23(3), Sep 
2008, pp 369-71 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
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14 Book Reviews of A Political History of Journalism 
(by Geraldine Muhlmann, Polity Press, 2008), 
Journalism Studies, 10(2), Apr 2009, pp 294-5 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
15 Book Reviews of Hong Kong and The Cold War: 
Anglo-American Relations 1949-1957 (by Mark 
Chi-kwan, Oxford University Press, 2004), Twentieth 
Century British History, 20(1), 2009, pp 112-4 
HAMPTON Mark A 62 D 1 
16 《吞聲忍語：日治時期香港人的集體回憶》，香港：
中華書局，2009 年 5 月，300 頁 
LAU Chi-pang and CHOW 
Ka-kin 
11 B 0.5 
17 《侯寶璋家族史》，香港：和平圖書，2009 年 6 月，
172 頁 
LAU Chi-pang and LIU 
Shuyong 
11 B 0.5 
18 “Theory and Practice of the Compilation of Hong 
Kong Local Records”, Proceedings of International 
Conference on the Theory and Practice of Local 
Records in Post-War Era, Nantou, Taiwan, Sep 2008, 
pp 1-2 
LAU Chi-pang 31 B 1 
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19 「方志學的現代理念與應用」，載於《華學》 （「學
藝雙修．漢學大師――饒宗頤教授九十大壽國際學
術研討會」論文集），第九、十輯（合刊），饒宗頤
〈編〉，上海：上海古籍出版社，2008 年 8 月 
LAU Chi-pang 32 A 1 
20 「 清 初 遷 界 與 屯 門 地 區 的 發 展 」  (“Early Qing 
Coastal Evacuation and the Development of Tuen 
Mun”)，載於《明清學術研究論集》，單周堯〈編〉，
北京：中國社會科學出版社，2009 年 6 月，頁 499-509 
LAU Chi-pang 32 A 1 
21 「大埔教育：從鄉村師範的建立到鄉村學校的消
失」，載於《大埔傳統與文物》  (Traditions and 
Heritage in Tai Po)，廖迪生〈編〉，香港：大埔區議
會，2008 年，頁 212-21 
POON Shuk-wah 12 B 1 
22 Review of Blackface Minstrelsy in Britain, in 
H-Albion, Autumn 2008 
SMITH David L 62 D 1 
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Department of Cultural Studies 
    
1 〈編〉，《當代東亞城市：新的文化和意識形態》 
(Contemporary East Asia Cities: New Cultural & 
Ideological Formations)，上海：上海書店，2008 年
12 月，348 頁  
王曉明 and CHAN Ching-kiu 
Stephen 
14 B 0.5 
2 “Cultural Studies through Education: Moments of 
Pedagogy & Pragmatics”, Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, 
9(3), Sep 2008, pp 484-95 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen and 
HUI Po-keung 
21 A 1 
3 “Putting Pedagogy Back into Cultural Studies: The 
(Un-)Learning of Culture and its Pragmatic 
Challenges”, presented at 2008 International 
Conference of the Association for Cultural Studies 
(ACS): Crossroads in Cultural Studies, organized by 
ACS and the University of the West Indies, Kingston, 
Jamaica, 3-7 Jul 2008 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 B 1 
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4 “Pedagogy and Policy as Cultural Process: The 
Contemporary Challenges of Cultural Research and 
Education”, keynote speech delivered at Conference 
on Media Culture, Citizenship and Public Pedagogy, 
organized by Center for Media, Culture and 
Citizenship, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan, 15-16 
Nov 2008  
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 B 1 
5 “The Contemporary Challenges of ‘Applied Cultural 
Studies’ ”, keynote speech delivered at Popular 
Culture in the Age of Globalization, organized by 
Institute of Literature, Academia Sinica, Taipei, 
Taiwan, 4-5 Dec 2008 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 B 1 
6 “Re-thinking Cultural Studies: Theoretical, 
Pedagogical and Applied Dimensions”, keynote 
speech delivered at 10th Anniversary Conference of 
the Cultural Studies Association of Taiwan: Roots and 
Routes - Ten Years of Cultural Studies in Taiwan, 
organized by Association of Cultural Studies, Taipei, 
Taiwan 3-4 Jan 2009 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 B 1 
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7 「從創意城市看文化規劃：政策的脫節、落差與盲
點」 (“Cultural Planning and Creative Cities: Gaps 
and Blindsport in Local Cultural Policy”)，宣讀於由
香港科技大學文化研究中心主辦之「香港文化聚落
與城市發展研討會」，香港，2009 年 4 月 19 日 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 B 1 
8 “Student-Centred Pedagogy and Teachers’ 
Development in the School-Based IH/LS Curricular 
Reform” (in Chinese), presented at a public 
symposium on “From Integrated Humanities to 
Liberal Studies”, organized by Kwan Fong Cultural 
Research & Development Programme, Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, Jun 2009 
CHAN Ching-kiu Stephen 33 B 1 
9 「和平、婦女與日常生活」 (“Peace, Women and 
Everyday Life”)，載於《香港文化政治》，馬傑偉、
呂大樂、吳俊雄〈編〉，香港：香港大學出版社，2009
年 5 月，頁 165-90 
CHAN Shun-hing 12 A 1 
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10 「一個社區為本﹑發揮集體力量的口述歷史計劃」 
(“A Community Oriented and Collective Oral Histroy 
Project”)，載於《綜援-nization：13 個綜援人士的口
述故事》 (第二版)，香港：樂施會、關注綜援檢討
聯盟，2008 年 7 月，頁 148-50 
CHAN Shun-hing 12 D 1 
11 “Peace and Sustainable Environment, Livelihood and 
Culture: The Case of Green Women in Hong Kong”, 
presented at 2008 International Conference of the 
Association for Cultural Studies (ACS): Crossroads in 
Cultural Studies, organized by ACS and the University 
of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica, 3-7 Jul 2008 
CHAN Shun-hing 33 B 1 
12 “The Making of a Chinese Head of the WHO: A Study 
of the Media Discourse on Margaret Chan’s Contest 
for the WHO Director-generalship and Its Implications 
for the Collective Memory of SARS”, International 
Journal of Health Services, 39(3), 2009, pp 587-614 
CHAN Wai-yin# and MA 
Shu-yun 
22 A 0.5 
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13 “Remembering a Forgotten Epidemic - SARS in Hong 
Kong”, presented at 2008 International Conference of 
the Association for Cultural Studies (ACS): 
Crossroads in Cultural Studies, organized by ACS and 
the University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica, 
3-7 Jul 2008 
CHAN Wai-yin# 33 B 1 
14 “The Cultural Politics of Tobacco Control in Hong 
Kong”, presented at 10th Anniversary Conference of 
the Cultural Studies Association of Taiwan: Roots and 
Routes - Ten Years of Cultural Studies in Taiwan, 
organized by Association of Cultural Studies, Taipei, 
Taiwan 3-4 Jan 2009 
CHAN Wai-yin# 33 B 1 
15 “Between Production and Consumption: The Tourism 
Service Class as ‘Cultural Intermediaries’ ”, Tourism, 
Leisure and Development: Emerging Themes and 
Research, Frank Faulkner, Colin J Jones, Mark W 
Neal and John Walsh (eds), Thailand: Shinawatra 
University Press (e-book, ISBN: 978-974-94397-3-9) 
ERNI John N 12 A 1 
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16 “Enchanted: Harry Potter and Magical Capitalism in 
Urban China”, Chinese Journal of Communication, 
1(2), Oct 2008, pp 138-55 
ERNI John N 21 A 1 
17 “Almost Under the Same Sky: Reclaiming Urbanity 
beyond an Epidemic”, Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, 
9(4), Dec 2008, pp 598-611 
ERNI John N 21 A 1 
18 “Risks and Differences: Imagining Transborder Health 
and Interconnected Cultural Citizenship in Urban 
China”, presented at Fourth Annual Conference of the 
CRESC Centre for Research on Socio-cultural 
Change, “Cultural Citizenship”, organized by CRESC 
Centre for Research on Socio-cultural Change, 
Oxford, UK, Sep 2008 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
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19 “Cultural Intermediaries in the Pearl River Delta: The 
Tourism Service Class as Creative Labor”, presented 
at International Conference on “Globalization: 
Cultures, Institutions and Socioeconomics”, The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 12-13 
Dec 2008 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
20 “The Reconstituted Body in Law”, presented at 59th 
Annual Conference of the International 
Communication Association (ICA) on “Keywords in 
Communication”, organized by ICA, Chicago, USA, 
21-25 May 2009  
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
21 “Negotiating Identities: Ethnic Minorities’ Creative 
Consumption of Mainstream Media in Hong Kong”, 
presented at 59th Annual Conference of the 
International Communication Association (ICA) on 
“Keywords in Communication”, organized by ICA, 
Chicago, USA, 21-25 May 2009 
ERNI John N and LEUNG 
Yuk-ming Lisa 
33 A 1 
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22 “Toward a Critical Articulation of Cultural Studies and 
Global Human Rights”, presented at 59th Annual 
Conference of the International Communication 
Association (ICA) on “Keywords in Communication”, 
organized by ICA, Chicago, USA, 21-25 May 2009 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
23 “Pop, Queer, Asia”, presented at 59th Annual 
Conference of the International Communication 
Association (ICA) on “Keywords in Communication”, 
organized by ICA, Chicago, USA, 21-25 May 2009 
ERNI John N 33 A 1 
24 Co-Editor, Queer Asia Book Series, Hong Kong 
University Press, Dec 2007- present 
ERNI John N 61 D 1 
25 “Making Cultural Celebrities : The Case of Yu Dan 
and The Field of Cultural Production in Contemporary 
China”, presented at 2008 International Conference of 
the Association for Cultural Studies (ACS): 
Crossroads in Cultural Studies, organized by ACS and 
the University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica, 
3-7 Jul 2008 
HUANG Weizi# 33 A 1 
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26 “The Changing Field of Cultural Production in 
Modern China: From Intellectuals and Celebrities to 
Cultural Celebrities” （「現代中國變動的文化生產
場：從知識分子、明星到文化明星」）, presented at the 
2009 Cultural Studies Conference, organized by 
Cultural Studies Association in Taiwan and National 
Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 3-4 Jan 2009 
HUANG Weizi# 33 B 1 
27 「告別犬儒的文化政治――從中學通識的設計和教
學看教改的局限和希望」，載於《香港文化政治》，
馬傑偉、呂大樂、吳俊雄〈編〉，香港：香港大學出
版社，2009 年 5 月，頁 101-18 
HUI Po-keung 12 A 1 
28 「文化中介的專業化――在全球化時代中重譯經
濟」，載於《方法與個案――文化研究演講集》，孫
曉忠〈編〉，上海：上海書店，2009 年 1 月，頁 28-56
（再版。《資本主義不是甚麼》，香港：牛津大學出
版社，2002 年） 
HUI Po-keung 12 B 1 
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29 “The Great Transformation That Has Never 
Been-Rereading Polanyi through the Lens of the Hong 
Kong Cultural Economy”, presented at The 11th 
International Karl Polanyi Conference on “The 
Relevance of Karl Polanyi for the 21st Century”, 
organized by Karl Polanyi Institute of Political 
Economy, Concordia University, Montreal, Canada, 
9-11 Dec 2008 
HUI Po-keung 33 A 1 
30 「認真通識――在學校中廢校」，宣讀於由香港中文
大學社會學系之辦之「香港文化與社會研討會」，香
港，2008 年 11 月 1 日 
HUI Po-keung 33 B 1 
31 “Market, Capitalism and Hong Kong’s Future: The 
Relevance of Karl Polanyi and Fernand Braudel”, 
presented at 2009 Conference on “Improving the 
Human Destiny”, organized by Institute of Humanities 
and Social Sciences, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 
11-12 Jun 2009 
HUI Po-keung 33 B 1 
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32 “Hong Kong: The Rise of a New Political Force”, 
Info-Rhizome: Report on Independent Media in the 
Chinese-Speaking World (2008/09), Lam Oi-wan and 
Ip Iam-chong (eds), Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
In-media, pp 47-68 
IP Iam-chong 12 B 1 
33 Editor, Info-Rhizome: Report on Independent Media in 
the Chinese-Speaking World (2008/09), Hong Kong: 
Hong Kong In-media, 125 pages 
LAM Oi-wan and IP Iam-chong 14 B 0.5 
34 “New Political Power: The Development of Hong 
Kong Independent Media”, Mass Communication 
Research, Issue 99, Apr 2009, pp 221-40  
IP Iam-chong 21 A 1 
35 「集體行動力與新社會運動：『本土行動』的個案研
究」，宣讀於由香港中文大學社會學系之辦之「香港
文化與社會研討會」，香港，2008 年 11 月 1 日 
IP Iam-chong 33 B 1 
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36 「旁觀者的可能：香港電影中的冷戰經驗與『社會
主義中國』」，宣讀於由台灣文化研究學會主辦之
「2009 年文化研究會議――根源與路徑：台灣文化
研究十週年」，台灣台北，2009 年 1 月 3-4 日  
IP Iam-chong 33 B 1 
37 “Hong Kong: The Rise of a New Political Force”, 
presented at Re-making the Media: Davies Forum on 
“The Search for Values in Contemporary America”, 
organized by University of San Francisco, San Francisco, 
USA, 30 Apr 2009 
IP Iam-chong 33 B 1 
38 “Economic Representation and Subjectification: China 
and Modernization”, Economic Representations: 
Academic and Everyday, David F Ruccio (ed), London 
and New York: Routledge, Jul 2008, pp 183-98 
LAU Kin-chi 12 A 1 
39 “Interview with M.P. Parameswaran”, Democracy by 
the People: The Elusive Kerala Experience, Emrah 
Sahin (ed), Delhi: Alternatives Asia, 2008, pp 235-49 
LAU Kin-chi 12 B 1 
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40 Editor, China Reflected, Cairo: Asia Africa Centre (in 
Arabic), Jan 2009, 318 pages 
LAU Kin-chi 14 B 1 
41 〈編〉，《抵抗的全球化》（全兩冊） (Globalizing 
Resistance)，北京：人民文學出版社，2009 年 5 月，
923 頁 
LAU Kin-chi, AMIN Samir and 
HOUTART Francois 
14 B 0.3334 
42 “Food Security and Sustainable Livelihood in China”, 
Alternatives Sud: Globalizing Resistance 2009 (in 
French), 15(4), Dec 2008, pp 141-7 
LAU Kin-chi 21 A 1 
43 “Discussion with Partha Chatterjee on the Ideas and 
Practices of Gandhi”, Refengxueshu. (in Chinese), 
1(2), Mar 2009, pp 277-81 
LAU Kin-chi 21 A 1 
44 “Asia, a Pedagogical Figure”, Proceedings of A Chiao 
Center for Asian Studies Workshop, organized by 
Rice University, Houston, USA, 26-27 May 2009 
LAU Kin-chi 33 A 1 
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45 “Alternative Practices for Rural Development”, 
presented at 9th International Conference on Social 
Representation, Bali, Indonesia, 3 Jul 2008 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
46 “Land Reforms in Asia: A Comparative Study”, 
presented at a Conference on Rural Reconstruction 
Movements: Implications on Livelihoold and Ecology, 
Kathmandu, Nepal, 16 Jul 2008 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
47 “The Efforts of Grassroots Women in Making Peace”, 
presented at a Conference on Peacewomen Workshop 
on Livelihood and Ecology, Yinchuan, PRC, 20 Aug 
2008 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
48 “Food Security and the Agrarian Question”, presented 
at a Conference on Transition to Solidism: Political, 
Economic, Solid and Cultural, Caracas, Venezuela, 15 
Oct 2008 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
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49 “Rural Societies in Transition - China and Rural 
Development”, presented at a Conference on Rural 
Development under Reform in Vietnam and China, 
Hanoi, Vietnam, 29 Nov 2008 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
50 “Philosophies for Alternative Development”, 
presented at Conference on Alternative Thinking and 
Development of Livelihood and Economy, Chengkung 
University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 7 Jun 2009 
LAU Kin-chi 33 B 1 
51 “Four Stories in One: Environmental Protection and 
Rural Reconstruction in China” (English Translation 
of 溫鐵軍：「從四個故事引申出來的『故事』」), 
Positions, 16(3), Winter 2008, pp 491-505 
LAU Kin-chi 45 A 1 
52 Collaborative Colonial Power: The Making of the 
Hong Kong Chinese, Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, Apr 2009, 250 pages 
LAW Wing-sang 11 A 1 
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53 「( 晚 ) 殖 民 城 市 政 治 想 像 」 (“(Late-)Colonial 
Urban Political Imaginaries”)，載於《香港文化政
治》，馬傑偉、呂大樂、吳俊雄〈編〉，香港：香港
大學出版社，2009 年 5 月，頁 33-51 
LAW Wing-sang 12 A 1 
54 “Hong Kong Undercover: An Approach to 
‘Collaborative Colonialism’ ”, Inter-Asia Cultural 
Studies, 9(4), Dec 2008, pp 522-42 
LAW Wing-sang 21 A 1 
55 「 缺 乏 主 體 性 的 國 際 交 流 ： 香 港 經 驗 談 」 
(“International Exchange without Subjectivity: the 
Experience of Hong Kong”)，宣讀於由國立中央大學
主辦之「學術交流與知識生產論壇」，台灣台北，2009
年 1 月 3-4 日；並載於《文化研究月報》，第 91 期，
2009 年 4 月 
(http://hermes.hrc.ntu.edu.tw/csa/journal/91/forum/for
um06.htm) 
LAW Wing-sang 22 B 1 
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56 “Coloniality within Chineseness: The Humanities and 
‘Moral Crisis’ in Collaborative Colonialism”, 
Proceedings of The First Conference of the 
Humanities Scholars of Asia 2008: Knowledge and 
Values of the Humanities in Asia, Institute for 
Humanities Studies of Chung-Ang University and 
Institute for East Asian Studies, SungKongHoe 
University, Seoul, Korea, Oct 2008, pp 83-9  
LAW Wing-sang 31 B 1 
57 「六、七十年代的『回歸』論述」，宣讀於由香港中
文大學社會學系之辦之「香港文化與社會研討會」，
香港，2008 年 11 月 1 日 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
58 “The ‘Return’ Discourses in the Seventies”, presented 
at Hong Kong Society and Culture Conference, 
organized by School of Journalism and 
Communication, The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong, Hong Kong, Nov 2008 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
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59 “A Retrospective Account of the Development of 
Cultural Studies in Lingnan”, presented at 10th 
Anniversary Conference of the Cultural Studies 
Association of Taiwan: Roots and Routes - Ten Years 
of Cultural Studies in Taiwan, organized by 
Association of Cultural Studies, Taipei, Taiwan 3-4 
Jan 2009 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
60 “Modernity and the Changing ‘Youth’ Discourses in 
China”, presented at Commemorative Conference of 
the 90th Anniversary of the Chinese May Fourth 
Movement: 90 Years of the Chinese “Youth Culture”, 
organized by Korean Society of Modern Chinese 
Literature and The Society of Chinese Humanities, 
Seoul, Korea, May 2009 
LAW Wing-sang 33 B 1 
61 “Mediated Violence as ‘Global News’: Co-opted 
‘Performance’ in the Framing of the WTO”, Media 
Culture and Society, 31(2), Mar 2009, pp 251-69 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 21 A 1 
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62 “Daejanggeum and Her WTO Protesters/Supporters: 
Lessons for (Transnational) Popular Culture and Civil 
Society”, Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, 10(1), Mar 
2009, pp 51-66 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 21 A 1 
63 “You’ve Got Talent!: Ethnic Minorities and Creative 
Economies”, presented at 2008 International 
Conference of the Association for Cultural Studies 
(ACS): Crossroads in Cultural Studies, organized by 
ACS and the University of the West Indies, Kingston, 
Jamaica, 3-7 Jul 2008 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 33 A 1 
64 “Negotiating Identities: Ethnic Minorities’ Creative 
Consumption of Mainstream Media in Hong Kong”, 
presented at 2008 International Conference of the 
Association for Cultural Studies (ACS): Crossroads in 
Cultural Studies, organized by ACS and the University 
of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica, 3-7 Jul 2008 
LEUNG Yuk-ming Lisa 33 A 1 
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65 “Sounds (Fe)male: Gender Performance in Cantonese 
Operatic Singing”, presented at Sounds Chinese: 
Performance, Commodification, and Interpretation, 
organized by National University of Singapore, 
Singapore, Dec 2008 
LI Siu-leung 33 B 1 
66 “Foreword”, In the Vernacular: A Generation of 
Australian Culture and Controversy (by Stuart 
Cunningham), Brisbane: University of Queensland 
Press, Sep 2008, pp ix-xiii 
MORRIS Meaghan E 12 D 1 
67 “Teaching versus Research?: Cultural Studies and the 
New Class Politics in Knowledge”, Inter-Asia 
Cultural Studies, 9(3), Sep 2008, pp 433-50 
MORRIS Meaghan E 21 A 1 
68 “Editorial Introduction”, Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, 
9(4), Dec 2008, pp 516-21 
MORRIS Meaghan E, 
REISENLEITNER Markus and 
TURNER Caroline 
21 B 0.3334 
69 “I Hear Motion: Sceptical Notes on Academic 
Mobility in the Asia-pacific Region”, Around the 
Globe, 5(1), Jan 2009, pp 41-7 
MORRIS Meaghan E 22 B 1 
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70 “Disney in Darwin: Travel Fiction in the Geopolitical 
Imagination”, presented at 2008 International 
Conference of the Association for Cultural Studies 
(ACS): Crossroads in Cultural Studies, organized by 
ACS and the University of the West Indies, Kingston, 
Jamaica, 3-7 Jul 2008 
MORRIS Meaghan E 33 A 1 
71 “ ‘I Hear Motion’, But What’s Moving?: Sceptical 
Notes on Academic Mobility in the Asia-Pacific 
Region”, Keynote speech delivered at Moving Ideas 
Moving Ideas and Research Policies: Australian 
Intellectuals in the Global Context, organized by 
Australian Research Council and Monash University, 
Melbourne, Australia, 22-23 Jul 2008 
MORRIS Meaghan E 33 B 1 
72 “ ‘Two Schools’: Contact Narrative and Cultural 
Rivalry in Martial Arts Cinema”, presented at 
International Conference on American Pop Culture in 
Asia, organized by Asia Research Institute, National 
University of Singapore, Singapore, 19-20 Feb 2009 
MORRIS Meaghan E 33 B 1 
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73 Senior Editor, Traces: A Multilingual Series of 
Cultural Theory and Translation, 2004-present 
MORRIS Meaghan E 61 D 1 
74 「風花雪月的顏色與利刃」 (“Li Han-hsiang’s Porn 
Power and Hong Kong Obscenity”)，載於《色情無價
――認真看待色情》，寧應斌、何春蕤〈編〉，台灣
中壢：國立中央大學性／別研究室，2008 年 8 月，
頁 191-224  
YAU Ching 12 A 1 
75 「『男子氣，你知道甚麼叫男子氣？……肌肉不等於
男子氣！』――看《遊戲人間》的男性情結」，載於
《國泰故事》（增訂本），香港：香港電影資料館，
2009 年 3 月，頁 110-7 
YAU Ching 12 B 1 
76 「酷兒政治與同志研究」，載於《文化現場》，2008
年 11，廣州《明鏡》周報轉載，頁 10-1 
YAU Ching 22 D 1 
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77 「媒體文化與公共教育的策略」 (“Media Culture 
and Strategies for Public Education”)，宣讀於由北京
同志文化活動中心主辦之「拉拉社團領導交流：第
二屆拉拉志願者培訓營暨學術會議」，中國北京，
2008 年 10 月 25-27 日 
YAU Ching 33 B 1 
78 「《長江 7 號》中跨性別作為存活的政治與想像」，
宣讀於由香港中文大學社會學系之辦之「香港文化
與社會研討會」，香港，2008 年 11 月 1 日 
YAU Ching 33 B 1 
79 We Are Alive (DVD), 99 min., Funded by Hong Kong 
Arts Development Council and Japan Foundation, 
2009  
YAU Ching 43 D 1 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Department of Philosophy 
    
80 “Contemporary Representations of Macao: Taking Off 
the City”, presented at First International 
Interdisciplinary Conference on Macau Studies: 
Intercultural Exchanges between East and West, 
History Department of the University of Macau and 
the Macau Foundation, Macao, 25-27 May 2009 
ARCHER Carol 33 B 1 
81 A joint exhibition on “Reciprocal Interference: A 
Collaborative Art Project”, PODspace Gallery, 
Newcastle, Australia, 15 Jul-2 Aug 2008 (An 
exhibition of collaborative works on paper, each by 
Carol Archer and one other artist: Mary Grehan 
(Ireland), Johanna Trainor (Newcastle, Australia), 
Even Mak (Hong Kong), Sue Rawlinson (Bondi, 
Australia), Sue Taylor (Googong, Australia)) 
ARCHER Carol 44 D 1 
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82 Pre-Exhibition of 23rd Asia International Art 
Exhibition (Macao Representatives), Albergue Gallery, 
Former Old Ladies House, Macao, Spring 2009 (A 
painting from “Work of Macao Hands” series was 
exhibited in this Macao exhibition before the works 
travelled to take part in the larger Asian exhibit in 
Guangzhou) 
ARCHER Carol 44 D 1 
83 23rd Asia International Art Exhibition, organized by 
Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts, Guangzhou 
University Town, Panyu District, Guangzhou, Spring 
2009 (Paintings from “Work of Macao Hands” series 
was one of the Macao works selected for inclusion in 
this exhibition of contemporary art from China and 
Asia) 
ARCHER Carol 44 D 1 
84 A joint paintings exhibition on “Near and Far and 
Mostly Macao”, University of Macau, Macau, 20 
Feb-6 Mar 2009 (A joint exhibition of works of work 
by Carol Archer’s “Work of Macao Hands” and 
Christopher Kelen’s “The River Considered as Sea”) 
ARCHER Carol 44 D 1 
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85 “Wonderbooks: New Art at 1a Space”, 1a Space, 
Hong Kong, 2009, (This exhibition review essay was 
invited by 1a Space and included in the catalogue 
“bok-:book review in this bookless age” Editor: 
Nadim Abbas. Catalogue includes essays by Carol 
Archer, Yang Yeung and John Batten) 
ARCHER Carol 62 D 1 
86 「論康德的道德主體觀」 (“On Kant’s Theory of 
Moral Subject”), Aug 2008 
AU Lai-wing# 63 B 1 
87 “Reconstructing Xunzi’s Moral Knowledge”, Sep 
2008 
CHAN Hok-nam# 63 B 1 
88 “Aesthetic Ideals”, New Waves in Aesthetics, K Stock 
and K Thomson-Jones (eds), Palgrave Macmillan, Sep 
2008, pp 100-15 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 12 A 1 
89 “The Structure of Aesthetic Properties”, Philosophy 
Compass, 3(5), Sep 2008, pp 894-909 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 21 A 1 
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90 “Roger Scruton’s Philosophy of Architecture”, 
presented at a conference on Scruton’s Aesthetics, 
organized by The British Academy, Mind Association, 
British Society of Aesthetics, Analysis, American 
Society for Aesthetics, Durham University, Durham, 
UK, Jul 2008 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 B 1 
91 “On Some Putative Graph-Theoretic Counterexamples 
to the Principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles”, 
presented at Eidos Metaphysics Conference, organized 
by Department of Philosophy of the University of 
Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland, 15-18 Jul 2008 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 B 1 
92 “A Simple Solution to the Paradox of Negative 
Emotion”, presented at The Paradox of Negative 
Emotions in Arts, organized by Centre De 
Wulf-Mansion, Institut Supérieur de Philosophie and 
Centre for Ethics, Social and Political Philosophy, 
Hoger Institut voor Wijsbegeerte, Luven and 
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, 23-24 Mar 2009 
DE CLERCQ Rafael 33 B 1 
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93 “Dogma 95”, The Routledge Companion to 
Philosophy and Film, Paisley N Livingston and Carl 
Plantinga (eds), London: Routledge, Oct 2008, pp 
483-93 
HJORT Mette A 12 A 1 
94 “The Five Obstructions”, The Routledge Companion 
to Philosophy and Film, Paisley N Livingston and Carl 
Plantinga (eds), London: Routledge, Oct 2008, pp 
631-40 
HJORT Mette A 12 A 1 
95 “More Gains than Losses: Dogme 95’s Implications 
for Performance”, presented at the Expression of 
Subjectivity in the Performing Arts, Universidad 
Politecnica de Valencia, Spain, 23-26 Nov 2008 
HJORT Mette A 33 A 1 
96 “Transnational Film Cultures: Models and Values”, 
invited speaker at World Cinemas: Transnational 
Production and Cosmopolitan Networks, University of 
Melbourne, Australia, 18 Sep 2008 
HJORT Mette A 33 B 1 
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97 “Film and Its Relation to Risk: Some Key Questions”, 
invited speaker at a Distinguished Lecture Series on 
Communication and Cultural Studies VII, Hong Kong 
Baptist University, Hong Kong, 27 Feb 2009 
HJORT Mette A 33 B 1 
98 “Living with Diversity: What Difference Can 
Film-making Make?”, keynote delivered, Centre for 
Modern European Studies (CEMES), University of 
Copenhagen, Denmark, 15-17 Apr 2009 
HJORT Mette A 33 B 1 
99 Corresponding Editor, Northern Lights (Museum 
Tusculanum and Intellect Press) 
HJORT Mette A 61 D 1 
100 Series Editor, The Nordic Film Classics Series, 
University of Washington Press 
HJORT Mette A 61 D 1 
101 Series General Editor, The Hong Kong Film Classics 
Series, Hong Kong University Press 
HJORT Mette A 61 D 1 
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102 《對焦中國畫：國畫的六種閱讀方法》 （Beyond 
Forms and Colours: 6 Ways to Read Chinese 
Painting），香港：三聯書店，2009 年 2 月，192
頁 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 11 B 1 
103 “Art in Adversity - C.A.R.E. at Lingnan University”, 
Hong Kong Visual Arts Yearbook 2008, Hong Kong: 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2009, pp 
143-63 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 12 B 1 
104 “Being in Traditional Chinese Landscape Painting”, 
Proceedings of the Conference of Technovisuality and 
Cultural Reenchantment, organized by The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong and Hong Kong Shue Yan 
University, Hong Kong, 20-22 Nov 2008, pp 19 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 32 A 1 
105 “Art Making: When Language Fails to Communicate”, 
presented at The 7th International Conference on New 
Directions in the Humanities, organized by Common 
Ground, Beijing, PRC, 2-5 Jun 2009 
LAW Suk-mun Sophia 33 A 1 
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106 “Ingmar Bergman”, The Routledge Companion to 
Philosophy and Film, Paisley N Livingston and Carl 
Plantinga (eds), London: Routledge, Oct 2008, pp 
560-8 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
107 “Poincaré’s ‘Delicate Sieve’: On Creativity and 
Constraints in the Arts”, The Idea of Creativity, 
Michael Krausz, Denis Dutton and Karen Bardsley 
(eds), Amsterdam: Brill, 2009, pp 129-46 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
108 “Truth in Fiction”, A Companion to Aesthetics, 
Stephen Davies, Kathleen Higgins, Robert Hopkins, 
Robert Stecker and David Cooper (eds), Blackwell 
Press, May 2009, pp 281-4 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
109 “C.I. Lewis”, A Companion to Aesthetics, Stephen 
Davies, Kathleen Higgins, Robert Hopkins, Robert 
Stecker and David Cooper (eds), Blackwell Press, 
May 2009, pp 405-8 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 12 A 1 
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110 Editor, The Routledge Companion to Philosophy and 
Film, London: Routledge Press, Oct 2008, 704 pages 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N and 
PLANTINGA Carl 
14 A 0.5 
111 “When a Work Is Finished: A Response to Darren 
Hudson Hick”, Journal of Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism, 66(4), Fall 2008 pp 393-5 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 21 A 1 
112 “Narrativity and Knowledge”, Journal of Aesthetics 
and Art Criticism, 67(1), Winter 2009, pp 25-36 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 21 A 1 
113 “Cinematic Authorship Revisited”, presented at 
Annual Meeting of the Society for the Cognitive Study 
of the Moving Image, organized by The University of 
Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark, Jun 2009 
LIVINGSTON Paisley N 33 A 1 
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114 「能力進路：一種圓滿主義與自由主義的結合」 
(“The Capability Approach: A Reconciliation between 
Liberalism and Perfectionism”)，載於「政治哲學會
議：社會正義與人類發展」論文集，香港中文大學
政治與行政學系，香港，2008 年 11 月 13-15 日，
頁 177-91 
LO Kit-hung and LAW 
Chun-cheong 
31 B 0.5 
115 「奧運與國族認同」，宣讀於由香港公共圖書館、
睿哲文化學會及香港中文大學哲學系合辦之「奧運
與哲學」講座，香港，2008 年 8 月 16 日 
LO Kit-hung 33 B 1 
116 「2008 年的施政報告」，宣讀於由嶺南大學人文及
社會科學研究所、公共政策研究中心及學生服務中
心合辦之「價值與政策研討會系列 I」，香港，2008
年 10 月 22 日 
LO Kit-hung 33 B 1 
117 Automaten als Träger von Rechten. Plädoyer für eine 
Gesetzesänderung (Automata as Holders of Rights. A 
Proposal for a Change in Legislation), Berlin: Logos 
Verlag, Aug 2008, 273 pages 
MATTHIAS Andreas 11 B 1 
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118 “From Coder to Creator. Responsibility Issues in 
Intelligent Artifact Design”, Handbook of Research on 
Technoethics Volume II, Rocci Luppicini and Rebecca 
Adell (eds), Hershey/New York: Information Science 
Reference, Aug 2008, pp 635-50 
MATTHIAS Andreas 12 A 1 
119 “Standpunkt: Rechtsverantwortung Autonomer 
Maschinen”, Neue Juristische Wochenschrift, 27/2009, 
Jun 2009 
MATTHIAS Andreas 22 A 1 
120 “Ethics, Logic and Critical Thinking”, The 3rd 3-3-4 
Symposium on “Core Curriculum”, organized by 
Heads of Universities Committee (HUCOM), Hong 
Kong, 12 May 2009 (web version) 
MATTHIAS Andreas 31 B 1 
121 “International Courts: Are They Working?”, presented 
at 2009 Conference on “Improving the Human 
Destiny”, organized by Institute of Humanities and 
Social Sciences, Lingnan University, Hong Kong, 
11-12 Jun 2009 
RICE James A 33 B 1 
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122 “Gattaca”, The Routledge Companion to Philosophy 
and Film, Paisley N Livingston and Carl Plantinga 
(eds), London: Routledge, Oct 2008, pp 641-9 
SESARDIC Neven 12 A 1 
123 “Guilt by Statistical Association: Revisiting the 
Prosecutor’s Fallacy and the Interrogator’s Fallacy” 
(under pseudonym), Journal of Philosophy, 105(6), 
Nov 2008, pp 320-32 
SESARDIC Neven 21 A 1 
124 “Nature, Nurture and Politics”, Biology and 
Philosophy, Mar 2009 (on-line version) 
SESARDIC Neven 21 A 1 
125 “Philosophical Matinee”, Prolegomena, 7(2), Nov 
2008, pp 207-22 
SESARDIC Neven 22 B 1 
126 “Intelligent Design and the Argument from 
Improbability”, presented at Off-year Workshop of the 
International Society for the History, Philosophy, and 
Social Studies of Biology (ISHPSSB), organized by 
ISHPSSB, Kobe, Japan, 5-7 Nov 2008 
SESARDIC Neven 33 B 1 
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127 「當代新儒學與現代心理學之可能對話」 (“Vision 
of the Mind and Spectrum of Consciousness: A 
Possible dialogue between Contemporary 
Neo-Confucianism and Transcendental 
Psychology”)，載於《當代儒學與精神性》，張錦青
〈編〉，桂林：廣西師範大學出版社，2009 年 1 月，
頁 105-20 
WONG Wai-ying 12 A 1 
128 「生活的目的與意義」 (“The Purpose and Meaning 
of Living”)，載於《探究宗教 陶造心靈――講座文
集》，香港：香港教育局出版，2008 年，頁 27-33 
WONG Wai-ying 12 B 1 
129 「與死共生――如何在生命中安放死亡的意義」 
(“To Live with Death”)，載於《生與死的探索》，黎
斯華〈編〉，香港︰法住出版社，2008 年 7 月，頁
165-90 
WONG Wai-ying 12 B 1 
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130 「儒家倫理中之道德德性與非道德德性」，載於《求
索之迹：香港中文大學哲學系六十周年系慶論文集》
（校友卷），劉國英、張燦輝〈編〉香港：中文大
學出版社，2009 年 5 月，頁 99-110 
WONG Wai-ying 12 B 1 
131 “Morally Bad in the Philosophy of the Cheng 
Brothers”, Journal of Chinese Philosophy, 36(1), Mar 
2009, pp 141-56 
WONG Wai-ying 21 A 1 
132 “The Growth of Death Awareness Through Death 
Education Among University Students in Hong 
Kong”, Omega: Journal of Death and Dying, 59(2), 
2009, pp 113-28 
WONG Wai-ying 21 A 1 
133 “The Broadening of Life and the Realization of 
Values: Mr Tang Chun-i’s Experiential Understanding 
of Illness and Suffering”, presented at International 
Conference on “New Directions on Chinese 
Philosophy”, organized by The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and New Asia College, Hong Kong, May 
2009 
WONG Wai-ying 33 B 1 
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134 「康德的道德情感理論及牟宗三先生的批評與闡
釋」，2009 年 4 月 
WONG Wing-yu Esther# 63 B 1 
135 “On the Completeness of Orientation rules for Causal 
Discovery in the Presence of Latent Confounders and 
Selection Bias”, Artificial Intelligence, 172(16-17), 
Nov 2008, pp 1873-96 
ZHANG Jiji 21 A 1 
136 “Actual Causation: A Stone Soup Essay”, Synthese, 
Mar 2009 
GLYMOUR Clark, DANKS 
David, GLYMOUR Bruce, 
EBERHARDT Frederick, 
RAMSEY Joseph, SCHEINES 
Richard, SPIRTES Peter, 
TENG Choh-man and ZHANG 
Jiji 
21 A 0.1111 
137 “Intervention, Indeterminism, and the Causal 
Minimality Condition”, presented at The 21st 
Philosophy of Science Association (PSA) Biennial 
Meeting, organized by PSA, Pittsburgh, USA, 6-8 Nov 
2008 
ZHANG Jiji and SPIRTES 
Peter  
33 A 0.5 
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138 “Unconscious Intentionality and the Status of 
Normativity in Searle’s Philosophy - with 
Comparative Reference to Traditional Chinese 
Thought”, Searle’s Philosophy and Chinese 
Philosophy: Constructive Engagement, Bo Mou (ed), 
The Netherlands: Brill Academic Publishers, Summer 
2008, pp 379-99 
ZHENG Yujian 12 B 1 
139 “Memes, Mind, and Normativity”, Culture, Nature, 
Memes, Thorsten Botz-Bornstein (ed), Cambridge 
Scholars Press, Oct 2008, pp 191-201 
ZHENG Yujian 12 B 1 
140 “The Searlean Background, the Unity of Heaven and 
Man, and Normativity”, presented at The XXII World 
Congress of Philosophy 2008, organized by 
International Federation of Philosophical Societies, 
Seoul, Korea, 30 Jul-5 Aug 2008 
ZHENG Yujian 33 B 1 
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141 “Re-enchantment of Nature: McDowell and 
Merleau-Ponty on Perception”, presented at OPO III 
World Conference on “Phenomenology: Nature, 
Culture and Existence”, organized by the Edwin 
Cheng Foundation Asian Centre for Phenomenology 
and Department of Philosophy, The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, in collaboration with Chung 
Chi College, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
the Center for Advanced Research in Phenomenology, 
US, and the Organization of Phenomenological 
Organizations, Hong Kong, 15-20 Dec 2008 
ZHENG Yujian 33 B 1 
142 《知識的拱門――科學哲學和科學方法論歷史導
論》 (Chinese Translation of The Arch of Knowledge: 
An Introductory Study of the History of the Philosophy 
and Methodology of Science by D R Oldroyd)，北京：
商務印書館，2008 年 11 月，710 頁 
顧犇, ZHENG Yujian, 郟斌祥
and 蔣斌 
45 D 0.25 
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 Cost Centre : 51 
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre 
    
143 「四十年教學的回顧和展望」，宣讀於由世界漢語
教學學會主辦之「第九屆國際漢語教學討論會：多
元化世界漢語教學」，中國北京，2008 年 12 月 15-17
日 
CHEN Hua-ling 33 B 1 
144 「京崑藝術輔助中國語言教學初探」 (“Preliminary 
Exploration of Language Teaching through Traditional 
Chinese Opera”)，宣讀於由第四屆全國高校京劇選
修課教學研討會組委會主辦之「第四屆全國高校京
劇選修課教學研討會」，中國南京，2009 年 5 月 2-3
日 
CHEN Hua-ling 33 B 1 
145 「月亮的別稱」，載於《嶺南中國語文通訊》，2009
年 3 月第 1 期，頁 11 
FUNG Pui-yi 21 A 1 
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146 「從『三及第』到『新三及第』的語言現象分析多
元文化背景下的教學隱憂」，載於「多元文化背景
下的漢語教學研討會」論文集，山東大學國際教育
學院，2009 年 5 月 27 日，頁 1-3 
FUNG Pui-yi 32 A 1 
147 「從方言地區歎詞與語氣助詞的誤用看普通話教學
的教研問題――以香港地區為例」，宣讀於由首都
師範大學文學院、國家語委普通話培訓測試中心主
辦，香港嶺南大學協辦之「普通話教學與測試學術
研討會」，中國北京，2008 年 12 月 6-9 日 
HAN Dezhi and 周柏勝 33 B 0.5 
148 「老鼠嫁女」，載於《文苑》重刊號第八期，2008
年 10 月，頁 12 
HAN Dezhi 41 B 1 
149 「近體詩連仄句申論」，載於《中國韻文學刊》，
第 22 卷第 3 期，2008 年 9 月，頁 51-2 
LI Fei 21 A 1 
150 「漢語方言研究方法簡析」，載於《語文建設通訊》
（香港），第 91 卷第 1 期，2009 年 1 月，頁 32-4 
LI Fei 21 A 1 
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151 「量詞個化及香港量詞教學問題淺析」，載於《海
峽兩岸現代漢語研究》，香港：文化教育出版社，
2009 年 5 月，頁 333-42 
LI Fei 32 A 1 
152 「淺析近體詩中的『音義參差』現象」，宣讀於由
中國音韻學研究會和南昌大學人文學院中文系合辦
之「中國音韻學研究會第十五屆學術討論會暨漢語
音韻學第十屆國際學術研討會」，中國南昌，2008
年 8 月 22-23 日 
LI Fei 33 A 1 
153 「王梵志詩歌異調通押現象及其他」，宣讀於由中
國語言學會主辦，溫州大學承辦之「中國語言學會
第十四屆學術年會」，中國溫州，2008 年 8 月 28-30
日 
LI Fei 33 A 1 
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154 「香港大學生普通話口語會話語音偏誤分析」，宣
讀於由首都師範大學文學院、國家語委普通話培訓
測試中心主辦，香港嶺南大學協辦之「普通話教學
與測試學術研討會」，中國北京，2008 年 12 月 6-9
日 
LI Fei 33 A 1 
155 「港式中文詞彙特點研究」，宣讀於由台灣師範大學
資訊教育研究所、華語文教學研究所主辦之「2009
年第四屆海峽兩岸現代漢語問題學術研討會：两岸
四地語言與生活」，台灣台北，2009 年 6 月 12-14
日 
LI Fei 33 A 1 
156 「上古音影母音值之檢討」 (“Rethink the Phonetic 
Value of Ying Initial in Old Chinese”)，載於《古漢語
研究》，2009 年 3 月，頁 23-6 
MA Maopeng 21 A 1 
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157 「兩漢正史《西域傳》譯音材料中的上、去聲字」 
(“The Rising and Entering Tones Reflected in the 
Historic Books in Han Dynasty”)，宣讀於由中國音韻
學研究會和南昌大學人文學院中文系合辦之「中國
音韻學研究會第十五屆學術討論會暨漢語音韻學第
十屆國際學術研討會」，中國南昌，2008 年 8 月 22-23
日 
MA Maopeng 33 A 1 
158 「 港 式 中 文 零 形 回 指 探 析 」  (“Study on Zero 
Anaphora in Hong Kong Chinese”)，宣讀於由中國語
言學會主辦，溫州大學承辦之「中國語言學會第十
四屆學術年會」，中國溫州，2008 年 8 月 28-30 日 
MA Maopeng 33 A 1 
159 「香港人普通話朗讀中的陳述句、疑問句語調偏誤
分析」，宣讀於由首都師範大學文學院、國家語委
普通話培訓測試中心主辦，香港嶺南大學協辦之「普
通話教學與測試學術研討會」，中國北京，2008 年
12 月 6-9 日 
MA Maopeng 33 A 1 
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160 「港式中文單音節動詞做狀語現象略論」 (“A Study 
on the Phenomenon of One-syllable-verb Functioning 
Adverbially in Hong Kong Chinese”)，宣讀於由台灣
師範大學資訊教育研究所、華語文教學研究所主辦
之「2009 年第四屆海峽兩岸現代漢語問題學術研討
會：两岸四地語言與生活」，台灣台北，2009 年 6
月 12-14 日 
MA Maopeng 33 A 1 
161 「規範詞語、社區詞語、方言詞語」，載於《海峽
兩岸語言與語言生活研究》，香港：商務印書館，
2008 年 12 月，頁 68-76 
TIN Siu-lam 12 B 1 
162 「港式中文的語體特點」，載於《海峽兩岸現代漢語
研 究 》  (Study of Modern Chinese Language in 
Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau)，李
雄溪、田小琳、許子濱〈編〉，香港：文化教育出版
社，2009 年 5 月，頁 31-41 
TIN Siu-lam 12 B 1 
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163 〈編〉，「頻繁交流 相通相融」（序），《海峽兩岸現
代漢語研究》 (Study of Modern Chinese Language in 
Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau)，香
港：文化教育出版社，2009 年 5 月，i-iii 及 402 頁 
LEE Hung-kai, TIN Siu-lam 
and HSU Tzu-pin 
14 B 0.3333 
164 「香港社會多元語言文化現象剖析及語言文字規範
化問題」，宣讀於由中國語言學會主辦，溫州大學
承辦之「中國語言學會第十四屆學術年會」，中國
溫州，2008 年 8 月 28-30 日；並載於《澳門語言學
刊》，第 31/32 期，2008 年 12 月，頁 22-31 
TIN Siu-lam 22 B 1 
165 「注重多方位培訓，提高普通話水平測試成效」，
宣讀於由首都師範大學文學院、國家語委普通話培
訓測試中心主辦，香港嶺南大學協辦之「普通話教
學與測試學術研討會」，中國北京，2008 年 12 月
6-9 日 
TIN Siu-lam 33 B 1 
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166 「論社區詞的地位」，宣讀於由世界漢語教學學會
主辦之「第九屆國際漢語教學討論會」，中國北京，
2008 年 12 月 15-17 日 
TIN Siu-lam 33 B 1 
167 「港式中文的文化源頭」，宣讀於由台灣師範大學資
訊教育研究所、華語文教學研究所主辦之「2009 年
第四屆海峽兩岸現代漢語問題學術研討會：两岸四
地語言與生活」，台灣台北，2009 年 6 月 12-14 日 
TIN Siu-lam 33 B 1 
168 「普通話教授中文之實踐」，宣讀於由首都師範大
學文學院、國家語委普通話培訓測試中心主辦，香
港嶺南大學協辦之「普通話教學與測試學術研討
會」，中國北京，2008 年 12 月 6-9 日 
WANG Lingling 33 B 1 
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169 “From a Social Digital Identity to an Academic Digital 
Identity: Introducing ePortfolios in English Language 
Enhancement Courses”, Canadian Journal of 
Learning and Technology, 34(3), Autumn 2008, pp 
27-39 
HIRADHAR Preet P and 
GRAY Jeremy 
21 A 1 
    Sub-total 161.8612 
      
  
 
 Total 580.84 
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Explanatory Notes for Report 3 
Type of Output: 
 A  Academic research: refereed 
 B  Academic research: not refereed 
 C  Contract research 
 D  Other outputs 
 
Research Output Category: 
1 Scholarly books, monographs and chapters 
11 Research book or monograph (author) − Authored work generally arising from 
academic research project(s) although contract research can produce such results if 
findings are in the public domain 
12 Chapter in an edited book (author) − A paper, essay, or other material authored 
specifically for inclusion in an edited book; does not include an opening or summary 
chapter prepared by an editor for inclusion in a work counted in (14) 
13 Textbook (author) − A full-length authored work used for instructional purposes; include 
revisions if they involve "substantial" (say 20%) new material 
14 Edited book (editor) − an edited book of essays, research papers or the equivalent 
2 Journal publications 
21 Publication in refereed journal − A paper in a refereed journal devoted to reporting the 
results of basic or applied research 
22 Publication in policy or professional journal − A paper in a refereed or unrefereed 
journal publishing policy or educational material for a professional audience 
3 Conference papers 
31 Invited conference paper − A paper invited for presentation at an academic or 
professional meeting and published (in full or in part) in conference proceedings 
32 Refereed conference paper − A paper accepted for presentation at an academic or 
professional meeting on the basis of a formal peer review process external to the 
institution and published (in full or in part) in conference proceedings  
33 Other conference paper − Any other paper presented at an academic or professional 
conference 
4 Creative and literary works, consulting reports and case studies 
41 Authored play, poem, novel, story − Fictional or similar works, published in a form 
appropriate to the type of work 
42 Painting, sculpture, drawing, photograph − Creation of artefacts capable of being 
reviewed for merit, generally but not exclusively of an artistic nature [exclude those 
covered in (44) below] 
43 Film, video − Creation of films, videos, multimedia, and similar productions for 
research, educational, cultural or entertainment purposes [exclude those covered in (44) 
below] 
44 Performance and participation in exhibits − Drama, musical and similar performances; 
participation as an exhibitor of paintings, sculptures or other artefacts: the exhibit may 
be sponsored by the institution or externally; it should attract significant public or 
professional attention 
45 Translation of other's work − Translation of an item of type (11) through (22) and (41) 
above, written by others: translation of one's own work is considered part of the 
authoring process and should not be included  
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46 Engineering, architectural, graphic designs − An engineering, architectural, graphic, 
landscape, or interior design (or the equivalent), whether prepared for a client or in the 
public domain 
47 Computer software or system − Development of a shareable computer software 
program, computer language, expert system, computer-aided instruction package or the 
equivalent 
48 Consulting or contract research report − Report on work performed under an 
institutional consulting or research contract: reports counted here generally will be 
prepared for the client, and they may be proprietary if institutional rules permit 
49 Written teaching case study or extensive note − Material prepared for teaching purposes 
with applicability beyond one's own course needs; short notes and descriptions prepared 
for immediate class use should not be included 
5 Patents, agreements, assignments and companies 
51  Patents granted – patents (on work done at the reporting institution) granted by patent 
office(s) to the reporting institution within the specified reporting period; not patents 
filed, not patents held in previous years, and not patents obtained/held on work done 
elsewhere 
52  Licensing agreements – the licensing of technology/invention from the reporting 
institution within the specified reporting period 
53  Assignments of intellectual property rights – the assignment based on 
technology/invention from the reporting institution within the specified reporting period 
54 Companies – registered companies in which the institution holds an equity by virtue of 
technology transfer, where the acquisition of such equity (including any increase in 
equity) by technology transfer occurred during the specified reporting period 
6 All other outputs 
61 Journal editor − Editor, associate editor, or the equivalent of a journal or similar on-
going publication venture (‘editorial membership’ should be excluded) 
62 Review of books or of software − Published or widely-disseminated reviews of books, 
other publications, software or similar items: dissemination must extend beyond the 
institution and its research sponsors [reviews for institutional clients should be counted 
under (49)] 
63 Postgraduate research theses – MPhil or PhD theses of research students who defended 
successfully within the specified reporting period 
64 Other outputs − Any substantive output of original research not listed above  
 
 
 
Notes 
 
1. Publications are listed by cost centres.  For each publication, the name(s) of the author(s) 
belonging to the corresponding cost centre (during the reporting period) is/are underlined.  
In the case of students, a "#" is placed against their names. 
 
2. The fraction appearing in the "Weighting" column of those co-authored items denotes 
the weighting of the authors concerned, calculated on a pro-rata basis.  For example, a 
paper with four authors will count as 0.25 for each author, and if three of the four authors 
are staff members in the same cost centre, the paper will count as 3x0.25=0.75 in the 
cost-centre total. 
 
